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December 16, 1988

PRE fACE

Mr. Kai Bärlund
Minister of the Environment,
Ministry of the Environrnent
Box 399, SF-00121 Helsinki
Finland

Dear Sir,

In response to your kind inivitation dated December 14, 1987, we are
pleased to submit for your consideration a report entitled “Research
in the National Water and Environment Administration, Finland - An
International Evaluation, 1988”.

The evaluation was undertaken by our team, respectively from Canada,
Japan, Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom, with each of us
acting in our personal capacities, under the guidance of a Finnish
Working Group of senior scientists and research managers chaired by
Ms Terttu Melvasalo of the Baltic Commission. The Working Group
provided us with a set of objectives that would help us relate the
research in the National Water and Environment Administration to
the environmental issues and scientific research structure in Finland.

Our evaluation has been based on extensive written material summan
zing the main research activities of the Administration, prepared for
us by the research leaders and management; on perusal of scientific
publications presenting the results of finnish research; on considerati
on of the review of environmental policies by the OECD in 1986 and
the developments sinee that time; and on a visit to the offices and
laboratories of the Water and Environmental Research Institute and
the Mikkeli Water and Environment District in May, 1988. We have
attempted to review this material and our observations and discussions,
in the light of present and likely future environmental conditions
and problems in Finland, and the progress of science in Finland and
throughout the world.

Our report includes comments and observations on the major research
and related scientific activities of the Water and Environment Re
search Institute, of the Water and Environment Districts, and of the
Administration as a whole. We have made a number of recommenda
tions and suggestions, which we hope will be helpful.
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It has been an honour and privilege to have been given the oppor
tunity to examine and evaluate the major scientific research activities
within your Ministry. In the course of this examination we have
learned a great deal about the Finnish environment, which we have
come to treasure greatly, and about finnish environmental science,
for which we have a great respect and admiration. We hope that our
observations, made from an international perspective, while they may
at times be criti.cal in some details, will be of some value in helping
to maintain the spirit of open enquiry and of learning from one
another that was so evident throughout our study, and which has
contributed not only to the high regard in which Finnish environmen
tai science is heid internationally, but to the continued quality of
the natural environment of Finland,

Many people made extra efforts to help us with our study. They are
too numerous to mention individually; but we are specially grateful
to Mr, Olli Ojala and Peter von Boguslawsky of the Environment
Protection Department, Mr. Simo Jaatinen and senior officers of the
National Board of Waters and Environment And of course, the
Direetor and staff of the Water and Environment Research Institute
who prepared the essential and voluminous background material, and
who, together with the Director and staff of the Mikkeli Water and
Environment District, carried the main load of our questions and
discussions. Ms. Melvasalo and her Working Group for the Evaluation
set the terms for our study and gave policy guidance throughout. We
also would like to bring to your attention our gratitude to Ms. Tuija
Taisi, who acted as a knowledgeable, efficient and patient technical
coordinator and secretary throughout the evaluation.

Yours sincerely,

E.f. Roots, Canada fChairman) Sven-Olof Ryding, Sweden )
Lars Gottschalk, Norway Hisashi Sumitomo, Japan

David Hunt, United Kingdom
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Origin and In response to a request from the Minister of the Environment, five
Authorlty persons, from Canada, Japan, Norway, Sweden and the United King

dom respectively, carried out, between March and August 1988, an
evaluation of the research activities of the National Water and
Environment Administration of Finland. The evaluation was underta
ken in accordance with the recommendations of the Report on Science
and Technology Policies presented to Parliament by the Government
of Finland on September 12, 1985, and the Report of the State
Research Council on Development of State Research Institutes, dated
June 18, 1986, which suggested that relevant ministries should carry
out evaluations of the guality and efficiency of their research activi
ties.

Guldlng The evaluation team was guided by an inter-disciplinary Finnish
Worklng Working Group comprising managers and senior scientists from a wideGroup and range of scientific institutions In Finland. The Working Group drew
Objectlves up objectives for the evaluation, which emphasized the need to

examine the cost-effectiveness of the research, the usefulness and
applicabiiity of the research results with regard to the information
needs of the Administration, the relevance to major environmental
problems of Finland, and the scientific quality of the research
activities and results.

Procedures To meet these objectives, the evaluation team reviewed summaries ofof Evaluation each major research area, prepared by scientists and managers ofthe prineipal scientific programmes of the Administration; perusedpublished reports of scientifte and technical activities and researchresults; and carried out interviews, discussions, and tours of the
facilities of the Water and Environment Reseärch Institute and theMikkeli Water and Environment Dfstrict Office during a visit toFinland iii May 1988.

General The evaluation team found that the Water and Environment ResearchConcluslons, Institute is functioning well.Its various research activities are direcWater and ted toward important envlronmental problems of Finland. AvailableEnvlronment financial resources are spent carefully, annd productivity in terms ofResearch seientifte data produced or new scientific knowledge gained as aInstltute resuit of research compares well with that of institutions of equivalent size and nature in other countries. The intelleetual elimate fornew researeli ts good, and the facilities for research support are forthe most part adequate. The science undertaken in the Water andEnvironment Research Institute, although in many respects traditional in its approach and scope, ts in most subject areas on a levelthat allows interehange and diseussion with leading research in thesesubjects in other parts of the world. The research results, published in domestic and international journais, stand up well in comparison with published research from government institutions fromother countries and includes some work that has made leading contributions to world science.

Major Causes Despite the generally good situation with regard to its currentof Present research, the Water and Environment Research Institute faces someand Potential serlous present and potential problems. Among the circumstances leaProblems ding to impending problems the most important are: (1) those connected with the reeent expansion of the mandate of former NationalBoard of Waters to the present National Board of Waters and Envi
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ronment, thus enlarging the area of research responsibiilty of the
Institute to undertake research in a new and wider range of environ
mental sciences, wlthout concomitant increase in financial resources
or scientific expertise; (ii) the on-going responsibility to produce
hydrological and water quality data for the whole nation, of mc
reasing precision and representativeness and for a variety of users,
necessitating ari increasingly sophisticated monitoring programme
that is not in itself research, and whose inclusion as ari important
commitment within a research institute raises problems of research
management and priorities; (iii) the large number of separate re
search projects, each justified in terms of Finland’ s need for envi
ronmental knowledge and responsive to advances in science and
changes in technology, but individually small, dependent on outside
contacts for scientific stimulation and vulnerable to considerable
change in effectiveness with slight change in resources or facilities.
The problems arising from these circumstances wlll require careful
planning, attention to the structure and management of the Insti
tute, and some strong moves by the Administration and the Ministry
to ensure that Finland devotes adequate resources and attention to
the science necessary to address its environmental probleins,

New Needs The important environmental and scientific develop ments of the
and Higher past few years, and the changes that have taken place iii the concerns
National of the Finnish public, the municipal and provincial governments, and
Priority for industry regarding environmental quallty and the management of Fin
Envlronmental land’s natural resources have given a higher public, political and
Knowledge economic priority to environmental Issues. These changes have been
wffl Requlre reflected in changes in the Ministry of the Environment and the
Increased mandate of the National Water and Environment Mministration $uch
Investment In new and continuing concerns are heightened by the dependence of
Environmental important sectors of the Finnish economy - forestry, agriculture,
Research fisheries - on the quality and sustained productivity of the envi

ronment, and the vuinerability of the Finnish environment to regional
and giobal changes in climate, acid precipitation, widespread conta
mination from wood processing chemicais, etc. Taken together,
these developments are likely to lead to an increasing demand from
the Government and the publlc for (1) more sophisticated environmen
tai information and interpretation, and (ii) advanced research on
environmental problems distinctive to Fin1and To meet these
demands, the Finnish government and the Finnish people will in the
next few years have to increase their investment in environmental
research. The National Water and Environmental Administration has
the task of preparing to address the immediate demands with present
resources, and at the same time, of planning for the increased future
activity that wffl be necessary if Finland is to discharge its envi
ronmental responsibilities in the years ahead.

Need to The overali scientific productivity of the research programmes of the
Increase National Water and Environment Administration including in the main,
Resources to the research programmes of the Water and Environment Research
Maintain Institute and of the Water and Environment District Office is good
Sclentlflc in relation to the present budget and the total scientific programme
Productlvlty of the Administration. The evaluation team foresees serious difficul
and Quallty ties, however, in maintaining either the present level of productivity

of good science or the overali effectiveness of the use of research
resourees across the fuli range of scientific subject responsibilities
of the Administration in the future, if funding leveis remain the
same as they are today The main reasons behind this serious
conclusion are:
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environmental Issues are becoming more serlous and more
cornplex, and the research needed to address those fssues is
more sophisticated, more complicated, and more expensive
than it has been in the past;

environmental issues are increasingly moving from a marginal
to a central position in government concern, in Finland as
elsewhere, placing ari increased responsibility on the govern
ment environmental agency to undertake its own research to
acquire new knowledge and to develop and test the equipment
and procedures to apply that knowiedge, thus giving the
research a policy priority as well as a challenge to meet
scientific needs;

the advance of environmental seiences, and the development
of scientlfic capability in Finland, has reached the stage
where effective research must move to a new piane of
quantitative process studies, holistic multi-discipline synt
hesis, prediction of impacts or consequences, and vigorous
interchange between institutions,

Ali these ehanges eniarge the seope and effectiveness of environmentalscience in dealing with national and international problems, but theyalso increase its cost.

In the future, the effectiveness of environmental research must hejudged not only on the new scientific knowledge obtained, but alsoon how weil do the results of the research help to anticipate andavoid or correct emerging environmentai problems that Finland willhave to deal with iii the decades ahead. There is need for Finlandto review the adequacy of fts present budget for environmental research in this light.

Research The research programmes of the National Water and Environment Adshould be ministration should be based on the scientific needs of the MinistryBased on the of the Environment, and take into account:
Needs of the
Minlstry the necessity to allocate resources between current activitiesthat address established needs, and new activities that

must he started now to he in a position to meet anticipatedfuture needs and priorities, knowing that it takes aboutten years from the initiation of a new research programmeuntil there is a significant flow of new knowledge thatcan be put to practical use;

the need to provide timely scientific data on short-termurgent issues and also integrated or large-scale informationon the longer-term characteristics,
trends, or changes in the environment;

the need to provide reliable information on a national basisabout issues, such as climate change or the effects ofchänges in agricultural practices, that are longer-term ineffect than the responsibilities of any particular governmentand broader in scope than the responsibilities of the Ministryof Environment;

the ability to meet the dfstinctive regional and local needsof the Water and Environment Dfstricts within a nationalenvironmental research programme;
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the need for an effective, identified mechanism for transfer
rfng scientific research results into practical or policy use
by the national and provincial governments.

Research to Sensitive national leadership is needed to ensure that research prog
Serve Local rammes on water suppiy, environmental protection and wastes manage
Needs ment are adapted to local conditions, and achieve effective liaison

wfth provincial and munleipal governments, and yet are carried out
under coherent national policies.

Need for There is a need for the research objectives of the Water and Environ
Statement of ment Researeh Institute to be reiated ciearly to the environmental
Research objectives of the Ministry of the Environment, and for ali of the
Objectfves scientific activities of the Institute to be related to its objectives.

Need for The extensive operations connected with monitoring water quantity,
Research and flow, and water quality in Finland are a major activity and commit
Revlew of ment of the Nationai Water and Environment Ädministration. Whiie
Hydrologlcal it is important to maintain adequate continuity with the data that
Monitorlng have been gathered systematieally over the past 80 years, so that

long time-series of usefui measurements are retained, there are many
new and different needs for and uses of water monitoring information,
new standards of accuraey and representativeness are demanded, new
chemical and biologieal characteristics are to he observed, and new
instruments of observation and techniques of data handling are in
use. Whiie water monitoring is in itself not research, eareful
research shou].d he undertaken on user needs, the scientific rela
tionship of observations to the hydrologicai processes being obser
ved, and on monitoring teehnologies in order to develop a modern
national water monitoring programme that produees data compatible
with those obtained in the past and yet is responsive to present
and future requirements for information, It is reeommended that a
careful review he made of water monitoring In Finland [See last
paragraph, this summary].

Management The Administration has undertaken an impressive variety of studies on
of Research environmental poliutants and their effects, ranging from participation
on Pollutants in iarge long-term investigations such as the HAPRO program on acid

precipitation and the long-range transport of airborne pollutants, in
which a number of other scientific institutions are also taking part,
to tightly foeussed studies sueh as development of tests to determine
the aeeumulation and eoncentration of toxies in specific aquatic or
ganisms, or research on highly visible and political issues such as
the effects of mereury in the environment, On the whole, the scien
tifie standards of such researches have been high. The range of
subjeets needing study is so vast, and the opportunities for exciting
and produetive selenee so great, that there is a temptation to at
tempt more than can be properly achieved with the resources availa
ble, and some studies are in danger of being iess effective than
they might otherwise have been with a little more research support
or had the studies been fewer in number but approached on a iarger
scale. Careful scientific management is required to set priorities in
pollution research that take Into account scientifie feasibility and
available expertise and researeh fadllities as well as polltical and
environmental importanee, and to mateh the scale of the research
effort to the seale of the probiem being studied. In particular,
there is a need, toward the close of the major research projects, to
assess the new knowledge gained and take steps to ensure that tMs
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knowledge is added to the scientific base upon which other resear
ches of the Mministration are bulit.

Non-polnt Regional pollution from diffused or non-point sources, such as from
Source agricultural or forestry practices, has not yet reached crisis pro
Pollutants portions in Finland, but the potential for long-term deleterlous effects

on sensitive Finnish ecosystems is serlous. Problems of this kind
call for a different approaeh to environmental research than those
connected with control of major toxic discharges. The studies
undertaken by the National Water and Environment Administration
provide an admirable start toward producing the knowledge that wlll
be needed to address these problems, which in general cannot be
corrected after the effects become apparent but can best be dealt
with, before they occur, by national and regional policies and not
mainly by regulation of specific polluters. A stronger research
programrne in this area would be a good investment for Finland, and
it is suggested that an overali plan for scientific research, data
gathering, and eo-operative deveiopment of practices for prevention
of pollution from dispersed sources be drawn up to provide a frame
work for further work in this subject.

BIoIogIcal The programme of biological research in lakes is progressing well
Research In scientifically, and exploring new concepts of lake biodynamics, the
Lakes effects of ehanges in lake physics and chemistry on aquatic ecosys

tems, and modelling of lake behavfour. Attention needs to be given
to finding ways in which the new understanding of lake characteristics
and behaviour can be used most effectively by the authorities respon
sibie for setting and enforcing legal standards of lake water quality.This area also wouid benefit from a work pian for research, data
gathering, and information transfer, so that the resources devoted tothe study of FiniancP s lakes can be used to greatest scientific and
practical effect.

Research In The modest research programme undertaken by the National WaterEnvironmental and Environment Admlnistration in mlcrobiology is of good scientificMlcroblology quality and addresses important issues related to health and veterinarymedicine. Recent concerns about widespread environmental issueshave shown the importanee of the environmental aspects of microbiological processes in solis and waters, and indicated many areas,important to practical problems in Finland, where new research inenvironmental microbiology is needed. There is a need for cooperative planning by health, veterinarian, agriculture and fisheries,and environmental authorities, on the future needs and priorities formicrobfological research in Finland. It is hoped that the Water andMicrobioiogical Working Group for Standardization of the NationaiAdvisory Board on Waters, (formerly the Working Group on Microbiology), for which the Water and Environment Research Instituteprovides the secretariat, will give early attention to the need for astrong environment emphasis on mlcrobiological research in Finland.The distinctive nature of microbiological issues in boreal and taigaregions make it appropriate and timely to increase communicationand exchange of research results with microbiologists in othernorthern countries,

Mathematlcal The scientific ievel of understanding of mathematicai modeis ofModefllng In environmental processes and characteristics, and of their limitations,Environmental in Finland is high. Most 0! the modeis in use in the NationalResearch Water and Environment Administration are relatively simple and
orthodox, but they are used effectively and well integrated into theresearch programme. Although there is no separate major activity
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of environmental model development, the capacity to adapt existing
modeis to Finnish conditions, or to devise new modeis when necessa
ry, is adequate. Increasing sophistication of research on environ
mental problems, the participation by Finland in new International
research programmes of environmental change that rely heavily on
regional and giobal mathematical simulation of environmental condi
tions, and the equipping of the District 0fflees with more sophistica
ted data handling fadllities wi11, however, ali contribute to the need
to develop special environmental modeiiing expertise and facilities
within the Administration, The management must be alert to these
developments and use them to build improved cohesion and com
munication, not exclusiveness in any one part, within the Mministrati
on, Attention should be given also to ensuring that the environmen
tai monitoring and the environmental modeliing programmes develop
in close contact with one another.

Research on The research on management of waste waters and soiid wastes in
Wastes Finland has encompassed progressively broader environmental responsi
Management biilties, resuiting in the present small but wide-ranging programme

that addresses waste water treatment, sludge disposal, chemical and
biological control, engineering design of landfills and hazardous
waste sites, and a variety of solid waste problems. Contact between
the Administration and the many other organizations that have a
scientific or technical Interest in some aspect of wastes management
is good. Difficulties are caused to the research programme by the
desire of authorities concerned with wastes management regulations
and operations to implement research results before studies are
complete and solutions thoroughly tested. The present programme
is effective at the operational level and is pursued with vigour, but
would benefit from more explicit policy support and guidance It
would be useful if a general pian for Finnish research on wastes
management could be drawn up and agreed between the many concer
ned agencies, to enable the researchers to set priorities, timetables
and targets for research, to serve as a basis for the co-operative
work between agencies that is essential in this fieid, and to forecast
research resource needs. Policy guidance is also needed in order to
pian for investment in analytical support facilities, for a research
programme on wastes management can only be as good as the chemicai
and biological analyses that can be made, whenever needed, at ali
stages of the research.

Environmental The involvement of the Nationai Water and Environment Administration
Assessment of in the environmental assessment of iarge-scale industrial or regional
Construction deveiopment projects can be expected to Increase year by year, and
Projects this wiii require investigative studies and sometimes new research by

the Water and Environment Research Institute and the Water and
Environment District Offices, TMs is an activity that has high
pubiic visibility and political attention, and it typicaliy requires co
operative or coilaborative studies with other national scientific
institutions, provinciai and government agencies, universities and
industry. The Administration has completed some admirable activi
ties of this kind, inciuding the study of the environmental effects of
river development and construction projects in the Bothnia area, and
has gained valuable experience in the application of environmental
science and research to questions of engineering and regional invest
ment. These activities raise issues of the management of co-ordinated
studies in which a number of institutions and authorities take part;
of the two-way communication wfth the public on environmental
matters important to them; and the problems of financing longer
term environmental researches when the publlc and politicai interest,
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although initially high, is often fleeting once development decisions
are made. It is important that this experience not be lost, and that
not only should the project-oriented studies produee scientific data
and research results that are incorporated into the public knowledge
upon which future researehes and environmental assessments can he
based, but that provision he made for on-going and follow-up studies
to deterrnine the actual environmental effects in subsequent years
and to check the results of the environmental predictions made at
the time of the assessment. It is also important that the managerial
and communication skills developed by the Administration and essen
tial to successful environmental assessment of public and industrial
work he given due recognition and he retained and enhanced as part
of the national competence in environmental impact assessment.

Geographlcal The Finland Geographical Information System, FINGIS, marks an
Information important step forward in the organization and future accessibility
System, of environmental, natural resources and geographically-related informa
fINGIS tion for the whole country. When fully deveioped and operating,

and in CC)fljunCtion with the national Environmental Data Centre
[See next paragraph] t will provide a knowledge base that will be
of unquestioned value for fnvestment, regional and iocai planning,
environmental assessment and controi, and a wide range of educatio
nal, managerial and research uses. The National Water and Envi
ronment Administration has piayed a key role in the conception and
establishment of FINGIS, and should continue its research to ensure
that other fields of envkonmental information, related to ground
water, distribution of poiiutants, vegetation, and phenomena reiated
to ciimate change are properly inciuded, The Administration should
also ensure that its own fadilities in ali reievant units of the National
Board of Waters and Environment are equipped to take fuil advantage
of the system.

Data Manage- The National Water and Environment Administration has made excellentment and the progress on the data processing development pian started in 1985, andEnvironmental the programme of introduction of automatic data processing andData Centre computer-based communication systems, with a schedule for immediate
up-gradfng and training to 1995 is admirabie, The pian is not only
a good practical Investment that has improved productivity and techni
cal effectiveness, but it has also served as a stimulation and an
incentive toward modernization that has knit together various re
search, operational and manageriai functions in the Administration,
and provided an intellectual as weli as a practical 1mk between the
headquarters scientific units and the District Offices. The creation
of an Environmental Data Centre within the National Board of Watersand the Environment is a tangibie recognition of the national importance, both to government authorities and to the citizen, of reliableinformation ahout the environment. The data centre wiii he important to the research programmes of the Administration in that itwill provide data upon which much future environmental researchwill he based. It wili provide a basis for national and internationalprogrammes of environmental control (for example, between theNordic countries and within the Economic Commission for Europe).Specialized studies may be needed to determine criteria for theaccuracy and representativeness of the data incorporated into thecentre, and to achieve quality controL

Need for Notwithstanding the variety of research subjects addressed by thePerlodIc Water and Environment Research Institute, there are some areas ofRevlews to Set present or impending environmentai importance to Finland where thePriorities 111 systematic scientific research and know iedge appears to be inadequAreas where
Research Is
Lacklng
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ate, and where, although much can be gained through close contact
with studies in other countries, focussed programmes of study in
Finland are needed to generate or adapt scientific knowledge appro
priate to Finland’ s environment, resources, and institutions. Exam
pies of areas where a strengthening of Finnish environmental research
would be useful include studies connected with envi.ronmental emergen
des iniand and aiong the coastline; the long-term and widespread
effects of puip and paper miii affiuents in iniand waters; the effects
of pesticides and fertiiizers on the distinctive boreal ecosystems of
Finland, the effect of acidification on the Finnish boreal forest
under stress from climate change; the role of microbiological proces
ses in relation to waste management in cold soils and periodically
ice-covered waters with low rates of net flow. Because the list of
needed and useful research could become very long, it is apparent
that Finland wouid benefit from the institution of a systematic means
to review environmental research needs on a nation-wide basis, in
order to set research priorities, targets and schedules, and to allow
new programrnes and facilities to be embarked upon without disrupting
the most important existing prograrnmes whose continuity 1$ important.

Factors that Among the many factors of the changing social, economic and political
may affect the scene in Finland, the following are likely to have particular importan
future ce with respect to the future organlzation of scientific activities in
Organlzatlonal the National Water and Environment Ädministration:
Structure of
Research - the trend toward decentralization of scientific actfvities

from the Helsinki area to the District Offices and the
provindes;

- the increase in geographical scope and subjedt complexity of
important environmental issues, so that many research
activities in the future wlll involve several Offides of the
Water and Environmental Research Institute as well as the
District Offices;

- the increasing need for co-operative research with other
government science agendles universities, and industrial
research units;

- the need for various research programmes to provide
consistent or compatible data to the new Environmental
Data Centre.

These and other developments raise new issues of management, options
for different ways to conducting environmental research in Finland,
and wili have an effect on the evolving institutional strudture of
environmental science in Finland.

Need for It is most important that the organizational structure of the WaterFlexlbfflty In and Environment Research Institute develop and retain the financialManagement and administrative flexibillty to adjust its research programme to
of Resources meet new priorities, to take advantage of new technologies or areas

of expertise, and to manage its resources in sudh a way that savings
in one area can be appiied to support research projects in another
area that could most benefit.

Plannlng for Carefui attention must be given to the planning and investment in
New the facilities for support of res&rch in the Water and Environment
Equlpment for Research Institute. In particular, a sound, continuing programme of
the Research planned investment in analytidal instrumentation for the Research
Laboratory
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Laboratory Is essential to ensure that its capabilities keep in step
with demands for Increased range, sensitivity and accuracy of analyses
for environmental protection, and for research, as progressive in
dustrialization of Finland and surrounding regions increases the
number and complexity of substances to be determined. In planning
the acquisition of major equipment, consideration must also be given
to the long lead times needed to lnstall complex instruments and get
thern into fully operational condition, There is an urgent need for
a High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) system, and the
need for other major items of instrumentation, identified during the
evaluation, should be kept under periodic review. It is important
to bear in mmd that the kind and capacity of analytical facilities
available to a nation have an influence on the environmental control
strategies that are practical, and thus on the course of environmentaldeveloprnent of the country.

Conununlcatlon Increased and deliberate attention should be given to scientific comBetween munication and interchange between the Water and EnvironmentResearch Research Institute, the Water and Environment District Offices, andBodies other environment-related research and science support bodies of thegovernment of Finland.

Collaboratlve As policies of decentralization of authority to the provincial governResearch ments take effect, attention should be given to collaborative developunder Pollcles ment of consistent and mutually supportive environmentalof Decentrall- research programmes involving the National Board of Waters andzatlon Environment, provincial governments, municipalities, and local universities.

Coastal and Collaboration with the Finnish Institute of Marine Research, aireadyMarlne well developed in some areas as a result of the coordinated coastalResearch and marine monitoring arrangements established in 19799 should befurther developed to achieve an effective overail natural programmeof studies of coastal and marine environment, especially as affectedland-based activities. A balanced and coherent programme in theseareas will also strengthen Finland’s position in international activities and her contribution to regional and giobal research.

Co-operatlon The scope and effectiveness of the research programmes of thewlth other National Water and Environment Administration, and the successAgencles that with whfch the results of the researches are applied iii policieshave Environ- oroperations of the Ministry of the Environment, depend to an impormental Respon- tant extent on the degree of interaction and co-operation betweensibifities the Administration and other agencies of the finnish governmentthat have scientific research or environmental responsibilities.These inter-agency relations have been generally good and positive,and it has been comparatively easy and natural to maintain them so,when the former National Board of Waters was concerned almostexclusively with water matters and was a source of hydrologfcal dataand scfentific study results that were useful to many but not inconflict with any other agency. With the expanded environmentalresponsibilities of the present Administration, however, the researchand data-gathering activities are entering the “territories” of authorities concerned with the economy, energy, health, regional or industrial planning or international relations, and conflicts with otherinstitutfons or Ministries are more likely to arise. The Administrationshould be aware of the importance of maintaining close and easy cooperation with its many partners in research and environmental concern. It should not take the present good relations for granted, butgive active attention to their maintenance.
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Trahilng of A programme of refresher-training and newskU1s training, to apply
Sclentlsts and to scientists, technical support staff and managers, desfgned to accom
Staff modate and encompass the wider environmental mandate now embraced

by the National Water and Environment Administration, would be
useful to improve technical effectiveness and cohesion during the
period of transition, would be helpful from the point of view of
staff morale, and would help to Increase the communication between
the Administration and the wider scientific and envfronmental com
munity that it now serves.

Partlclpatlon Because of its high-latitude geographical location but comparatively
In Giobal and temperate environment, the Iong experience of successful management
Large-Scale of boreal natural resources in a manner that in general has
International preserved good environmental quality, and because of the wealth of
Research scientific information collected for more than one hundred years,
Programmes Finland is a key location for study and data in a number of interna

tional multi-discipline scientific researches on giobal changes and the
sensitivity of the environment to stresses caused by human action.
Finland can benefit greatly from participation in these international
researches, and also through them has ari important or in some cases
unique contribution to make to world science. Several of the more
important international studies inelude areas of research within the
responsibility of the National Water and Environment Administration.
In order to ensure that Finland plays a proper role in such activi
ties, that there is adequate support for them without dislocation of
other domestic programmes, and that such studies and their scien
tific results are incorporated into the on-going environmental, hydrolo
gical and biosphere research in Finland, the Ädministration should
give careful attention at a senior level to the style, scope, funding
and co-ordfnation of Finnish participation.

Communlcatlon The application and effectiveness of the research undertaken in the
of Environ- National Water and Environment Administration is to ari important
mental Infor- degree dependent on the effectiveness of the communication to go
mation and the vernment authorities or the public of the results of the research.
Results of Careful attention and research in its own right should therefore be
Envlronmental given to the communication of environmental information and the
Research transfer to landowners, operational authorities or industry, of the

results of environmental research in Finland, This is particularly
important at the present time because the rapidly growing importance
of environmental questions among public concerns has led to the
inclusion of environmental issues as central 1tems of government
policy attention; and because with its expanded environmental respon
sibilities the research of the National Water and Environment Admini
stration must reach, and be useful to, a wlder and different group
of interests then those who were the traditional clients for water
research.

Reports on the The production of a comprehensive and systematic national report on
State of the the “state of the environment is ari admirable goal but a very
Envlronment difficult and complex undertaking, which has not yet been achieved

satisfactorily, on a regular basis, in any country. Its accomplishment
involves the constructive coming together of environmental information
with policy, economic, communications and educational elements over
a period of years. When its geographical information system and
the Environmental Data Centre are In place, Finland will be in a
good position to consider producing a comprehensive public assessment
of the state of the national environment. In the meantime, it is
important that the National Water and Environment Administration
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issue regular reports to the public, that are scientifically accurate
but understandable to the non-technical public, of the results of its
researches and the present condition or changes in those aspects of
the environment that it has studied.

Suggestlons The evaluation of research in the National Wate and Environmentand Administration has ied to a large number of suggestions about stepsRecommend- that couid be taken or ehanges that could be made to improve theatlons quality and effectiveness of the research activities of the Administra
tion [Chapter 5 of the Report].

The evaluation team has in addition made three principal recommendations:

1 The Water and Environment Research Institute shouid produce
a clear statement of the objectives of the Institute, which
should be up-dated at intervais, and to which ali research
activities should he related and heid accountabie.

2 A thorough technical, user-reiated, and cost-effectiveness
review should he undertaken of the hydrologicai and water
quality monitoring activities of the National Water and
Environment Administration and the reiated activities in
other agencies.

3 The Nätional Water and Environment Administration should
establish a systematic and open process of forward planning
of its scientific activities, including a running five-year
“out1ook up-dated annuaily, and an annual research pian.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND, AUTHORITY, PROCEDURES

On December 14, 1987, the Minister of the Environment of Finland
invited individual experts from Canada, Japan, Norway, Sweden and
the United Kingdom to conduct an evaluation of the research activitiesin the National Water and Environment Administration of Finland
(NWEA). These persons constituted an international evaluation
team (the so-called EVA-team); their affiliation and brief back
ground are given in Annex 1

The initiative to carry out such an evaluation came originally fromthe Report to Parliament on Science and Technology Policies presented
by the Government of Finland on September 12, 1985. This Report
proposed that state research institutes should be evaluated for the
quallty and efficiency of their research activities, The issue was
again taken up by the State Research Council in its report on the
Development of the State Research Institutes released on June 1$,
1986, where it was suggested that the relevant ministries, in co
operation with the Academy of Finland, should undertake such
evaluations.

The decision to initiate an evaluation of research in the NWEA was
made in the Ministry of the Environment in the spring of 1987, and
consequently, an inter-disciplinary working group of Finnish scientists
and research managers (the so-calied VESTÄ-group, cf. “Vesitutki
muksen arviointityöryhmä”) was established under the chairmanship
of Ms, Terttu Melvasalo to pian the general scope and programme ofthe evaluation and make the required institutional arrangements onbehalf of the Mlnistry of the Environment. Ms. Tuija Taisi was
assigned to the position of secretary and technical co-ordinator to
the VESTA- and EVA-groups. The members of the VESTA-group
are listed in Annex 2.

The objectives of the evaluation were prepared by the VESTA-group,
adopted by the Ministry of the Environment, and submitted to the
evaluation team in January 1988 [Annex 3]. Nans for the evaluationwere arranged by correspondence between the VESTA-group and the
evaluation team EVA, and during the visit by the chairman of the
team, Dr. Fred Roots, to Helsinki in March 1988.

Section leaders and senior scientists of the Water and Environrnent
Research Institute (WERI) were asked to prepare summary statementsof the major scientific programmes of the Institute and to provide
examples of recent scientific results. The evaluation team received
these reports, together with ali the English pubiications referred to
in the summaries, in March 1988. The evaluation team was also
provided with background materiai, comprising several sets of docu
ments on the environmental policies of Finland, on institutes involved
in environmental research, on the funding of research, and on the
development and organization of management structures within the
NWEA, The principal documents submitted to the EVA-team are
iisted in Annex 4,

The evaluation has consisted of anpraisal and discussions of the
written material supplied, and presentations, interviews and discussions with officers and staff of the Nationai Board of Waters and
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the Envlronment and the Water and the Envlronment Research
Institute during a visit by ali members of the team to Finland, May22-28, 1988. During their stay in Finland, the evaluation team metat the headquarters of NWEA and WERI, and in the facilities of theHydrological 0ffice and the Water and the Environment ResearchOffice; they visited the headquarters of the Mikkeli Water andEnvlronment District, where officers from the Vaasa District wereaiso present, and toured part of the District; they were also shownthe Research Laboratory of the WERI in Helsinki.

The evaluation team had useful discussions with members of theVESTA-group on three occasions and also discussed the progress ofthe evaluation with Mr. Olli Ojala, Director of the EnvironmentalProtection Department, and with Mr. Peter von Boguslawsky, Headof the Pianning and Development Division, Environmental ProtectionDepartment, Ministry of the Environment.

A preliminary report, presenting ari outline of the examinations anddiscussions to that time and the first impressions of the EVA-team,was prepared at the end of the visit to Finland and submitted to thechairperson of the VESTA-group on May 30, 1988. The VESTAchairperson and Ms. Taisi kindly commented on thfs preliminaryreport, correcting several mistakes relating to the governmental andscientific situation in Finland. During June and July, the EVA-teamprepared further technical comments and assessments on specificscientific activities. These, together with comments and revisionsarising from discussion of the preliminary report, were assembledduring August into a draft final report which, after approval by alimembers of the EVA-team, was transmitted to the VESTA-group forsubmission to the Minister of the Environment.

1.2 SCOPE AND ORIENTATION OF THE EVALUATION

The evaluation team has had the good fortune to be examining thestate of environmental research in Finland at a most propitious timein the development of Finnish environmental policies, and at anexciting and important time in the application of environmentalsclence to national and world problems. During the period of thisinvestigation, the Ministry of the Environment had been operating inessentially its present organizationai structure for five years -long enough to develop an effective programme, for strong pointsand areas of weakness and organizational probiems to become apparent, for external contacts to be developed and potential points ofconflict to be noted, but not so iong that either the organizationalstructure or programme have become entrenched and difficuit tochange. The review of the Environmental Policies of Finland bythe Environment Committee of the Organization for Econoiiilc Cooperation and Development (OECD) in 1986-87 gave Finnish institutions and authorities related to the environment a chance to look atthemselves internally, and to be compared, in a critical but constructive fashion, with other countries; this has led to a continued updating of poiicies and, very importantly, to an increased awarenessin a wide range of government and non-government bodies of thesignificance and inter-reiatedness of environmental issues and environmental research in the economic and social development of Finland.These developments ali helped to set the stage for evaluation ofresearch activities in the National Water and the Environment Administration. They made it possible for the review of NWEA to be
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undertaken in an aiready well-explored national and international
context.

International and world-wide events also made it appropriate to
undertake a broad review of Finnish water and environmental research
at this time, On the scientific side, the development of co-ordinated
international water-related studies such as the International Hydrologi
cal Programme, in which Finland plays an important part, and the
World Climate Research Programme which has important hydrological
and broader environmental components, were entering a new phase
of integrated research, data-gathering, and sophisticated analyses,
which called for new investments in facilities, new research program
mes, and a new breed of highly trained scientists to which Finland,
like other scientifically advanced countries would have to respond.
The advance of science itself, and the growing realization of the
essential unity of the workings of the natural environment, has made
logical and inevitable the emergence of comprehensive integrated
research proposais such as the International Geosphere-Biosphere
Programme, which promise a new unity in scientific thinking and
research effectiveness but at the same time present significant
conceptual and administrative practlcal. problems for institutions that
are organized and funded along tradftional scientific disciplines and
sectorial responsibilities. Recent developments also have emphasized
more strongly than ever before the vital connectlon between scientific
knowledge of the environment and of water resources in particular,
and social and economic issues. The issues related to climate change,
and the report of the World Commission on Environment and Develop
ment, are manifestations of this on a giobal scale, and there are
important examples in every country and region. These issues
raise serious social, economfc, cultural and political problems, directly
related to the environment and natural resources. It was against
this rapidly evolving but sobering background, and with a realization
of the importance to Finland of scientific knowledge of its water
resources and environment and of the need for a continued develop
ment of the capacity to maintain and increase that knowledge, that
the evaluation team approached its review of water and environ
ment research in Finland.

The evaluation team is well aware tliat our remit was to examine
the scientific activitfes, and not to dwell on matters of policy or
national priorities. We were, however, asked to comment on the
organization of research within the Ädministration; and we attempted
to do so principally from the point of view of the effect of the
organization and policies on the scientific programmes and the
distribution of scientific and technical information. We were made
aware also of the present situation and the near-term outlook for
financial and person-year resources for environmental science (which,
we have found, is not very different in nature from the situation
in the home countries ot members of the evaluation team). We
understand that an appraisal in terms of the additional financial
resources needed for research would in itself not be very helpful to
anyone. We have tried to look as honestly and critically as we are
able, at the environmental situation and the science situation in
Finland, in the light of regional and giobal developments and issues
as they may effect Finland, the world-wide development of environ
mental science and research technologies, and the role that Finnish
environmental actions and leadership play in regional and international
environmental and scientific progress. We have tried to keep the
economic and social importance of environmental science within
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Finland uppermost in mmd, but also have paid attention to the
development of world science and Finland’ s contribution to it.

Environmental questions are by nature local, affecting the weil-being,
health and economy of every citizen no matter where she or he may
live, and at the same time are regional, international and even
giobal in scope and influence. Because of this, the research activities
of the National Board of Waters and the Environment must deal with
questions at ali scales within the country and in ali Districts; and
these questions must necessarily have reiationships to many activities
within different parts of the Ministry of the Environment and with
other ministries of the Government of Finland, the Provinelal Govern
ments and municipalities, and internationally, Therefore, although
the focus of the evaluation team has been on the scientifte activities,
our evaluation of the sclence has also given attention to matters of
external and internal communication, liaison and co-operation, and
planning of research in the context of national and regional needs.
Ali of these factors are important to the quality and relevance of
the scientific programmes and to the decisions that must be made
regarding obtaining adequate research resources and the aliocation of
resources avaiiable for Finnish environmental science.

1.3 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The work carried out by the evaluation team was entirely dependent
for its effectiveness on the co-operation and wffling coilaboration of
the scientists and staff of the various institutions, laboratories and
offices whose work we examined, In ali our contacts, both written
and during our visits, we encountered unfailing helpfuiness, friendli
ness, and co-operation, The team ts most sincereiy grateful to ali
those, too numerous to mention individually, who worked so hard
and willingiy to prepare the background documents, who presented
and described the programmes, and who looked after us so weil
during our visit to Finland.

The Finnish Working Group of scientists and research managers -

the VESTÄ-gröup - pianned and organized the evaiuation and
provided just the right mixture of guidance to keep us “on the
track” and freedom to encourage us to carry out an independent
study, To the VESTA-group, and especially to the Chairman, Ms.
Terttu Melvasalo, we express our gratitude for having brought us
into this exercise and our appreciation for heipful advice and criticism.
We thank Ms. Melvasalo in particular for helpful comments on our
preliminary report.

It would not be appropriate or possibie to try to thank ali the
individuals who heiped us during this evaluation, in addition to the
preparation and presentation of the scientific material, But we
would itke to acknowiedge the special help we received from Mr.
Peter von Bogusiawsky, Head of the Planning and Development
Division, Ministry of the Environment; Mr. Simo Jaatinen, Director
Generai, National Board of Waters and the Environment; Prof. Seppo
Mustonen, Director of the Water and the Environment Research
Institute; Ms. Mirja Särkkä, Director of the Mikkeli Water and
Environment District, and Dr. Pentti Mäikki, Director, Institute of
Marine Research. Each of these persons made extra efforts to
ensure that our visit was pieasant and our evaluation as productive
as possibie. To ali of them and their staff, we are very gratefui.
They even arranged excellent weather for our visit!
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Most importantiy, the team expresses its gratitude to Ms, Tuija
Taisi, our efficient and remarkably forebearing and patient technicai
co-ordinator and secretary, who has not only looked after us and
shepherded the report through its various stages, but been ari unfailing
source of information, good judgernent and helpful criticism, We
aiso acknowledge with thanks the work of Ms, Vilma Garnett of the
Department of Environment, Canada, who prepared the text of the
final report.

2 THE WATER AND THE ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH INSTITUTE

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Our examination of the Water and the Environment Research Institute
(WERI) quickly identified a number of factors that permeated nearly
ali its activities and lay behind the “spirit1’ with which both manage
ment and science carried on its work or addressed its problems.
The more important of these factors appear to be:

after developing as a Water Research Instltute, with
programme, personnel, equipment, scientific contacts and
traditions devoted to the water sciences, WERI now
finds itself responsible for water and environmental
sciences. Some of the newly added environmental
responsibifities have been spelled out by subject and
others left undefined. The WERI must meet these new
responsibilities without significant increases in persons or
funds and stiil carry essentially the same water related
responsibilities that until 1986 completely utiiized its
staff and resourees. Although water science covers a
iarge portion of the environmental spectrum, there are
areas now within its mandate, where the WERI has iittle
or no in-house expertise, To be effective in its new
and broader role, the Institute must also develop new
and perhaps expanded contacts for both management and
scientific staff in a wide range of environmental sciences;

for historical reasons and hecause of the important place that
inland and coastal waters have always played in the life of
Finland, the WERI has inherited ari obiigation to obtafn
representative hydrological and water quality data for the
whole nation, and to make such data avaiiable to the public.
WERI devotes considerable attention and resources, and
has to an important degree organized its structure, to this
service. Such services are in the national interest, and
their value lies importantly in the continuity and consistency
of the information obtainecL The monitoring programmes
aiso provide the basic data for much of the water-related
scientific research in Finland. But most of this work is
not in itseif research, and its inclusion as a dominant
activity in a research institute raises some problems of
research management and effectiveness;

the WERI carries out a large number of small research
studies on diverse subjects. Each can be justified in
terms of a need for new knowledge in the water and
environment field in Finland. But several of these studies
are very vulnerable to considerable change in effectiveness
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with a slight change in resources or facilities. Despite
good work, the scientific viabifity of some of the programmes
is precarious. In some areas the resources and personnel
are perhaps below what might be called a “critical mass”
for sustained good research in their particular subject, and
thus the quality and relevance of Finnish environmental
science is vitally dependent on contacts with other scientific
activities in Finland and other countries. Some studies
may also be in danger of being left behind by advances in
understanding or techniques in specialized critical subjects.

It is in the light of these factors, which were made evident to us in
nearly every presentation or summary having to do with research,
that the evaluation team carried out its examination of the research
activities of the WERI, We attempted not to take a narrow definition
of “what is research?”, but to include as research the organized
pursuit of new knowledge in any form, which appears to be the way
the term is used in the Ministry of the Environment. With this
definition, there are some scientific activities of WERI that are
important to the research programme but which are not in themselves
“research”. We examined these activities also.

Our comrnents on the WERI are grouped under four main headings:
the objectives of the research programme [Section 2.2]; the scientific
content of the research activities [Section 2.31; the resources
available for research [Section 2.41; and some general aspects of
WERI related to research [Section 2.51.

2.2 THE OBJECTIVES Of THE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES OF THE WERI

Our concern has been to find out whether the scientists and research
managers of the WERI had a clear picture of what they were attemp
ting to achieve through their research activities, and whether they
were abie to relate those aims or objectives to the broader objectives
of the National Water and the Environment Administration and to
the needs of the Ministries of Environment and of Agriculture and
Forestry that were responsible for the on-going support of the
Institute. A clear identification of objectives shouM in no way
hamper originality or creativeness in research, but on the contrary
shouid permit fuil scope for individual curiosity and imaginative
work. We also wished to find out how well the research in the WERI
was related to the new responsibilities and emerging priorities of the
National Board of Waters and the Environment.

Although as noted above [Section 1,2], it was a good time to carry
out an evaluation of Finnish environmental research, in many respects
our study of the objectives of the research programmes of the WERI
was undertaken at an awkward time for the WERI. During the
transition from the National Board of Waters to the National Board
of Waters and the Environment there has naturally been some confusion of objectives. The earlier five-year pian, under which many of
the activities now in place were developed, is no longer reievant.
The WERI 15 endeavouring to maintain its important activities, most
of which are water-related although they are also essentiai componentsof environmental research, but has not yet formulated a new set of
research objectives nor received ciear poiicy instructions under
which it could do so. But this time of transition and programme
re-definition can be a good time to review the need for scientific
research, the performance of the programmes and their relevance.
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The review may he able to help establish new directfons, with
improved science.

The “General Outlines for the 1989 Research Programme of NWEA”,
issued by the Ministry of the Environrnent, provides an excellent set
of operational objectives for the Ädministration (including the WERI
and the Districts). The statement of these “Outlines” marks an
important step in the transition to inclusion of “environmental”
research within the Administration. But these guidelines or instruc
tions have not yet flltered down to the programrne impiementation
level. Also, they are very ambitlous, in relation to the resourees
that appear to he available, even though most of the subjects included
are at present touched upon by some activity of the Administration.
It appears to the evaluation team that there wffl have to he some
very hard-headed thinking, preferably with more feedback up the
system to receive guidance on priorities and realistic costs or schedu
les, before these “Outlines” can he turned into research programme
objectives for any specific year against which managers and scientists
could he held accountable.

In most cases, the leaders of the individual scientific activities within
the WERI were able to state the immediate aims of their particular
actfvities quite clearly in the summary statements, and explain them
in the presentations or interviews with the evaluaUon team. We
feel that the evaluation exercise itself may have been of benefit to
the WERI aiready by obliging the projeet Ieaders to define what they
were doing perhaps more succinctly than they might otherwise have
had reason to do at this time. But there was little evidence that
the researchers related their own studies to the stated objectives or
policies of the Board or Ministry; and the references to specific
needs or objectives expressed by the public or other leveis of
government were very generaL

In the light of this somewhat confused and rapidly evolving situation,
but being firmly of the opinion that development and successful
management of a multi-diseipiinary research programme requires
clearly stated objectives that are available and understandable to ali
from the Minister to the field or laboratory scientist, the evaiuation
team offers the following tentative comments conceming the objectives
of the WERI research programme in the future:

- The WERI objectives for research should he related to the
stated environmental objectives of the Ministry. They
should follow and be in conformity with policy instructions
received from the Ministry (or from other Finnish Govern
ment bodies, if appropriate) We would earnestly hope,
however, that an open and visible means is established
through which the needs and requirements of other Minist
ries, and of other parts of the Mlnistry of Environment, as
well as, most importantly, the research needs and priorities
as recognized and experienced by the WERI scientists can
he taken into account by the Ministry when drawing up or
modifying policy instructions for subsequent years;

- The section leaders and senior scientists of the WERI should
directly relate their separate projects and researches to the
stated objectives of the WERI; the resuits of the research
should be reviewed in the light of contribution to those
objectives, and should have influence in modlfying or
changing the objectives when that is useful;
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Thought should be given to the feasibility of setting, as
part of the objectives, specific targets for the plannfng andaccomplishment of research within the WERI, and for periodic
reviews of the performance of projects in relation to their
targets;

It is important that objectives of fundamental and applied
research within WERI not be confused with the objectives
of monitoring, data-gathering, data processing, analytical
quallty control, technical information services to the public,etc. The technical information and non-research work of
the WERI requires qufte different but equally necessary
objectives of consistency, representativeness, identified
improvement, and cost-effectiveness;

There will be a need wlthin the WERI as with any continuingresearch organization, to develop and keep under continualreview both shorter-term (usually annual) objectives for the
current programme, and longer-term objectives for the
Institute as a whole, Shorter-term objectives are essential
to achieve an accountability of the staff for their productivity and for revfewing the budget, as well as to use as
indicators of success when seeking new funds or planning
new activities. They also allow specific programme changesor new researches to be undertaken to meet urgent needs,or to take advantage of new discoveries or opportunitieswithout distorting the whole programme. Longer-term
objectives can rarely be simply a projection of current
objectives, but must take into account changing standardsor criteria of acceptable science, new national or international priorities, the need for planned eapital investment orchanges in personnel, Iii a field as dynamic as environmental sciences, clear and open, but regularly revised,statements of short-term and long-term objectives becomevaluable management and investment tools;

As the principal national institute of environmental research,the WERI must take care to ensure that its openly statedresearch objectives, while they must apply to Finland’ sneeds, are compatible with the environmental research
objectives of Nordic countries and the Baltic Sea stateswith which Finland is undertaking joint environmentalstudies. The objectives should also allow WERI to participate in international and giobal science where it is appropriate to Finland’s priorities and resources. Internationalco-operation in research is easier to arrange and supportand to benefit from, if it is provided for in the statedobjectives.

2.3 THE SCIENTIFIC CONTENT OF THE RESEÄRCH ACTIVITIES OF THE WERI

The following paragraphs present some general comments on thescientific content and effectiveness of research within the Water andthe Environment Research Institute as a whole. More detailedtechnical comments on specific research activities are given in Section3.5.
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We found that it was not possible to examine the research activities
of the WERI on their scientific merits alone, except in individual
detai1s Several years ago it might have been possible to assess
the water research programmes of the former National Board of
Waters (NBW) by a comparison of the state of Finnish hydrological
sciences with the leading examples of hydrological sciences elsewhere
in the world, Such a comparison, if attempted today, would show
some areas doing quite welI, and others not SO well; but such a
grading or score card would have littIe meaning for Finnish science
or the NBWE as a whole, The evaluation team did relate and
compare the science within the WERI to equivalent science in other
parts of the world where we were competent to do so. But we
came to the realization that the quality of scientific research in the
WERI and the productMty of the individual scientists were so
intimately tied up with the value put by Finland on environmental
science, the amount of field data avallable, the laboratory equipment
and services, and its stimulation by peers in WERI, Finnish universi
ties, and internationally, that we repeatedly found ourselves examining
not WERI science but the situation of WERI research in the
spectrurn of Finnish science.

It was in this area that we had to ask critically, “Just how much
of a leading research institute dfd the WERI aspire to be?” In
some areas, the potential is quite good: - the leading researchers
are well up in their field internationally; computer and library
facilities are good; and there is admirable freedom and an encoura
ging internal climate for pursuing new ideas. In some of the areas
where Finnish hydrological and water quallty research has achieved
international leadership, the number of interacting researchers is
very small, but this is not a real handicap if international contacts
are good and are eneouraged, But does the Institute want to focus
its attention and resourees on those areas where its science is best?
Can it afford to support mainly the winners? Is it not, for very
understandable reasons, going to have to strive for a balance in its
research programme, which usually means giving more attention to
improving the mediocre programmes? Is directing the research to
areas where new scientific knowledge is most needed in the national
interest, even though it may not be an area of science that produces
exciting discoveries or follows the prime interest of the best resear
chers, compatible with building a front-rank research institute?

The evaluation team is sympathetically aware of these problems, and
of the extreme difficulty of combining a leading research programme
with the research needed to meet on-going national needs. The
obvious dilemma of being expected to take on new research responsibi
lities in the wide-ranging and expanding environmental field, without
dropping previous activities that absorbed ali the budget, and without
a corresponding increase in budget and little increase in scientific
staff, was borne In upon us many times. We conclude that it is
not realistic for the WERI to try to judge itself on a scale of
international ieadership. It has some very good people and some
very good facilities, and through a respectable publication record is
making some important contributions to world science, A more
important question, in our view,. is whether the science is good
enough to meet the present and future needs of Finland.

One way, perhaps the bureaucratic way, to answer this question is
to ask whether the science is gocd enough to produce results that
will meet the identified or expressed needs of the Ministry and the
public users of water and environmental knowledge. This is the
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first question asked of the evaluation team [see Section 3.2]. It
is very hard to assess research quallty in this way, because of the
long time period between most research activities and the tangible
results that may come from application of research findings, But
the former Water Research Institute has a good record in this respect,
and we see no reason why the good tradition should not continue.
The “Outlines for Research” produced by the Minfstry of the Environ
ment, if they can be produced on a regular basis and tested against
up-dated objectives and justified through public or political benefit,
can be a great help in this respect.

Another way to approach thfs question in the “institutionaP’ area is
to ask whether adequate research has been done to assure that the
knowledge is on hand and the response capacity developed to deal
with environmental emergeneles. With the newly assigned responsibi
lity of NBWE for combatting oil spills, and for issues dealing with
waste management, there is a research obllgation on the WERI - in
modelling, process studies, hydrobioiogy, through relevant data
organization in the geographicai information system, and in design
and establishment of nation-wide technical communication systems
for response to environmental emergencies, for example. Ali of
these kinds of research can be carried out, it appears, with present
capabiiities, but in most areas little is at present being done to
focus these capabilities on readiness for emergencies. It can be a
sign of an effective government research organization that the
research on what might happen to spilled cargo is done before the
ship runs aground.

Much of what we have read and heard has been directed toward
informing us about the reievance of the WERI research programmes
to the environmental problems of Finland. It is misleading and
perhaps unfair to try to summarize opinions about a complex program
me in a few words, but our collective impressions in this area are
somewhat as follows:

In general, the relevance of current research subjects to
present or recognized environmental problems in Finland is
good, We were, however, presented by the WERI scientists
with a number of shortcomings that they had identified,
and there were other gaps -- or at least, areas we
expected to hear about but did not -- that surprised the
evaluation team For example, the important area of
harmful substances in waters receiving pulp and paper miii
effluents seems to have had less thorough study than we
would have expected in a country where this issue is of such
potential importance. Another surprise was that analytical
capacity had not been adequate to mount an effective modern
assessment of the overail or synergistic effect of pesticides
on the terrestrial/aquatie environment, But ail research
we heard about had relevance to Finnish environmental
problems or operational needs for scientific information,
and the short-comings appeared to be problems of emphasfs,
resources, or co-ordination, not of subject matter.

Research directed at long-term or emerging problems is not
well developed, and in some areas appears to be conspicuous
by its absence. Only when there was outside funding and
initiative, as in the HAPRO study, does the WERI seem to
have had the confidence or commitment to begin research
on a problem that is not immediately pressing but which
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may be very important to Finland in the years to come.
When asked about such subjects, for example, as the scope
of the proposed new programme on the effects of climate
change, on research into non-point source pollution from
changes in forest managernent practices, or what were the
scientific issues associated with land uplift and its relation
to wetland soils, the research leaders expressed a concer
ned awareness of the importance of starting research on
emerging problems that they recognized as likely to grow
in severity and urgency in the new future; but they were
pessimistic about being able to start on them, Given the
perennial shortage of research funds fa situation which
was made clear to us but which is not unique to Finland),
the inability to embark on a new, future-oriented, non
urgent programine in any particular year, despite ks longer
term national importance, is understandable, But when the
situation continues for a number of years, despite the
sincere concerns of research leaders within the institution
who are often the people best able to assess the needs and
the consequences, the inabifity to act must reflect on the
senior management and the Ministry, and their grasp of the
larger responsibilities of their mandate.

As industry iii Finland grows, it can be expected that the
country as a whole will meet more of the pollution hazards
or problems aiready experienced in more heavily industrialized
countries, Fortunately, the experiences of other countries
should often provide advance warning of, and indications of
steps to be taken to avoid or solve, such problems. This
is an area for “research aiertnes&’ and outward-looking
contacts on the part of Finnish scientists. But not ali
problems can be met by borrowing science from elsewhere.
In particular, the major irnportance of forestry to Finland
suggests to us that pollution related to the northern forest
ecosystem and to forest industries is an area in which
Finland ought to undertake extensive research to meet her
own needs. For example, the effect of acidification on
the distinctive boreal forest within the distinctive topography
of Finland, when subjected to progressive stress from climate
change, is a foreseeable Finnish probiem for which research
will best be done in Finland. Moreover, tMs is a field in
which Finland could perhaps make a major contribution to
international research, as is aiready the case with many
other aspects of forest research. Finnish leadership in
environmental research related to protection and exploitati
on of boreal forests can have technological and economic
as well as environmental benefits, and the potential for this
should be taken into account when the research programme
is planned and the needs for new facilities and equipment
considered.

Research related to environmental emergencies appears to
have been neglected, but a belated start is being made
under the new mandate of the WERI. It is recognized
that it wlll be very difficult for a small new unit in such a
large field of potential responsibility to develop and maintain
a stable research programme while at the same time giving
attention to the emergencies that are bound to occur, And
yet a planned research programme in this area is essential,
both to keep abreast of the rapidly changing hazards and
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how to deal with them, and to establish and maintain the
contacts with other specialists and institutions without
which the WERI programme would be inadequate. The
most critical areas for research specifically designed to cope
with finnish environmental conditions appear to be:

oli spiiis (Into coid acidic highly organic inland waters and
periodically ice-covered brackish marine waters);

toxic spiiis (highways, urban, and internai waters);

leakages from waste dumps, in harbours, and from highway
operations.

As regards the quallty of the sclence practiced at the WERI, we can
say at this time that the research of the Institute as a whoie, whiie
uneven, compares well with that of other institutes known to us and
of equivalent size that cover such a wide range of topics. Some of
the team feit that the ievel of science is really admirable considering
the resources availabie, while others pointed out that most research
in the WERI is quite traditionai when judged on a world basis [see
Section 3.5]. However, the cost of good science is rising, in real as
well as relative terms. We fear that in several subject areas the
present high sclentific quallty wlll be very difficult to maintain let
alone to move ahead, as problems become more complex and equipment
becomes more sophisticated, unless there is increase in funding and
assurance of continuity of support. The only way to maintain
highest quaiity scfence, other than through increased financial support
would appear to be through deiiberate reduction of the seope of the
Institute’s programme. We found no subject area tri the WERI
programme large enough to have significant effect on the budget,
that in our opinion could safely be dropped without doing harm to
Finland’ s scientific ability to meet environmental needs.

Ari important aspect in the maintenance of the scientific relevance
and calibre of the research projects of WERI can be participation of
Institute scientists in international scientific activities, There are
within the WERI some outstanding examples of international participa
tion, The Direetor and several of the principal scientists are active
in international scientific organizations in their special fields. The
WERI partielpates tri Nordic and ISO testing and standardization
programmes, and has also taken part in ECE, OECD, and international
Baltic studies in a number of areas, The evaluation team is aware
of this, and commends it; but what surprised us was that there was
littie reference to international research in the descriptions and
dlscussions of the WERI activitles and problems. It appears that in
the minds of most WERI scientists, international activities were
somehow separated from the on-going work of the Institute. It may
have been that an extra effort was made to emphasize the purely
domestic programme for presentation to the evaluation team, and so
our concerns about the apparent lack of connection between interna
tional activities and domestic research are not justified. But we
point out that for Finland, as for most countries, the international
contacts and participation provide an efficient and economical way
to provide access to world knowledge relevant to Finnish problems,
and to ensure that the standard of sctence in Finland ts as good as
the best anywhere. Participation in international science need not
disrupt on-gotng activities, and indeed many of the WERI activities
in themselves can and do contribute to international studies. Relevant
international programmes tri which Finland as a country is participa
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ting and which would be appropriate for the WERI to continue to
play its part along with other parts of the finnish scientific com
munity and, as its priorities permit, increase its leadership role, are
different parts of the International Hydrological Programme and the
World Climate Research Programme, the Northern Research Basins
Network of the IAHS; the Northern Sclence Network of the UNESCO
Man and the Biosphere Programme, and the International Geosphe
re-Biosphere Programme of the International Council of Scientific
Unions (ICSU),

2.4 RESOURCES FOR RESEARCH

2.4.1 Funds for Research

Despite the fact that It was not the task nor the intent of the
international evaluation team to investigate funding issues In detail,
by far the most common probiem mentioned by WERI scientists was
inadequate funding for their work.

The evaluation team allowed itself to be drawn into discussions of
funding questions in four areas:

allocation of funds, to and between research projects
possibilities of external funding
identification of areas where financial resources might be
saved
identification of areas where a small additional expenditure
might resuit in a conslderable increase in scientffic output.

The following are some comments, impressions and suggestions, arising
from our discussions and related to the four areas noted above.
We do not in this section address the question of the adequacy of
the overali funding for the WERI:

There appears to be a need for open, well understood
principles and procedures that guide allocation of funds to
the different projects of WERI, and in particular that
determfne the division of the budget between monitoring
activities and the research activities;

A means is needed to enable some research funds to be
retained by the Institute as a whole, which can then be
spent on behalf of several Offices (for example, for develop
ment of environmentally related data processing or for
contract or project work involving several Offices) so that
one Office does not become burdened with expenditures
from which several Offices benefit. It is particularly
important that funds for analytical and associated laboratory
support, or for computer and library facilities, are taken into
consideration when planning and seeking funds for new
research programmes;

The procedures for obtaining external funds for research, to
supplement WERI funds or to make possible co-operative
programmes with other institutions, should be simplified
and the External Research and Development Budget should
be more clearly defined;
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Durlng our evaluation and discussions, several studies or
toples came to light where, it seemed to us, a small amount
of additional funding could greatly enhance the scientific
output of the research. Such opportunities can resuit in
very effective use of searee funds, and should be watched
for. Some possible exampies that came to our attention
include:

- enhancement of biologicai tests iii receiving
waters;

- extension of laboratory quaiity controi co
ordination to industriai laboratories;

- adding studies of the effects of chronic iow-level
environmental contamination to existing research
on non-point souree poilution;

- scientific synthesis and evaluation of the results
of the HÄPRO programme, inciuding meteorologi
cal, forestry and water components;

- aquatic microbiology.

The evaluation team emphasizes that every opportunity
shouid be taken to achieve such economics as are possible
by increasing efficiencies and refining the data coverage
within the present programme [see Section 2.5.4]; and
recommends that the WERI management make ali efforts to
ensure that any funds made free by such economies are
applled to those activities that can benefit most from a small
lncrease.

2.4.2 Sclentlflc Personnel and Support Staff

Some specific comments reiated to personnel and staff are made with
respeet to individual research activitles in Section 3.5. Two addi
tional points are made regarding the WERI as a whole:

There Is an evident need for a policy or a pian for encoura
glng the staff to acquire speciai training to broaden their
skills in new subjects, in order to meet the eniarged
environmental mandate and the effect it wili have on
research priorities and methods in the WERI. This should
not be ieft as much as it appears to be at present to the
personal initiative or interest of section heads and individual
scientists, or to emergency responses to crises;

The degree of pessimlsm, among ioyai and experienced
scientists, about the prospects of increased fundfng which
they believe to be necessary, is most unfortunate. There
does seem scope for imaginative management practices to
overcome some of the pessimism. We do not know what
such practices might be, but ideas, such as deveioping
options for externai funding that put more incentive on the
individual scientists for finding their own support and
scfentific reward to them when they obtain it; arranging
extended leave of absence with project funds accumuiating
so that there is a useful amount avaiiable for research on
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the employee’s return; vigorous sharing of researchers
with the universities etc., would be worth exploring.

These problems within the scientific staff of the WERI are, of course,
of direct concern to the WERI leadersMp and management, and they
are aware of them. The problems should not however be addressed
wfthin the WERI alone. They are problems within the National
Water and the Environment Administration as a whole, and should be
addressed on an Administration-wide basis. As the major research
body within NWEÄ, however, the WERI is the logical body to provide
leadership in achieving and maintaining both the scientific competence
and scientific spirit of NWEA. This throws the onus - and the
opportunity - back to the leadershlp of the WERL The probiem is
further discussed in Section 4.6.

2.4.3 Facffities for Research

The evaluation team was pieased by its examination of the Research
Laboratory. The present facility impressed us as being well-run
and efficient. We were also pleased that, after several years of
barely adequate fundfng and no resources for new investment, there
have been funds avaiiabie for new equipment for the past two years.
Those funds have been wisely spent. It is encouraging also that
progress is being made toward a new Research Laboratory. There
is a ciear need to pian carefully, now, for future requirements for
new equipment, to minimfze dlsruption to essential routine laboratory
functions during their commissioning and to achieve, after the
establishment of the new laboratory, ali the benefits that the new
facility can provide without losing the continuity of service that is
essentiaL This requires a clear view of the concept and role of
the WERI and NWEA as a whole in the future, and means that those
planning the laboratory must be participants in the pianning for the
Institute and the Administration [Section 4.2.21.

The present faeliities for general and trace element anaiyses appear
adequate to the current needs in water research, given the planned
acquisition of new analytical equipment in the District Laboratories;
and the introduction of the Gas Chromatograph (GC) with Mass
Seiectfve Detector (M$D) has done much to update the iaboratory’s
capabilities in the area of organfc anaiysis. However, the laboratory
iacks a High Performance Liquid Chromatograph (HPLC) for the
determination of those organic substances (e.g. polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons, and certain pesticides and herbicides) which are not
amenabie to GC separation. Increasing emphasis on organle micro
pollutant research and monitoring will require that this deficiency be
rectified soon.

The GC-MSD system is designed for the routine determination of
particular, known cornpounds, and is ideal for the current workload.
In the longer term, consideration may have to be given to the need
for a “fuil size”, higher resolution Mass Spectrometer (MS), more
appropriate to survey and “detectiv&’ work invoiving the identificati
on of unknown organic compounds; and such tasks may be increasingly
necessary in the quite near future as work on waste management
and chemical pollution expands. Given the cost of such a system,
and the common experience tliat such a system, once in place, tends
to generate its own work and research, the situation would need to
be carefully evaluated by WERI management inciuding the Research
Laboratory chief in the light of the Institute’ s roles and objectives,
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and the planned direction of its research programmes. In the
meantime the use,, when required, of mass spectrometer facfflties
outside the Research Laboratory (e.g. at the Technical Research
Centre) should avoid the need for a precipitate decision, while at
the same time glving WERI experience on which to judge whether
such equipment is needed and how it should be used. The probiem
is further discussed lii Section 4.2.

The planning of analytical and other research support facillties in
the WERI should take into account the distinctive geographical and
environmental characteristics of Finland, and the ilkely direction of
finnish lndustrial and land development that may influence the nature
and location of potential pollution of the Finnish environment. As
noted In Section 2.3, the importance of forests in the Finnish economy
and national values makes it important that Finland develops expertise
and has scientific facilities speciaiizing in potential poilution from
forest industry and wood processing operations as they relate to the
boreal environment. It also provides an opportunity for Finland to
become a leader In this fieid of research, The recent incident
related to the Chernobyl accident has demonstrated also, the need
for field detection, sampiing, and analytical faciiities that are suited
to the taiga zone. Leadership or specialization in analysis of pollution
in the taiga would be of value not only to Finland, but to other
Nordic countries, USSR, and North America, Other special problems
requiring faciiities and techniques not directly transferable from the
equipment and techniques used to deal with environmental problems
in saltier and more temperate shorelines, may be raised by the waste
management and environmental control issues along the shores of
the Gulf of Bothnia. These are additional factors to be considered
in planning the future role, scope, and equipment of the WERI
Research Laboratory and the District Laboratories of NWEA.

During our evaluation, we often heard that scientific projects were
hampered or stalled by inadequate anaiytical service capability. Ali
new research projects are obiiged to contract or pay directiy for
analyses, and thus the cost of laboratory work is at least in part
carried in the budget for research projects. Such a procedure is
efficient for multiple and routine analyses, but it ts often a handicap
to good research and exploration of new anaiyticai techniques or to
a partnership between field researcher and anaiyst. We believe
that the WERI must have some budget for the Research Laboratory
that will enable it to provide a degree of “free” and collaboratfve
service to the researches of other offices; but consider that some
steps can be taken by managers and research ieaders to ameliorate
the problem of analysis overload and delay. Consideration should
be given to the delegation of routine analyses for the Water and
Environment Districts to the District Lahoratories whenever economi
caliy justifiabie and technicaiiy possible, as long as adequate analytical
quality controi is maintained. A principle can he estahlished that the
Research Laboratory, should whenever possible, he freed to devote
its efforts to special and complex analyses, and to the requirements
associated with research We note with approval that decentralizationof routine work ts already increasing, justified on the grounds of
cost and efficiency, and that it has not encountered major problems
of quaiity control.

There appear to be urgent problems of a different sort related to
analyses for micro-organisms, their identification, characteristic
responses to particular environmental conditions, and ability to
generate toxins. NWEA has good equipment to meet the analysis
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needs of its present research programmes, and ts proceeding with
up-grading and standardizing the WEDOs for routine micro-biological
work [See Section 3.5.6] Much of the standardized micro-bfological
analysis is undertaken lii laboratories operated by municipal, health,
and agricultural agencies. But the need for “environmental microbiolo
gy” analysis ts increasing rapidly, not only within NWEA but from
other levels of government and industry as well, because of pollution
issues and concerns about the spread of toxic substances. For
these analyses the NWEÄ laboratories or some laboratories connected
to the forest industries provide the main national fadilities, The
demands placed on the WERI by the District Offices for micro
biological analyses, related with newly-imposed inspection and monito
ring work, or as a resuit of environmental ernergencies such as toxic
blooms, are more than can be met by the personnel and resources
available. Not only ts the research programme disrupted, but the
backlog or delay was reported to be such that inspectors have been
obliged to do without analyses, or to turn to industrfal laboratories
which, in some cases, raise issues of potential conflict of interest
[Section 3.57]. Clearly the solution to this spiralling probiem lies
in controlling the demand for analyses, and in matching, as soon as
possfble, the capacity of non-research analytical faclllties with the
routine and reasonably anticipated non-routine demand.

It ts important that a regular review be made, as part of forward
planning, of the balance of capabilitfes and analytical capacity for
both chemical and ;nicro-biological analyses between the Research
Laboratory, other analytical fadllities of WERI, and the various District
Laboratories, linked to an assessment of the likely “demand” for
analyses related to pollution control and research respectively in
various parts of the country. It may also be useful to conduct an
appraisal of the way tri which the need for specialized or quantity
analyses are tdentified tri the planning and approval of WERI research
programmes; and also of the way in which the resources of the
Research Laboratory are allocated to different research projects and
on-going tasks,

Other research support facilities, including data processtng systems,
and library, seem to be excellent. We did not have opportunity to
examine the facilities for field operations in a balanced way. We
did, however, hear of some problems: - the Jack of adequate vesseis
for shallow-water work on the west and coasts 1$ a handicap to the
Institute and to the Districts concerned. We hope that clear
objectives and a more open plannfng of the NWEA and WERI program
mes wtll improve the opportuntty to make the investments required
in field and laboratory facilities to enable both research and routine
work to be carried out tri a satisfactory and economical manner.

2.5 OPERATIONAL AND GENERAL ASPECT$ OF THE WERI RESEARCH

2.5.1 Publishlng, Reporting and Dissemination of Information

The dissemination of the final results of WERI research data through
publication ts good. The work ts well reported, promptly, tri a good
mtxture of domesttc and international outlets. The promtse of
future use of electronic format ts encouraging; the move to this
medium appears to be well thought-out, with a planned gradual
tntroduction and cultivation of a wlde range of tradltional and new
users.
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It was our impression, however, that in some areas internal exchange
and discussion of interim findings and problems leaves somethlng to
be desired. Perhaps because of the large number of different studies
being carried on within a relatively small institute, and because of
the pressure to make best use of scarce resources by identifying
with the subject under study, there was a natural tendency for some
of the studies to be pursued rather in isolation, even within the
close confines of the Institute, until the work was “ready” to be
communicated or displayed. And yet the relatively small number of
scientists within the Institute makes it ali the more important that
there be adequate an easy communication at ali stages, The sharingof plans and ideas, and not only of findings, is an important step in
the achievement of a vigorous and collectively effective publiciy
accountable research institute as distinct from a number of separateresearchers each pursuing her or his own project under one roof.
Particularly now that the WERI is collectively responsible for scientificactivity lii a wider environmental field than those included in its
traditional programmes, inciuding subjects outside those for which
most of the senlor personnel have been trained, it seems important
that Institute managers and the research leaders give particular
attention to encouragement and maintenance of vigorous and easy
communications within the Institute, at varlous leveis, on both scienti
fic and pollcy matters. As the Board and the Institute take on
more “environmental” duties, the need for communication and passingof ideas between programmes and across disciplines becomes more
important,

Although our knowledge of the environmental science seene in finlandis only partial at best, It does seem to us that there 15 a real needand opportunity to cultivate more lively broad scientific communicationon environmental matters in Finland. There would appear to be anopening for a scientific newsletter on environmental affairs, perhapstied to a seminar serles, that would exchange information and stir
up interest on an informal but regular and frequent basis. Such anexchange of information should cross discipline lines, and ideallyshould inelude ali units of the NBWE, all Water and EnvironmentDistricts, the Technlcal Research Centre, the Marine Research
Institute, Universities, etc. With its designation by the Ministryas its national environmental research institute, the WERI is the
logical body to take the initiative in invigorating and keeping up-todate the environmental research community in ali of Finland. Animportant aspect of any such initiative along these iines must bethat whatever is done,should be done regularly and supported longenough to buiid up interest and feedback until it can proceed on itsown.

2.5.2 Co-operatlon wlth other Instltutes

While there are several examples of excellent co-operation, theevaluation team encountered a disturbing number of cases where, itseemed to us, attention was needed to develop more co-operationand liaison in environmental research, There were evidences oflack of communication and interchange between the four units ofthe WERI and between the WERI, the Board, and the Water andEnvironment District Offices (WEDOs). Sometimes it seemed thatthe scientists in the WERI did not feel that they were part of theFinnish Government’s environmental family, even though NWBE isadministered by the Ministry of the Environment. Other parts of theMinistry of the Environment seemed to be foreign territory to many
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WERI scientists; and so were environmentally important agencies in
the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, or the fisheries, oceanog
raphic, or meteorological research institutes. Although we learned
of several examples of collaboration between the WERI and the
Teclinical Research Centre, other researchers gave the impression
that there is considerable mystery about its operation and its relevan
ce to environmental research And yet, with its expanded envkon
mental mandate, the WERI has need to be familiar with and iii contact
with the concerns and the programmes of these other environment
related research and science support bodies

Although it is primarily the Water and Environment District 0ffices
that have regular contaet with the provincial and munielpal govern
ments, some programmes of the WERI are directly related to the
needs, and make use of the data, of these other leveis of govern
ment. Activities of this nature that were described to us included
the development of automatlc hydrornetric equipment, research on
snow cover in varlous districts, the effect of farming or forestry
practices on hydrology, and treatment of waste waters. The provin
cial and municipal governments thus are, or should be, clients of the
WERL Many are also providers of data or information, and In some
cases could become partners In research.

The evaluation team does not want to appear naive in this area, and
our knowledge of the finnish environmental and water science
community is 1imited, We can appreclate that there are many
difficulties In promoting more cooperation and collaborative work.
We also feel that there ts much more co-operation and communica
tion between scientific groups and different leveis of government
than was described to us. But we have been surprised when research
groups that we feit would he naturally complementary to one another
admitted that they did not know of each other’s work.

As resources for research become more scarce, and research staff
become over-loaded in trying to keep thelr own programmes running,
co-operatfon with other persons or groups outside one’s own program
me becomes more essential and not a luxury. Because of the mc
reasing multidisciplinarity and complexity of environmental sciences
and also because of increasing tasks and the never-ending need for
complex sophisticated special research equipment, it becomes essential
for practical as well as for scientlfic reasons to make a sustained
effort to develop more co-operation with other institutions in envi
ronmental science than has traditionally been the case in most other
scientffic disciplines.

We received the general impression that for most researchers in the
WERI, co-operation and interchange with their peers doing similar
work in other countries was good. It often seems that international
co-operation within ‘s own specialty subject is in many cases
easier than comrnunication within one s own country with scientists
in slightly related but different diseipiines. This seemed to be true
for the scientists in the WERL The realization of environmental
objectives will, however, require that the WERI becomes also skilled
in cross-disciplinary communication withln Finland.
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2.5.3 Tralnlng

The WERI policy of encouraging its staff to up-grade their academic
quallflcations whlle on the job ts a good one, and has produced some
highly trained, highly motivated scientists wlthin the Institute. The
policy clearly requires eareful management to ensure that the WERI
objectives or schedules do not become unduly distorted, and to avoid
internal conflicts of interests.

A programme of refresher-training and new-ski11s training, for the
WERI and also for WEDO scientists, would appear to be beneficial,
technfcally and from the point of view of staff morale. In view of
the enlarged environmental responsibilities of the Institute, it may
be useful to give special attention to the need and opportunity to
provide specfal training or experience in auxfflary environmental
subjects to staff scientists that are specialists in hydrology, [see
Section 2.4]. To achieve this, it may be necessary for the WERI to
arrange for speclal academic courses or interchanges with co-operating
or client agencies [Section 2.5.2], and to provide incentives to its
own staff.

There ts a need also to ensure that the technical support staff receiveadditlonal training and have opportunity to become qualified to operatenew equipment and provide the technical assistance necessary for
more sophisticated research,

2.5.4 Revlew and Updatlng of the WERI Programme

The main task given to the evaluation team was to undertake a
technical review of the research in the WERI and the other parts ofthe NWEA, It was expected, we believe, that such a review wouldbe useful to the Administration tri its own reviews and up-dating ofthe WERI activitles. As we carrled out our investigations, it becameclear that Impending change, and the probiem of achieving the bestpossible future programme wlthout losing the valuable aspects of thepresent activities, was the common context of discussions and presentations. Two areas of concern were particularly evident in thiscontext: the assessment and up-dating of monitoring activities andtheir relationshlp to research, and the basis on which researchplanning is carried out.

Ä technlcal review of the hydrological monitoring activities andtheir relationship to the research programmes of the WERI wouldrequire information not only of the technical aspects of the measurements taken tri relation to the hydrological characteristics of thewater bodies being monitored, but also information on the uses towhich the data were being put, the national or regional benefitsrealized from the use of the data, the costs to the users or to thenation if data are absent or of poor quality, and the needs orpotential needs for data which are not fulfilled. These kinds ofinformation were not available to us, and in many cases probably donot exist. Systematlc hydrological measurements have been made inFinland, with varying but progressively increasing completeness andaccuracy, for more than 80 years. The “user communfty” hasnecessarily grown around the data avallable, and become dependentupon it. There ts thus a high, and legitimate, value placed uponmaintenance of continuity of the present network of measurements.But the uses to which the data are put have for the most part
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undoubtedly changed a great deal in the past eight decades; there
are many more and urgent needs for hydrological data on a range of
scales. The present or inherited network may be at best inefficient
or may be quite inadequate to meet some of the important new
needs. The evaluation team was not able to undertake a review of
the monitoring programme iri relation to regional or national needs,
in relation to public and institutlonal uses of the measurements and
the costs and benefits involved. But we are convlnced that such a
review should be carried out. We are able to offer some comments
with respect to the monkorlng as It related to hydrologlcal research
and knowledge of the natural water systems of Finland [Section
3.5.11.

It is iii the nature of subjects related to water, particularly in Finland
where surface water plays such an important part in the social and
industrial life of the country, that water management policies and
decisions have large subjective and emotional as well as objective
and rational elements, For example, during our evaluation It was
noted that in the Helsinki airport glft shop, 31 of 45 books and
music cassettes displayed to portray the character or “souP’ of Finland
had on the cover a picture of a woodland lake or river, even though
in most cases the contents had nothing to do wlth water. The
WERI, through its research programrnes and the data obtalned by the
Hydrological Office, has a responsibility to provide information that
can facilitate the best policies on both subjective and objective
grounds. It is difficult for a scientific evaluation to give proper
attention to the psychQlogical aspects of natural resources and the
environment, but we acknowledge their importance. A concrete
example of the importance of the subjective or aesthetic value of
Finnish water resources Is the popular support for the current
programme of restoration of rapids on rivers that had been “cleared”
several decades ago to facilitate the passage of logs when timber
was floated down the rivers to sawmills, Such restoration is financial
ly justified on the grounds of improving the fisheries and the control
of erosion and flooding; but the enthuslasm about which we were
informed about the programme from several sources leaves lIttle
doubt that a very strong reason for its support comes from public
pride in the Finnish landscape,

To give proper weight to the subjective value of hydrological data,
we are of the opinion that the review of hydrological monitoring
activities which we propose, be as objective as possible, but include
in a sensitive and straightforward way the information that is relevant
to subjective value-laden criterla such as the aesthetic and spiritual
aspects of landscape, its role in tourism and recreation, association
with history, cuiturai and artistic appreciation, and wildlife. Monito
ring should provide information helpful to judgement and appreciation
as well as to quantitative or economic analysis. Such a review
should begin by making ciear statements from a variety of legitimate
concerns about the current and foreseeabie uses and values of the
streams, lakes and groundwater in the hydrological system, and from
those statements, the current and foreseeable monitoring objectives
and information needs of ali users fndustry, government, the
scientific community, iocal residents, the artistic and sporting com
munity and coneerned pubiic groups. There shouid be an examination
involvlng science prograrnme managers, climatologlsts, water qualfty
experts, district programme authorities and statisticians to determine
how well the current programmes meet those varlous objectives, and
what ehanges would be desirable to optlmlze the monltoring at given
leveis of resourees available. But somewhere, also, there should be
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input or review by those abie to judge water according to its subjecti
ve social value.

A review of this kind couid likely uneover areas of inefficfency or
inadequacy in the appllcation of present monitoring resources, and
point to data opportunities that are not being reailzed. Advantages
of change-over to modern monftoring technlques, such as telemetering
or automatic equlpment, or the Introduction of new measurements,
such as for trace metais or radioactMty, can be facffltated. And
most importantly, such an in-depth review wiil be a step toward
Unking the hydrologlcai monitoring system with terrestriai, marine
and dllmatoiogical monitoring systems to provide ultimately a national
network of environmental monitoring in Finland and the kind of
integrated information that is required for comprehensive research
programmes like the IGBP.

An important element in keeping the WERI scientific activities up
to-date can be a forward pian or outiook, preferabiy one that looks
ahead for several years and is up-dated annually [see Section 4.2].Such a pian would provide a guide and basis for discussion of the
activities needed to address emerging scientific requirements and
research priorities, and be a counterpart to the five-year “Äctivities
and Economics Pian” which is prepared and up-dated annually for
NWEA as a whole, but which does not deal specifically wfth research.
The research pian shouid relate objectives, proposed schedules of
research and other programmes, the movement and retraining of
people, and proposed investments in facilities. Ali sections of the
Institute shouid contribute to such a statement, which can be an
essential tool for preparfng annual budgets and operational plans and
for adjusting to the hard realities of resource aliocation and poiicy
changes [see also $ections 2,2, 4,2].

2.5.5 Follow-up of Research

The evaluation team noted that in several instances the work of theInstitute was considered to be completed when the research wasdone and the results pubiished, even though the research had originaliy been undertaken because It was considered that the new knowledgewouid heip in solving a practfcal probiem. When we questionedwhat were the consequences of the research, the researchers sometimes did not know whether or not their hard-won results - theirconciusions about the environmental quality of a lake, a new mathematicai model or an equation describing the process of adjustment to achemicai Impact - had actuaily been employed in the practicalworid. There were, of course, some exceptions to this, where theWERI research resuits were directiy appiied to the more sustainedand profitable use of finnish natural resources and environmentalprotection. The research on the effects of peat harvesting, of therunoff in rivers draining into the Gulf of Bothnia, and the techniquesfor differentiating species of aiuminum in water bodies were instanceswhere the WERI science had aiready resulted in or gave direct promiseof leading to better industriai practice and environmental protection.These successes, and the absence of follow-up in other cases, promptus to suggest that because the WERI and NWEA have broader responsibiilties than pure research, there would appear to be merit inestablishirig within the WERI a systematic way by which the findingsof is researches are foliowed up and brought to the attention, insuitable non-scientific format, if need be, of those who can use them.
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The WERI at present also has some examples of what might be called
the opposite skuation, where the WERI ftself becomes involved with
the follow-up or operational Implementation of the results of 1ts own
research. Some of the scientific staff that earlfer were engaged in
research on hydrological forecasting are now more or less totally
occupied with operational tasks, in effect running their own modeis,
using the WERI budget. Such a situation may be good up to a
point, for it keeps the Institute in touch with practical service; but
beyond a certaln polnt it can quickly destroy the Institute as a
research organization. Ävoidance of this danger calls for careful
management, and a clear conception of what the Institute is for
[Section 2.2]. It calls for good connections with the “client” agencies
and the ability to deliver results in a format in which they can use
them, and for a well-deflned internal routine through which research
results can be transferred to ageneles with operational and service
responsibifities and funding, so that the research funds contlnue to
be used for their principal purpose.

While the objectives of the WERI research programme should properly,
where it is appropriate, relate the main area of study to economic,
social, or policy objectives, experlence shows that It Is not as a rule
wise to specify, In advance, how the expected research results wIll
be followed up or put to use. Such stipulations can unduly hamper
research and lead to poor quallty work. But a clear Institutional
routine for “release of new sclentific information and technology
transfer” can be a positive stimulus to creative research.

3 RESEARCH IN THE NATIONAL WATER AND THE ENVIRONMENT ADMINISTRA
TION

3.1 Introductlon

The National Water and the Environrnent Administration fNWEA)
consists of the National Board of Waters and the Environment (NBWE),
a central agency situated in Helsinki, and 13 Water and Environment
Districts covering the whole of Finland The Board (NWBE) comprises
four major departments - Water Resources Department, Water and
the Environment Protection Department, the Water and the Environ
ment Research Institute (WERI), and a General Department deallng
with administration, finanee, legal matters and data [Annex 5],
The WERI is primarily responsible for the scientific research done in
NBWE; but some research ts also undertaken tri other Departments,
and in the Water and Environment Distrlct Offices (WEDOs), Our
evaluation of research in the National Water and the Envfronment
Administration, therefore, consfsted primarily of an examination of
the research programmes of the WERI and in the WEDOs, and a
consideratfon of how these related to the larger responsibilities of
the Administration.

Under the 1983 Act which establlshed the Ministry of Environment,
the National Water and the Environment Administration was assigned
a list of duties, of which the ones most pertinent to the present
evaluation were:

- to promote and carry out research and monitoring of
waters and the environment, provided that these duties
are not assigned to any other public authorlty;
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to maintain and develop information systems related to
the waters and environmental protection;

to carry out specfal tasks delegated by the Government,
the Ministry of the Envtronment or the Ministry of
Ägrfculture and Forestry.”

Within this context, the VESTÄ-group set before the evaluation team
a number of tasks or objectives relating to research in NWEA as a
whole [Annex 3]. The following paragraphs [Sections 3.2 to 3.51
present our comments In the specific areas requested; these are
followed [Sections 3.6 and 3.7] by comments on non-research
technical developments important to research.

3.2 EFfECTIVENESS OF THE RESEARCH

In its statement dated December 219 1987 of the objectives for the
international evaluation, the VE$TA-group asked us to:

Ässess the effectlveness of the research lii the Admlnistra
tion, In relation to the resources avallable; the resources
allocated to research are to be compared to the quallty and
quantlty of results obtalned.

The evaluation team found that such an assessment had necessarily
to be judgmental, and could not be on the basis of direct measurement
or comparison. A direct comparison between the quantity and quality
of research results and the resources allocated to research would
have to take Into account many factors not available to the evaluation
team, both wlth regard to the criteria by which “resources for
research” are defined and allocated within the WERI, the WEDOs,
and the Administration as a whole, and much more difficult, the
criteria and the information by which the resuits of the research
and its effectiveness could be measured. It was the opinion of the
evaluation team that an attempt to make a quantitative overail
measure of research for ali of the NWEA would not be useful, because
of the wide diversity of programmes and their objectives and their
different stages of development, and because of the long and variable
time period between expenditures on research, the availability of
research “resuits”, and the time when data on the cost-effectiveness
of any changes in practice or information resulting from the imple
mentation of research results become avaiiable for anaiysis. We
therefore explalned to the VE$TA-group that we wouid not attempt
to make a quantitatlve comparison of research expenditures and
results of research for the Administration as a whole. The VESTA
group agreed wlth our decislon.

In our comments on the individual characteristics of the WERI and
its activities [Chapter 2], and on the varlous subject areas of
research In the Administration as a whole [Section 3.5], we have
made many observations about the effectiveness of the research, and
the effectiveness of the expenditures on research and research support
activities. These comments are not repeated in this section, for we
believe that they are usefui only in direct relation to the subject to
which they apply, and to attempt to bring them together to arrive
at an average effectiveness for research in the Administration wouldhave little meaning and perhaps be misieading. But from our
evaluation of as many aspects of the research within NWEA as we
were able to examine, the evaluation team has come to the opinion
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that resources tri the WERI are on the whole very well spent, and
that the ability to undertake mission-supportive research, as needed,
in the WEDOs ts good. We conclude that the overali scientific
productivlty of the research programmes appears to be very good In
relation to the size of the total scientific programme of the Admini
stration, As noted in many places In this report, some of the
individual programmes do not have sufficient funds to achieve best
effectiveness, and a small amount of additional resources would tri
our opinion be able to improve conslderably the quality and quantity
of scientific results [see tri particular Section 2.4.1].

The evaluation team foresees serlous dlfficulties, however, iii main
taining either the present level of productivity of good science or
overail effectiveness of use of research resources across the fuli
range of scientific subject responsibiilties of NWEA In the future if
funding leveis remain the same as they are today. In particular,
the “effectiveness of research” must In the future be Judged to an
increasing extent not only on the new scfentffic knowledge obtained
but also on how effective are the results of the research lii helptng
to anticipate and avoid or correct the emerging and broader environ
mental problems that Finland will have to deal with tri the decades
ahead, At present, there ts very llttle conscious attention given, tri
Finland, to judging the effectiveness of the present research budget
of the WERI or of the NWEA as a whole in this light,

The problem of assessing the effectiveness of both research on
present problems and future-oriented research ts made more dtfficult
because, as the organization ts presently structured, the research
offices must also carry out a “service function” both tri hydrological
monitoring and tri newly asstgned environmental fields. One of the
beneftts from a carefui review of the design and effectiveness of the
hydroiogtcal monitoring activlttes [see Section 3.5.1] will be that it
should help to identify the on-going information needs of the research
programmes as well as the operational needs that various sectors of
the public have for sctentific information,

Wtth regard to the Water and Environment Dtstrlcts, the tnformation
available to us suggests that the effectiveness of the research is
adequate, but probahly quite “patchy’. What ts apparent is that at
least tri some Distrtcts there is the sctentlfic capactty to undertake
excellent research when adequate outside funding ts avaiiable.
Matntenance of such capacity, or of the abtitty to butid tt tn the
future as needed with assistance from the WERI, would seem to us
to be ari tmportant aspect of the overail research effectiveness of
the NWEA. In other Districts, it appears that ali the sctentific
experttse and factlities are occupied with routine tasks, and it may
he a question whether they should he called “research” units at ali.
For tssues that arise tn these Dlstricts and which require speciftc
research, it ts neeessary therefore to turn to the WERI, or to other
Distrtcts where research scientists may be studying similar probiems.
This may not be a bad thing, and indeed may be a situation that
serves to strengthen NWEA. The evaluation team did not come
across evtdence that the trend toward decentralizatlon of admtnistrati
ve functions and authortty iii Ftniand necessartly meant that ali
Districts or ali Provtnces should have tdentical or independent
scientific capacfties. It is our conclusion that a measure of the
continued effectiveness of the research carried out within NWEA
wIli be the degree to whlch the Admlnistratlon can use Its total
available scientifte resources to achieve a coherent national research
effort tri water and environmental sciences that meets current
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probiems in ali parts of the country, and at the same time can
maintain and enhance the ability to recognize and deal with future
problems before they become urgent issues.

3.3 APPLICABILITY OF THE RESULTS

A second objective of the evaluation of the research in NWEA as a
whoie was to:

Assess the usefulness and applicabffity of the results with
regard to the Informational needs of NWEA.

The evaluation team was not able to obtain comprehensive information
about the informational needs of NWEA. In fact, we were told by
several senior persons that such Information did not exist. In this
regard, Finland does not differ from most other countries, But by
questionlng those lii management positions, and keeping iii mmd the
fourteen major statutory duties of NWEA that are outlined iii docu
ment NWEA 1/87, we have come to the opinion that the research in
the WERI and the WEDOs, as far as we could observe, is weIl “on
target” with respect to the apparent information needs of the NWEA.
We were further helped In this revfew by relating what we knew of
the output of the varlous researches of the administration to the
priorities and accomplishments of the Ministry of the Environment
as described by the Minister in his important speech to Parliament
on May 31, 1988.

Ali subjects studied within the NWEA research programmes are
reievant to the mandate of the Administration. We did not encounter
areas of frivolous research or studies that had lost their reievance
to current or emerging concerns, Examination of the trends of
research subjects related to hydroiogy in scientific pubiications
resuitlng from the WERI research over the past decade or more
shows an admirabie (and compared with some other countries, a
refreshing) ability to keep the research focussed on important
current or emerging issues and to change the direction of study as
national or scientific priorities change, There are insufficient
resuits, as yet, from research by NWEA in fieids other than hydroio
gy to make a similar examination. However, we sincereiy hope that
the same fiexibiiity and capacity to relate research studies to
informationai needs that characterizes the hydrology programme canbe maintained with respect to the studies of broader environmentalissues that are now the responsibility of NWEA.

It is our considered opinion that NWEA management should concernitseif with more clearly identifying what are the scientific informational needs of the Administration and of the Ministry [see $ection4.1]. Information about what information is and wiii be most needed,wiii be of great asslstance to the WERI in pianning its own programme and iii making Its case to the Administration and the Ministryfor the operating budget and the facilities that wiii be needed mnthe years ahead. Areas of greatest worry appear to be: (1) howto aiiocate resources between operating budget, investment in fadllities, and re—structuring or up-grading the “scientific proflie” of theWERI to produce the best balance of scientific information In varlousenvironmental fields, knowing that ft takes about ten years frommajor investment in research before there is a significant fiow ofsclentific information from the resuits of research; (2) the iack ofciearly defined objectives or demands for information, over a short
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or long term, that can serve as a basis for planning the research
needed to modify or improve the hydrological or environmental
monitoring programmes; (3) lack of assuranee about the continuity,
or ability to maintain resources adequate to embark on programmes
that wilI produce information on longer4erm concerns, espeelally
when these concerns may be national and international in scope and
reach beyond the direct responsibilities of the Ministry of the
Environment (e.g. climate change, pouution of agricultural soils,
industrial development strategies affectlng the environment, etc.);
(4) the absence of a systematic means by whieh the District Offices
can obtain information about provfncial or municipal needs for
information in their respective regions, and to translate those needs
into requirements for WERI or WEDO research; (5) the apparent
lack of a systematic mechanism to ensure that scientlfic results get
transferred into practical or pollcy use by the national or provincial
governments.

3.4 RELEVANCE TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS OF FINLAND

The VESTA-group asked the evaluation team:

To evaluate the relevance of the research programmes with
regard to the environmental problems of Finland.

The background material provided to us [Annex 4], the Minister’s
report to Parliament dellvered on May 31, 1988, recent publlcations
such as the OECD report “Environmental PolicIes in Finland 1988”
and “Science and Technology Policy Review 1987” produced by the
Science and Technology Policy Council of Finland, plus discussions
with individual members of the VE$TA-group and others, lncluding the
association of some mernbers of the evaluation team with activities
of the Nordic Coundll and with the Finnish National Commlttee for
the Man and the Biosphere Programme, formed the basis for our
awareness and impressions of the real and perceived environmental
probiems and priorities of Finlani Our eomments on the WERI
[Chapter 2] and on the major areas of research activity [Section
3.5] deal at some Iength with the relation of specific subject activi
ties to present and future environmental issues in Finland, In
Chapter 4 we look at environmental research in Finland In relation
to future and broader concerns. As noted in several piaces, ali of
the current research in the WERI and the WEDOs is reievant to
important environmental proble;ns in Finland today. We are concer
ned however that there may be some important environmental prob
iems, especially connected with the broader environmental mandate
now assfgned to the NWEA, that are not at present being addressed
by the research programme, and that the attention given to research
on future or impending environmental problems distinctive to Finland
15 very limited. The evaluation team does not presume, on the basis
of our short examination, to be able to list the most important areas
where new or different research is needed, although some suggestions
have been made in varlous parts of this report. What is of more
fundamental concern to us is the apparent absence of a systematic
means to review the overali research programme in Ught of changing
or emerging environmental issues, and of a mechanism to adjust the
programme accordingly.

That ali major research programmes of the WERI and WEDOs are
undertaken wlth a clear view that the results of the studies will
have identifiable application to some water and environment problem
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of Finland is clear One of the factors that made an examination
of the NWEA research such an enjoyable experience for the evaluation
team was the success whlch the Directors and research managers
had achieved in undertaking programmes of pure scientific research,
in which the research for new knowledge was the principal aim,
while at the same time relating that research to national problems
to which the results could be applied. One measure of this success
was the openness wlth which both research managers and scientists
were able to discuss their science in its own right and also refer to
the practical needs that Justified the expenditures of public funds on
their research. We encountered little of the defensiveness or the
tension between “pure” and “applled” research that sometimes characte
rizes evaluations of scientific activities.

At the same time, however, that there was a well-developed sense of
the justlfication for the research and an awareness of its potential
practical application, we noted in several instances a disturbing
absence of awareness of what happened after the research was
completed, or by whom and how the research results were put into
practical use [see also Seetion 2.5.5]. This is a worrying situation,
for It bears directly on the “effectiveness” of the research [Section
3.2] and ultimately on the effectiveness of the WERI and the NWEA.
We suggest that it is a probiem not so much for the WERI and the
scientfsts, but for NWEA management, which has an obiigation, and
through its varlous non-research and operational departments the
opportunity to develop the desire, the ability and the communication
to ensure that scientiffc results and new understandings emerging
from the research programmes are in a useful form, made available
to those who can use them, and effectively used.

For research undertaken in the WEDOs, application of research
results appears to present less of a probiem. The research activities
we learned about were in direct response to an identified need or
probiem in the Dlstrict, and the results were put to use, in an
operational sense, as soon as and wherever useful results were ob
tained. Problems of applicability, if any, appeared to be iii the
other direction; that is, perhaps ii should be examined whetherthe results of research carried out in WEDOs were iinked effectively
to the research programmes of the WERI, We did not encounter
any specific exampies of duplication of research between a WEDO
and the WERI, but some of the ieaders of research in the WERI
admitted to llttle knowledge of what research was done at the District
0ffices, Bearing in mmd that as a general rule, the research at the
WEDOs tends to be related directly to locai operational needs while
that of the WERI focusses on more fundamental and national scientificproblems, there does seem to be merit in paying careful and continuingattention to ensuring that new information rising from research in theDistricts by the WEDOs is available to and communicated to appro
priate activities of the WERI, as an aid to the planning and co
operative conduct of its own research, and to improve and widen
communication of research results.

Since no institution can ever possibly have sufficient resources to doali the research required on ali the subjects withln its mandate, it
becomes just as necessary for a publicly accountable institute to be
abie to justify why it is not conducting research on a probiem or
issue of public concern as it is to justify why it is undertaking the
programmes It is carrying out. In order to confirm and periodically
improve the relevance of its research programmes to the environmentalproblems of Finland, it is the opinion of the evaluation team that
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the WERI should give greater attention to: (1) clearly stating its
research objectfves with respect to Fkiland’s envlronmental problems;
(2) making clear what are the procedures by which research resources
are allocated between different subjects of study and different
competing research projects; and (3) developing or improving a
regular public information system that wili describe the research
done, show its balance between different subjects of concern and its
relevance to national environmental issues [Sectfon 4.7].

The research activitles of the WEDOs are, as far as we can Judge,
in ali cases close enough to the concerns of their particular regions
that their activities are without doubt relevant to identified environ
mental problems. We did, however, see indications of some important
apparent or potential problems In thls regard:- (1) there may be
need for sensitive national leadership to ensure that research is
carried out under coherent national policies yet can adapt to local
variations so as to achieve the most effeetive ilaison with municipali
ties with regard to studies of water supply and waste disposal; (2)
coastal Districts should give carefui attention to collaboration with
marine research programmes in order to achieve ari effective overali
programme of studies of coastai waters and the marine environment
as it is affected by land-based activities; (3) attention must be
given to the collaborative development of conslstent and mutually
supportive regional research programmes between the Water and
Environment District, provfficial governments, municipalities, and
local universities as policies of decentralization take effect. In this
respect, NWEA may have to work closely wlth other national selenti
fic bodies, such as the Science and Technology Policy Council of
Finland, the Academy of Finland, and others,

3.5 THE SCIENTIFIC QUALITY OF THE RESEÄRCH PROGRAMMES AND PROJECTS

The following comments are based mostly on our study of the WERI
and the publications arising from lts varlous researches; but they
also take into account considerations from the information we obtained
from the WEDOs or other parts of the Administration. It is our
intention that these comments apply to research in NWEA as a whole.

Not ali research actlvitles tri NWEA are touched on dlrectly in this
sectfon. The absence of reference to a specific area of study does
not mean that the evaluation team feeis that the subject is of little
importanee, or, on the contrary, that there were no problems connec
ted with science or research management in that field. What follows
are comments on selected areas of the NWEA programme that seem
to us to need attention or which lllustrate general questions of
research quallty, and which we were able to look into a little more
deeply than others.

3.5.1 Monitorlng Actlvitles

3.5.1.1 General comments

The evaluation team found that the words “hydrologlcal monitoring”
were used lxi somewhat inconsistent manner withfn the National
Water and the Environment Administration. Those in the Hydrological
Office generally limited “hydro1ogca1 monitorlng” to the repeated
measurement of the level or flow of surface or ground water, and
did not inelude measurements of water quallty, chemlstry, or biology,
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Others concerned with the overali programme or pianning of the
Administration, inciuded in “hydrological monitoring” the obtaining of
periodlc standardized information from ali relevant parts of the
hydrologlcal cycle iii Finland, including physical, chemicai and biologi
cai data as needed. It was not for the evaluation team to pass
judgement on how these convenient Engllsh terms are used in Finland,
except to note that similar lnconsistency is found among hydrologists
In other countries, In this report, we have tried to use the term
hydrological monitorlng mainly as it has been traditionaliy used in
Finland, referring to physical measurements only, and have used
other terms such as water quaiity monitoring” (whfch is no iess
hydrological) for chemical and biological measurements to avoid
confusion0 But in some piaces, where we hope the meaning ts
clear, we have referred to hydrological monitoring in its broad and
correct sense of obtaining time-series measurements of any or ali
aspects of hydroiogical conditions.

As was noted in our comrnents on the WERI programme, the question
of the roie of the hydroiogical monitoring and water quaiity monito
ring programmes in NWEA and their relation to the research activities
has become a central element in ali discussions of the effectiveness
of the Administration in discharging its statiitory and scientifte
responsibiilties. Although monftoring of hydrological systems ts not
in itself research, the effectiveness of the monitoring prograrnmes
and their management are key elements in the ailocation of resources
and the pianning of future improved programmes, including research,
for both the WERI and the WEDOs [Section 2.5.4].

Monitorlng activities In NWEA are at present iimited to hydrological
systems, including rainwater and snow. There are not as yet prog
rammes for monltoring other non-water environmental phenomena,
such as soil chemistry, terrestrial biota, or rock weathering. The
activities carried out have ciose iinks to water and environment
research in severai areas. Careful research may be needed to design
or lmprove a monitoring programme; and data obtainable only
through a good monitoring programme may be vital to successful
research, Nevertheless, monitorlng and research cannot be evaluated
effectively on the same basis. Indeed, fuiiy to assess a comprehensi
ve national water monltoring programme such as that undertaken by
the NWEA wouid require very detaiied information on the needs of
ali the data users, on the precise design of the various sub-program
mes and on the results obtained to date, as weii as - most impor
tantly - the practicai services of statistics and water quality expertsfor significant periods, to use existing data to examine the ability of
the system to achieve its various objectives, and to predict the likely
impact that any alterations in the programme would have upon the
information gained. Iii addition, comprehensive information wouid
be needed about the direct and indirect costs of the present system,
the financial and “in-kind benefits obtained from use of the data,
estimates of the costs and benefits of various changes that might be
made; and it would require considerable capacity in specialized
financial or economic analysis to draw conclusions about the cost
effectiveness of the present system and the impiications of any
changes.

Although such an undertaking was clearly beyond the capabilities of
this evaluation, we can make what we hope are some usefui general
observations on the current monitoring activities, together with
suggestions on means to ensure that the monitoring work ts both
effective and relevant in the years ahead.
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We note, firstly, that one cannot fail to be impressed by the wide
range of water-related monitoring programmes undertaken in Finland
at present, by the length of time over which many have operated
and by the evident diligence and care of so many scientlsts and
technicians in carrying them out. It is also clear that the data
from the programmes have been used not only for tradltionai water
management purposes but also to address numerous issues of concem,
such as surface water acidification, eutrophication and changes iii
water guality arising both from industriailzation and from pollution
control measures, The data have also been appiled In many of the
WERI’s research projects, and numerous scientific papers have been
written on varlous aspects of the monltoring results. Although not
amenable to quantftatlve documentation, the contribution that consis
tent knowledge of hydrological resources makes to education and to
subjective values and national pride in Finland’s waters should not
be under-estimated [See Section 25AJ.

3.5.1.2 Comparison with other countries

The evaluation team attempted to put the NWEA hydrological monito
ring programme in perspective by comparing It to similar activities
in other Nordic countries. Our conclusions are purely subjective,
but it seems to us that the program for hydrologlea]. monitorlng in
Finland perforrned by the WERI Hydrologlcal Office is very complete
in the Nordic perspective. The number of water discharge and
water level observation stations is more than in Sweden (which has
a larger territory) but less than in Norway The Finnish program
includes also measurement of snow eover (more observation sites
and more systematically performed observations than either in Norway
and Sweden), net evaporation and evaporation from lakes (compared
with no systematic network in Sweden), soil moisture (for which
Norway is just beginnlng to obtain systematic observations) and
frost depth (sporadic in Sweden and Norway). The density of
groundwater observation stations is of the same order as in the
other Nordlc countries. The network of smali catchments Is well
equipped with measuring instruments is unique arnong ali northern
countries and of great lmportance. Diseharge observations In small
catchments are very difficult to analyse unless the other components
of the water balance are registered simultaneously. Finland’s lea
dership in this area is internationally important scientifically as well
as of practical value to Finland itse1f

3.5.1.3 The design of the monitoring system

As hydrological monitoring networks have grown, In Finland and
elsewhere, the purposes they serve have become more diverse, and it
has become more difficult to relate specific parameters of accuracy,
spacing, frequency of observations or elements of analysis to particular
needs and users.

The present hydrological observational network is a result of a very
complex chain of causes meeting needs with available resources and
evolving technologies over 80 years of continuous operations, and is
therefore probably on the whole as near as one can come to an
optimal network from a practical economlc perspective. The Important
question is about the direction for the future, The aims for the
network have very general formulation. The breadth and generailty
should be maintained, for no one can foresee ali future needs for
data; but the general aims should be supplemented by more specific
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objectlves ln order to pian more adequately for the future, and to
assess the effectlveness and accountabillty of the present system.

The design of the hydrological monitoring system itself must always
take into account the need to maintain consistency and compatibility
with past measurements and the need for new data from new or better
sites obtained by improved, more efficient or cheaper methods. Of
course, we noted, and were appreciative of, the strong desire to
maintain continuity and compatibility of measurement by preserving
the locations and times of monitoring, and to avoid changes in
methodoiogy, In some long running programmes. Whilst such concern
ts understandable, particularly regarding changes in methodology
that might be made for inadequate or poorly explained reasons,
sampling programmes and techniques should not be immutable, but be
capable of evolution - both in response to changing or quite
new objectives and to take advantage of periodic improvement based
on review and analysis of the value of the information aiready
generated by the existing system, as weli as improvements in monito
ring technologies.

Data collection schemes must be seen as one part in a larger data
acqufsitlon and information system. Other components of this
system are those for analysis of water and snow quallty, data proces
sing, interpolation and extrapolation (modelling) and data retrieval
and representation. The observational network should therefore not
be evaluated separately but as part of an integrated information
system.

The accuracy with which It is possible to interpolate a hydroiogical
variabie for an un-gauged site from the present network has a
probable relative error of 15-45%, based on the WERI’s own estima
tes. This ts about the same as for the other Nordic countries.
From a scientific polnt of view this is not satisfactory. It ts
however accepted in a practical perspective. To increase this
accuracy signlficantly, the number of observation stations would
have to be, say, doubled. This ts impossible economically. There
ts lnstead a hope that an improvement of the accuracy in hydrologic
calculations can be achleved by better integration of hydrological
monitorlng with climatic, geochemical, and biological information,
and by application of new generations of mathematical modeis that
can simulate the characteristics of locai and regional hydrological
systems. The relative investments that should be required to developthese new tools are of course much lower than those needed for a
significant Increase of observatlon stations. It ts a common experien
ce, however, that the optimum use of such modeis to extend or
extrapolate hydrological calculations from known observations will
reguire an adjustment in the spacing and frequency of observations
- which may lessen the value of the monitoring network to other
users.

The possible re-design of the observation network in accordance
wlth needs of hydrologicai modelling must be seen in a long term
perspective, A model cannot replace observational data but should
rather complement them. A further goal of model development can
be eventually to reduce the number of continuous field observations
needed to provide a given detail and accuracy of regional and basin
specifte hydrological information. At present however, the use of
modeis will rather point out the weak areas, and indicate where
there ts need for suppiementary data collection, and not he likely
to lead to decrease in need for field measurements.
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Hydrological data collection has been very traditional in the world
as a whole and in Finland. The present development of mathematieal
modefling and of complementary data sources for hydrologlcal appllca
tions, as well as revolutionary changes in techniques available for
measuring hydrological parameters, caIl for a more flexible attitude.
The tradition has been to have very long time serles at one site but
little information about spatial variations, This probably has to be
changed. The need for much more information about water quality
and its relationship to storage, discharge and aquatic productivity;
for understanding and predictlng the response of a water body to
climatic or engineering changes; and about biological characteristics
of water bodies, also calls for re-thinking of the design and operation
of hydrological monitoring.

Important areas that warrant careful attention in the design and
linkage of monitoring systems are the fitting of the scale of the
monitoring network to the scale of the natural system being monito
red; and also the compatibillty between networks of different seale.
The rigorous scientific monitoring in Finland, as in many other
countries, is dominated by focus on small catchment basins, whose
characteristics ean be measured with sufficient representativeness
and accuracy to give statistically useful results. But the characte
ristics and responses of small catchrnents may not be representative
of regional basins or their larger-scale environmental responses to
perturbations such as climate change or change in land use. There
appears to be a need for a “whole drainage basin approach to
monftoring in addition to the adrnirable work on small catchment
basins. Such an approach should pay attention not only to homo
geneity and compatlbfflty in sampling and analytical procedures, but
also to the assessment and validation of the resuits and practical
application of the data, bearing in mmd the broader environmental
mandate of NWEÄ.

The evaluation team was pleased to learn of steps belng taken to
implement automatlc water quallty monitoring and to telemeter data
from remote locations [Sectfon 3.5.1.2]. We learned of the intention
to complement monltoring actlvitles by speclal intensive studies
related to partlcular environmental Issues, We believe that such
intensive programmes, undertaken for llmited periods, can often
provide - at very reasonable cost valuable lnforrnation which
could not be obtained by normal monitoring activities. But the
introduction of these techniques will undoubtedly introduce stili
other new factors into the design of the most efficient and effective
monitoring systems.

3.5.1.4 Special problems of water quallty monitorlng

In Finland, as in most other countries, hydrological monitoring systems
were originally established to obtain inforrnatlon on water level and
flow. At a later date issues of water quality required regional data
and periodic monitoring, and the networks to obtain these data were
in part incorporated into, and hi part developed independently from,
the hydrological water quantity network. In many cases, the optimum
sites and sampllng frequencies for monitorlng of water quality have
not been the same as for monitoring of water quantity. As environ
mental issues have become more complex and inter-related, however,
and as knowledge of the state of the hydrological system has been
more dlrectly connected to data on meteorology, land use, and a
wlde range of human actlvities, it has been necessary for the national
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hydrological data system to include compatible measurements of both
water quality and water quantity. The evaluation team was lnterested
to learn of the work of the Hydrological Office and of the Water
and the Environment Research Office in this area. Although, as in
other countries, there ts a long way yet to go before an effectively
integrated water quantity and water guality monitoring system ts in
operation on a natlon-wide basis, In Finland the Issues are belng
addressed. by a number of scientists as well as operators of the
monitoring systems, and the knowledge base for establfshing an
effectfve combined system ts developing rapidly. This ts an area
that appears to need management attention - in particular it
requlres a conviction withln management of the need for and advanta
ges of relatlng water quality and water quantity monitoring. The
opportune time to do this ts presented by the establishment of the
new Environmental Data Centre [Section 3.7).

In addition to the on-going need for “standard” (but continually
increasing in numbers of characteristics and complexity as new
pollution threats become apparent) observations of water quality on
a catchment, regional, or national basis, four areas important to
water quality monltorfng appear to warrant special attention in Finland
at this time. They are:

the need for adequate, affordable, and easily accessible water
quality analysis facilities;

- the need to monitor non-point-source pollution;

the need to have systematic and reliable information on the
delivery of pollutants to the sea; and
biological and bio-accumulation measurements.

Analytical facffltles. This issue ts discussed in sections 2.4.3 and
4.2, It 1$ the opinion of the evaluation team that, wherever economi
cally justifiable and technically possible, the analyses for water
quality monitoring should be carried out in the Water and Environment
District 0ffices, and that the Research Laboratory be used for
research, including of course research on new techniques or improve
ments of the analytical methods used in water quality monitoring.

Non-point-source pollution. Ari important part of the water
monitoring service must be to obtain relevant information on pollution
of water courses from dispersed and diffused sources. The design
of monitoring systems to obtain quantltative, qualitative, and time
significant information on the chronic or spasmodic discharges from
these sources may be quite different than that of systems to monitor
diseharge from industrial or munielpal sources. In Finland, except
for a few locations in more heavily populated or industrialized areas,
much of the pollutant load ts from non-point sources; and Finland’ s
distinetive topography and dllmatic regime may require distinctive
Finnish solutlons to its measurement. For example, tests to date
have shown that automatic water monitoring systems are not adequate
for measurements of changes In nutrients, and that Finnish problems
with highly humic waters are not amenable to automatic analyses.
Thus a uniform or standardized method for measuring non-point
source pollution in rural areas remains elusive [See Section 3.5.31.

Deilvery of pollutants to the sea. An important part of the new
environmental responsibilities of NWEA, which have not until now
received much attention, is to provide accurate and consistent
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information on net and peak deliveries of pollution to the sea from
iand-based sources. This information is needed for protection of
coastal and marine environment, for regulation of pollutlng industries
and improvement of iand use practices in agriculture and forestry,
for planning and enforcement of environmentally-safe regional indust
rial development and management of ports and harbours, and for the
international environmental activities tri which Finland participates
that are related to the Baltlc Sea

The programme of monitorlng the delivery of pollutants to the sea
has gone through severa]. stages since measurements were first made
in the early 197O’s At first, only the larger rivers were sampled,
twice per year The number of rlvers monitored has been increased,
and the frequency of measurement has been increased in steps and
now inciudes 12 measurements per year tri ali rivers of the programme.
In 1985, fiow-proportional sampling was introduced as a consequence
of observations showing that time-based rather than flow-based
sampling could produce severely biased estlmates of annual ioad
Finaily, we noted - and concur with - the recent observation
that 12 sampies per year ts qulte likely to be too low a frequency
for adequately accurate load estimation, and were pleased to see
that it was planned to revlew the scheduled measurement frequencfes
as a result,

Of course, as a resuit of such a review, it may be found that the
frequencies required to achieve the desired accuracy of load estimation
in many or ali of the rivers may he higher than can he achieved
within the overali resources available, This by no means invalidates
the review, however; sinee it can then he estimated what accuracy ts
attainabie by a range of frequeneies from the present to the ideal.
Consideration can then be given to the balance to be struck between
accurate estimation in those arger rivers whlch contrlbute most to
the overail ioad, and the measurements in smaller rivers whose
contribution ts iess important, but whose variations may be criticai,

Depending on the outcome of such considerations, a decision might
be reached that it would be optlmal, wfthin a given total cost, to
cease to attempt to estimate load in some smaller rivers, and use
the effort saved to Increase frequencles on large rivers to obtain a
better overail estimate of the load to sea. Or, on the other hand,
it may become apparerit that a better picture of poliution loading
and its variations may be obtained by detailed observation of a
selected small stream that it ts economical or practlcal to measure
carefully, supplemented by spot checks of the larger system that
carries a larger load but which carinot he monitored with the same
precision. At worst, it might be observed that the desired accuracy
of pollutiori estimation could not be achieved wfth any attainable
level of resources; if so, one would at ieast know what could be
achieved with the resources avallable, deployed tri an optimal manner,
and make a deelsion on the course to be takeri tri the clear knowied
ge of what could be done, and what could not.

The monitoring of the dispersiori and the effects of poilutants
delivered to the sea ts a major 1mk iri the chaln of knowledge needed
to assess the state of the Finnish environment and to develop
effective mariagement and coritrol measuremerits to meet both national
and international envirorimerital protection requlrements [Sectlon
3.7, 4.7]. The evaluatiori team was pleased to learn of plans to
augment the present network of eleveri interisive water quality
observatiori statioris on the west coast and south coast, with particular
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attentlon to new methods of assesslng the coastal dispersion of
river-borne heavy metal pol1utants The acceptance of responsibility
for operation of the bottom-fauna observation station near the
Tvärmlnne Zoological Research $taUon, where six decades of observa
tions have already been made, wlll help to 1mk the WERI hydrological
and water quality monitorlng system with major programmes of Finnish
and Baltlc marine and oceanographlc research. We hope that it will
be possible to contlnue and expand the planned programme of monito
ring of substances hazardous to the environment, in co-operation
with the Marine Research Institute, by combining river, fish, and
bottom fauna monltoring projects, especially near the discharges of
major industrialized rivers, in the emerging areas of the west coast,
and in the archipelago of the southwest.

BlologIcal and blo-accumulatlon monltorlng. The point was made
to the evaluation team very cogently by several researchers, and it
is apparent from some of the published research results, that biological
varlations in the Finnish aquatic systems can be very large in relation
to the measured variations iii chemistry. If the principal goal of
water quality monltoring is to obtain information on biological effects,
dlrect monitoring of blological characteristics is appealing. But
“classical” monitoring of biological characteristics is typically more
expensive than chemical monltoring, and thus despite the lesser
variabiilty and possibly inadequate information from chemical monito
ring, most monitorlng of the biological conditions of Finnish water
systems is at present achieved indirectly through routine monltoring
of chemlcal and physlcal characteristics.

The evaluation team nevertheless suggests that there may be merit
in considering a number of direct observations of biological parameters
as a supplement to, and perhaps an integrator between, standard
water quanUty and water quallty monitoring in Finland0 Some of
the research currently carried out by the WERI, related to the
development of techniques to monitor directly the biological effects
of chemlcal contaminants, Is very promising in this regard. Although
some of these techniques are not yet proven operationally, we
encourage their continued development and early testing on an
operational basis. They appear to hold promise for simple yet
sensitive “broad spectrum” biological effects tests that could be used
to monitor general water quality in areas affected by, but distant
from, substantial industrial activity.

As concern about the effects of organic micropollutants and com
binations of trace metais from industrial wastes increases, ft can be
foreseen that the costs of chemical survey and identification involving
sophisticated analytical equipment will increase greatly tri comparison
to the cost of traditional chemical analyses. It is also likely that,
even using very complex analytical procedures, many compounds of
potential concern may not be detected, and, even if they are, their
biological significance may be difficult to judge because synergetic
and toxicological data are lacklng, Consequently, the cost-benefit
comparison between chemical and biological procedures may become
less unfavourable to biology when such substances are of concern.

We are aware that bio-accumulation measurements are aiready playing
a substantial part in general monitoring work [Section 3,5.5]. The
evaluation team firmly endorses the increasing use of biological
monitoring techniques - for the assessment of both bio-accumulatfon
and biological effects - to assess the impact of, and to provide data
that can be used to control, major industrial discharges. These
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techniques are unlikely to supplant statutory chemical monitoring,
but can provide valuable additional information and may allow redueti
on in the ever increasing demand for chemical analysis. Some of
the biological accumulation techniques may be too expensive to apply
routinely, but the example we were given of bio-accumulation monito
ring using Anodonta in waters receiving pulp industry wastes shows
that ari effective technique need not be prohibitlvely expensive.
In the area of measurement of net biological effects, techniques tend
to be more expensive to apply, but the use of simple bacterial tests,
commercially avallable, ts worth considerlng for routine monitoring
of complex effluents, if the results can be correlated with effects on
relevant natural species in receiving waters.

3.5.1.5 Data collection, processing and presentation

During our review, the evaluation team encountered repeatedly, in
written reports and in discussions, a demand for development of
better integrated data routines, There were also calls for broader
use of automated stations, which by and large give more frequent
but simpier data more amenable to automatte processlng but possibly
less representative of Individual environmental or site variations.
If again the other Nordic countries are used for comparison, our
impression ts that Norway and Sweden make comparatively greater
use of automatic stations and computerlzed data reduction routines.
Whether this has been in the interests of economy or of better
service ts a question that should be investigated, and the conclusions
may be relevant to future decislons about the finnish network. We
note that in the reports of the NWEA programmes, It ts stated that
there aiready exist plans for integrated data processing as well as
for modernization of instruments and routines for data collection.
These developments should be given high priority, but tri so doing, the
needs of the wide range of users and their capabilities to make use
of data in modern sophisticated format must also be given considerati
on,

The creatton of the Environmental Data Centre presents an oppor
tunity to organize hydrological and water quaiity monltoring data in
a way that will be compatible with data on other environmental
characteristtcs, dealing with forests, cultivated land, the seas, and
cltmate, and to present it tri a way that is usefui both to the public
and science [Seetion 3,7].

As long as hydrological information ts presented mainly tri tabular
form iisting performed observatlons, it is difficult to evaluate what
ts the adequate observatton tntensity in time and space for a variety
of needs. Recent developments tri hydrological tnformation presenta
tion tri nearly ali countries are towards more processed products.
The wide range of formats and presentations now avatlable enabie
the users of the data - industry, government regulators, landow
ners, researchers - to formulate their demands for data more preelsely.
The references that were reviewed by the evaluation team descrtbed
some studies about the optimal sampiing sehemes of water qualtty,
but we did not learn of any investlgations concerned with the
adequacy of the intensity, location, timing or frequency of hydrological
monttoring in relation to processed hydrological tnformation. And
studies of the relationship between different sampling locattons änd
frequency of water quality versus water quanttty monitorlng appear
similariy to have been neglected. These are areas that, we suggest,
need attention withln NWEA, tri conjunction with other users of
hydrological data including the Mlnfstry of Agriculture and Forestry,
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and munfeipailties, in conjunction with the planning for the new
Environmental Data Centre.

The evaluation team was pleased to learn of the recent application
of a use-related water quality classificatfon as a means of convertingdetailed water guality data into Information which is readily understood by, and conveyed to, decislon makers and the general public.The production of usable information from data, preferably in graphicalformat for ease of understanding and assimilation by regulators andthe publfc, is of fundamental importance and should be greatly aidedby developments In the data processing facilities of the Administration.

While the problems of presentation of data from water quantity andwater quality monitoring are often quite different for the “practical”users - government regiilating agencies, industry, the general public
- than they are for scfentific researchers, they should not be incompatlble. Care should be taken in the design and further developmentof the NWEA data and data processing systems that they complementand are compatible with the monitoring data, and that the developmentof the hydrological mapping and NWEA geographical information
system is undertaken in close communicatfon with the expected
future changes in monitoring data [See Section 3.6, 3.7, 4.2].

3.5.1.6 Need for a review of monitoring activities

The many points noted above that concern the activities of monitoringof water quantity and quality, and their relationship to the waterand environmental research programme of NWEA, have convinced theevaluation team that a systematic revfew of the monitoring programmes in their own right would be very useful to the Administration,is timely, and is possible. Some of the elements of such a review,and how t would differ from an evaluation of the research activitiesare noted in Section 3.5.1.1. It is the opinion of the evaluationteam that several of the Finnish environmental and hydrologicalmonitorlng programmes have now been running for a sufficientlylong time, wlth good quallty control, to provide the necessary data fora valid statistical examination,

The evaluation team therefore suggests that a comprehensive andobjective review of monitoring activfties should be undertaken,Such a review should begin by seeking clear and quantitative statements about the current and foreseeable monitoring objeetives anddata needs of ali the users ffnciuding industry, government agenciesand the scientiffc community) and proceed - with the assistance ofthe programme managers, other water quality experts, statisticiansand computer programmers - to examine how well the current programmes meet those objectives, and what changes would be desirabieto optfmlse the monitorlng. A review of this kind could very likelyuncover areas of weakness or inefficient application of resources andiead to worthwhile improvements in the quality and cost-effectivenessof the operations.

By undertaking a comprehensive review of ali the major monftoringprogrammes - including statutory monitoring -, careful considerationcould also be given to the degree to which different programmesand objectives are adequately co-ordinated, and baianced in relationboth to the relative importance of the issues addressed and to theextent of exfsting knowiedge. In some areas, this may involveassessments of the baiance between monitoring efforts in different
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environmental medla. Thus, for example, in reviewing the programme
to monitor the loads delivered to the sea from rivers, consideration
should also he given to the effort expended on the monitoring of
atmospheric deposition of the substances concerned, as well as of
direct ffidustriai and municipal discharges to waters and the atmosphe
re.

Some of the areas that should he given attention iii such a review
include:

Objectives: There is a need to define more clearly
the objectives of the monitoring programmes and the
intended main purposes that the data are expected to serve.
It appears that the obJectives for much water quantity
monitoring are very general at best, or have been inherited
from traditional activities. The systematic measurements
of water quallty have in many instances been undertaken in
order to meet a specific probiem and then extended so thät
the original objectives, whlle stili valid, may no longer be
adequate. Monitoring 0! rainwater, snow, or groundwater
is in many cases apparently not directly related to surface
water monitoring. More clearly defined objectives will
enable data produced to he compared to standards and
criteria, costs compared to beneflts, and make possible
improved co-ordination between various monitoring activities.

Parameters measured: For most monitoring programmes,
the determinands most consistently measured are those
physical and chemlcal characteristics that are most easily,
reliahly and cheaply deterrnined, Such measurements form
the core of any monitoring programme, but by themselves
may not always give the most relevant information to meet
changed and current needs. A review of the routine and
special needs for monitoring, and of the criteria and stan
dards required to meet the objectives, would be very useful.

The number and spaclng of the monitoring stations and the
timfng and frequency of the measurements: It is iii the
design of the monitoring network and the schedullng of
measurements that compromises must be made between the
cost of operatlons and the adequacy of data obtained. A
review should take into account not only the statistical
relation between the density and frequency of measurements
and the quality and representativeness of the data, but the
natural variability of the phenomena being measured, critical
sites and times when measurements are more significant,
and the ability of modeis or new technlques to extend the
representativeness of data or test its signiflcance. Periodic
reviews of these aspects of the monitoring programmes
should in themselves dlrectly benefit the Administration by
improving the ability to obtaln useful information with the
resources available. For some purposes or needs it may
become apparent that a higher density of stations or more
frequent sampling is required to give useful information;
if resourees are inadequate to provide for effective monito
ring, that situation at least can be determined and the
avallable resources turned to some more productive use.
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Evaluation of monitoring results and their usefulness:
A comprehensive review of monitoring programmes should
include an examination of the adequacy of mechanisms for
periodic or on-going reviews of the data and information
obtained and of the appileabllity and use made of such data.

A review of the hydrological and environmental monitoring
programme should not only assess the present situation but
should also be forward-Iooking; it should bear tri mmd the
need, in the near future, to 1mk water quantlty and water
quality data with data from climatic, terrestrial, and marine
environmental monitoring,

Finland has a long history of water and environmental
monitoring, and we are confident that the commitment and
expertise of its water quallty scientists, statisticians and
computer staff would ensure the effectiveness of a review
of the klnd proposed.

3.5.2 Research on Environmental Poilutants

Studies of varlous aspects of pollution identification, measurement,
control and counter-action make up a large and increasing part of
the research of any modern national environmental organization.
NWEA, through the WERI and the WEDOs, carries out a wide range
of researches on poliutants and the environmental effects and controi
of pollution. Because of the diversity and specialized nature of these
programmes, individual comments on their scientific quality would
have to be voluminous and would be of little general value to the
Admfnistration. It ts our overali Impression that pollution research
in Finland is of hfgh scientiffc quality, Much of the research ts
rather traditlonal in the light of some of the leading investfgations
elsewhere, but in ali major fields examined there were scientists who
were well up-to-date in their knowledge and awareness of develop
ments in other countries, and who were eager to be innovative in
Finland if only they could get the resources to do so. In many
areas the quallty and depth of the studies has suffered somewhat
because the programmes have been, In our opinion, somewhat over
ambltious for the scientific resources available; but this situation has
improved with better funding and facilities in the past two years.

From the wide range of pollution-related research undertaken through
NWEA, the evaluation team has selected three areas for comment,
because we believe they represent sltuations that will become more
common and representative of Finnish environmental research iii the
future: (1) the multi-agency HAPRO programme of studies of
airborne pollutants; (2) studies of bio-accumulating substances and on
biologicai approaches to ecotoxicology; (3) research on a specifte
contaminant, mercury. Each of these areas of research, while
justifled in its own right, has lessons for the future development of
NWEA researeh.

1 HAPRO, Thls five-year study of acid precipitation and
the effects of iong-range transport of air pollutants, now
in its fourth year, is bound to become a landmark in Finnish,
and perhaps in European and world environmental research.
Despite the difficulties that can be expected in connection
with a large multi-subjeet programme with many actors and
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sponsors, it appears to be successful so far, both in obtaining
new and useful knowledge of the amount of pollution and
its environmental effects fwhlch is the main scientific
purpose) and in establishing awareness and experience of
working together on a common but complex environmental
probiem (which may have future slgnificance just as
knportant as the scientific results). The following are
some points to consider in an evaluation of the HAPRO
project at this stage:

Aithough the WERI conceived and Initiated the study, it is
involved in only part of the programrne, dealing with the
impact of long-range air pollution on fresh waters. Other
agencies are dealing with meteorological and forestry impacts.
But although the secretariat of the project, responsible for
overail co-ordination of the programme, is located in the
Ministry of the Environment and NWEA is represented on
the multi-agency steering committee, neither the NWEA nor
the WERI, as far as we were told, have played a scientific
coordinating role nor taken initiative in ensuring that ali
relevant research connected wkh alrborne pollution and its
geohydrological and biologlcal effects is brought to bear on
HAPRO;

Much of the research to date has been concentrated iii a few
“typicaP’ lakes. The 1000-lake survey conducted in 1987
provided a basis for evaluating how representative of varlous
clhnatic, hydrologic, and ecological regions of Finland are
the present data sets from 60 to 140 lakes, This survey
needs to be analysed 111 terms of the HAPRO project to
assess how the data from the test areas may be applied to
different parts of the country most subjected to pollution
or most sensitive to change;

The pollutants receiving most study are those also important
in other parts of Europe, and research on these is necessary
to relate the results to studies in neighbouring countries
and determine the comparative seriousness of the pollution
issue in Finland, But carefui consideration should be
given to aspects of the subject that would appear to be
very important for Finland but which are not, as far as we
could teil, receiving much research attention. Two of
these are the processes of dry deposition, especially over
forested areas in winter-tirne, and the role of nitrous oxides
and their reaction compounds in the acldic waters of the
boreal forest zone. In connection with the latter, we
were interested to learn that, during the period of our
evaluation, a memorandum was submitted to the Minister of
the Environment stating the needs for research on the
effects of nitrous oxides;

Because one of the prlnclpal purposes of the study 1$ to
provide data and understandlng of environmental processes,
that can be used to reduce the threat or the reality of
environmental damage from airborne pollutants, it becomes
important to distinguish, where possible, environmental
change caused by pollution from human activities from the
environmental change, in soils and waters that are aiready
naturally acldic, that results from continulng natural causes.
Such separation can of course never be rigorous or comple
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te, nor should it be; for human actions, past and present,
are ali parts of ‘naturai” events. But our best science
should be applied to identify the trends that are caused
by present human activities as distinguished from natural
variations, so that action can be taken to avert further
undesired change The identiflcation of these differences
is not iikeiy to be made through hydrological and water
quality studies alone, but will call for active liaison with
research on meteorological processes and solis chemistry;

The effect of acid deposition on boreal forests is a question
of great economic and polltical importance in Finland, and
requires not only co-operation between research on waters,
the atmosphere and solis, but also studies of industrial
processes, control technologies, and techniques for restorati
on of damaged ecosystems. NWEA should therefore be
concerned to ensure that there is application and extension
of HAPRO studies iii applled fields related to pollution
control and environmental recovery;

It is important that adequate resources and planning attenti
on be given, toward the close of the five-year HAPRO
study, to a review of the knowledge and data obtained, the
means of transfer of the research results to policies, control
measures or new technoiogies, and to design and impiemen
tation of the meteorological, hydrological and dry-land
monitoring systems that should be established as part of
Finland’ s future pollution prevention and control system.

2 BlologIcal studies related to pollution controL Two topics
in this broad subject area calI for comment because of
thelr potential importance to Finland, In each, excellent
progress has been made, but further development will depend
critically on the resources and priority given by the Admini
stration.

Monltoring of BIo-accumulatlng Substances, This is an
ambitious project area, at present comprising nine sub
projects addressing different aspects of bio-accumulation in
inland and coastal waters. The range of subjects covered
is fairly wide, including heavy metais and a variety of
synthetic chemicals, and is similar and cornparable to that
of studies in other industrialized countries. The specimen
bank approach should enable those substances and accumu
lation processes of most concern to the different regions
of Finland to be identified, and in principle should allow
trends in the bio-accumulation of any substance of concern
to be addressed retrospectively.

From the evidence presented to us, it was clear that despite
insufficient resources until the last few years to mount an
adequate sampling and analytical programme, the feasibility
and value of monitoring the leveis of contaminants in biota
in Finnish waters, as an indicator of the quality of the
finnish environment, had been clearly demonstrated. The
progress made is a testimony to the enthusiasm and ability
of the researchers involved. Now that the improved
facilities are available and more adequate and stable funding
has been achieved, it is necessary to build on the earlier
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pioneering work in two directions. On the one hand, it is
tfmeiy to develop a pian to achieve representative ‘reconnais
sance” Information on the accumulation of pollutants in
aquatic biota from ali parts of Finland, including the remote
northern areas as well as areas elose to sources of municipal
or industrial poliution0 On the other hand, it is necessary
to continue research on the processes and effects of bio
accumulation in the Finnish environmeut, in order to develop
new knowledge needed to understand the significance of
the data obtained from regionai monitoring

It is a inatter of some concern that studies of variability
in individual populations to determine optimal sample sizes,
and analytical quality eontrol (vtintercallbrationhl) activities,
had been hampered by limited resources, sinee these are
very important to the development of sound and economical
monitorfng programmes It ts also unfortunate that certain
sampies stored in the specimen bank, because they could
not be anaiysed due to resource limltatlons, will probably
be unsuitable for future analysis because it is now known
that the temperature of storage was inadequately iow for
proper preservation.

These problems illustrate the difficulties which can occur
when programmes of work are embarked upon without
adequate resources And yet had this work not been started,
despite Its iimitations, Finnish environmental science would
not be In as good a position as it is today. We suggest
that this is an area whlch will benefit considerably from,
and repay, the increased funding It has now received. We
are concerned that the ambitious programrne being carried
forward may stili tend to outstrip resources Given the
limited eosts of routine sample coilectlon in relation to the
cost of chemical analysis - particularly of organic
micropoiiutants - there ts always the danger that the
laudable desire to expand the usage of bio-accumulation
monitoring may deflect effort from careful new research
into the problems of sarnpling, sample preservation and
analytical quality control, which are essential to effective
applicatfon of the fuli potential of the bio-accumulation
monitoring approach We sincerely hope that the firmer
financial basis now available wIll allow these aspects to be
addressed in greater detail as research problems in their
own right, or that a srnall injection of additional funding
will be made available for the purpose.

The use of specimen banking offers considerable promise as
a means of addressing trends without the problems of
analytical non-comparability which have so often dogged
studies of trends in envlronmental concentrations There
are, however, a number of potential pitfalls - not least
the question of the stabifity of the many substances of
potential interest in the speeimens under different storage
conditions, and the connected probiem of adequacy of sample
sizes. Close contact should obviously continue to be
maintalned with those engaged In speclmen banklng in
other countries so that experiences with this important
technique are regularly exchangei
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Ecotoxlclty and blologlcal consequences of pollution. An
fmportant area in whlch improved knowledge is needed in
order to assess environmental protectlon and control priori
ties, and to Increase the value of water quality and bio
accumulation monitoring is that of the biological consequen
ces, for populations and ecosystems, of glven leveis of
contaminatlon In dlfferent aquatic, terrestrial, and marine
organisms. Research in these areas must be genuinely
International or non-national, for the problems are shared
by many peopies and countries, and call for the combined
talent and facillties of international science community.
Nevertheless, some problems and situations distinet to
Finland should be studled in Finland.

The WERI has an ambitious study programme on the toxic
effects of Finnish industrial pollutants. There are a variety
of approaches and a large number of related objectives -

too many, in our opinion, to be addressed adequately with
the sclentific resources available, But much has obviously
been achieved despite limited financing. The projects
showed the benefits of co-operation with industrial dischar
gers, the Pulp and Paper Research Institute, University
Departments and international agencies, and have resulted
iii numerous toxicity and stress tests being developed for
use in the assessment of effluent toxicity and receiving
water quality. These tests have subsequently been used
both for assessment of speciffc industrial diseharges and
for toxicity studies related to new chemicals legislation.

The researchers rightly point out that, when one is deallng
with complex mixtures of contaminants present at low
leveis, chemical testing for pollution control has limitations
and biological testing offers a means of directly assessing
environmental impact [Section 3.5,1,4]. It was, therefore,
encouraging to see not only research on the application of
biological tests to effluents and receiving waters, but also
some exploratory follow-through of biological tests to
national standards and to practical directives on routine
application.

The research done within the WERI on novel procedures
for assesslng toxicity and organism stress seemed to be of
a high standard. While it is important for the WERI to
support this work and to keep abreast of new develop
ments, studies of this kind are often hard to continue
effectively within an on-going service-oriented institution,
and the evaluation team wondered if NWEÄ could not
strengthen the pursuit of its goals In this direction by
promoting and developing more vigorous interaetion with
research on these subjects in a university or academy
setting [See Seetion 4.5].

The impression was gained that the application of sub
lethal stress tests was largely limited to specific discharges
and their immediate receiving waters -this follows the
pattern In other countries, and is not surprising given the
relatively high cost and, in some cases, limited reliability
of available tests. It would be interesting, in future, to
see if such tests can be applied to the general monitoring
of areas more dfstant from, but influenced by, a number of
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different industrial discharges9 releasing a variety of toxic
substances - particularly organic micropollutants. The
possibifity then exlsts, when effects are observed, of tracing
the most important pollutant pathways by blological testing
and focussing sophisticated chemical analysis in the areas
where It is most needed, for general monitoring, the
test(s) used would need to be robust, sensftive and simple
and repllcable by dlfferent operators In dlfferent regions,
and of course, inexpensive

There was little mention of growth studies on organisms as
a tool for measurement of pollution effects In marine
waters, Scope For Growth (SfG) measurements on Mytilus
edulis have been used iii several countries to provide an
essentially instantaneous measure of the blo-energetic status
of the organism after (typlcally) a month’s exposure in the
recefving waters of toxic dlscharges and thus serve as a
measure of net toxicity. In freshwaters, similar work is
being done with Gammarus If finnish researchers have
not aiready assessed and rejected tMs approach, they may
wish to consider whether it mlght have application in their
work, using appropriate organisms for their particular needs,

A limitation of many sub-1ethal stress tests is the difficulty
of extrapolating resu1t on individual organlsms to whole
populations. It was therefore unfortunate that funding
limitations had precluded a planned study on fish reproducti
on in the presence of model effluent compounds from the
pulp and paper industry We urge that these studies
should be pursued when resources permit,

Interestlng work ts under way on the leaching of pesticides
and the effects of leached polsons on aquatic environments.
An assessment by the evaluation team was not possible,
because reporting has yet to be completed. We were told
that although the study had high priority, its progress had
been severely hampered by lack of analytical capacity in
the WERI. Although it ts our understanding that this
partlcular probiem wIll now have been ameliorated by the
recent acqufsltion of equipment in the Research Laboratory,
it illustrates the general probiem of ensuring that the
analytical requirements of the proposed work are fully
appreciated and translated into commitments of adequate
facilities before field projects are commenced [Section
4.2]. Research management should ensure that ali phases
of a project can be achieved; and lf, for example, adequate
analyses cannot be provided, it ts better that this be known
and admitted at an early stage and the project objectives
curtailed - or the project deferred until ali aspects can be
carried out.

The probiem of matching field activities or monitoring to
analytical and data-handllng resources ts a common one in
pollution work, where analytical requirements evolve rapidly
and unexpected events can cause drastic changes in priorities
and work ioad. Nonetheless, past experlences shouid, we
would hope, be useful in helping to foresee and avoid similar
difficulties in the future.
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Compared with the sftuation in many other countries, the
use of pesticldes in Finland has been modest, and the
Finnish environment has been until now little affected bychemical toxins originating outside its borders. This situatirmgives Finnish scientists the opportunity to study a relative1“clean” environment and to Identify ehanges in the environ-ment and ecosystems lii a way that is not possible in othercountries where the contamination leveis were generallyhigher before sophistlcated sampling and analytical methodswere developed. The relatively lesser degree of pollutionin Finland does not lessen the priority for pollution-relatedwork for the NWEA. On the contrary, it places an urgentobiigation on the WERI to carry out careful research onthe incidence of pollution in Finland and its consequences,so that Finland can make really successful efforts to
maintain its envied position as one of the world’ s leastpolluted countries, least affected by chemical pesticides.We sincerely hope that the NWEA or the Finnish governmentdoes not feel that because the pollution leveis and use ofpesticides are lower than in many other countries, researchon pollution and the effects of pesticides in Finland is oflow importance. It should also be bourne in mmd that, incommon with other northern and sub-arctic countries, theFinnish environment and ecosystems are more sensitive todamage from pollution than many more temperate environments, because of low average temperature, short growingseason, and simple food chains on the land, and iii freshand marine waters.

The high cost of toxicological and analytical work relatedto the occurrence and environmental transport of pollutantsand pesticides dictates that the WERI ‘5 OWfl research inthis field should lie carefully directed towards major presentor emerging problems in Finland, with use made of theexperiences in other countries (where pollution levels aremore severe and the environmental damages or the effectsattempted control often more apparent) to fili less importantgaps. We note with approval that when resourees wereinsufflcient to maintain a programme of new research onbio-accumulation, the projeet was continued through aliterature review, so that the WERI’s own research, whenresumed, will lie at the forefront of the science. Changesin practices that lead to potential stresses for the environment also must lie taken into account It is encouragingto note that future work will lie specifically targeted onglyphosate, iii expectation of its increased use in Finlandas a result of obuigatory fallowing as a consequence ofagricultural surpiuses. Close monitoring of patterns andtrends of pesticide use and of pollution-generating activitiesIn relation to policy and economic developments is essentialin decldlng what new research should be done urgentlywithin the Country and what knowledge needs can liesatisfled through the literature and researches in othercountries.

It is encouraging to learn that despite the relatively smalland rather erratic programs to date, the results of researchon toxicity tests and the leaching of pesticides into theaquatic environment have been of direct policy value to the
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Ministry of Environment and have been requested by the
health authorities

The whole area of studies of ecotoxlcity and biological
consequences is one which we feel would benefit substantially
from even a modest increase in resources. Direct biological
assessment of pollution by toxlcity tests and by sub-lethal
stress tests is an area of practlcal study lii whlch knowledge
and experience have grown substantially in recent years,
and are likely to contfnue to do so. It is also an area
with obvlous application to the complex wastes associated
with the forest products industry, an area which the
evaluation team recognized as presenting particular problems
- and research opportunities in Finland.

3 Merctir project. ThIs project was noted by the evaluation
team as an example of a well organized efficiently carried
otit programme that achieved its specif;c objectives
Conceived rn response to public health concerns about
elevateä leveis of mercury in fish, and taking advantage of
work done in other countries in response to similar concerns,
the project was planned as a unit and progressed logically
fröm inkial gatherlng of data In the field, Investigations of
environmental processes and their consequences with proper
attentfon to quality control in analyses and data handllng,
to recommendations for remedial action through reservoir
planning and through mercury removal by intensive fishing.
The project shows also that efficient and economical work
can be achieved when adequate resources are available to
irnplement a well thöught-out pian.

The standard of the work was generally high. Fruitful
collaboration with university departments was evident and
personal contacts had been developed wlth forelgn scientists
in the field. The various stages of the work had been
extensively reported in scientific papers, and the main
results had been presented through a national press conferen
ce.

The acquisition of chemical, physical and biological data
had generally been undertaken with care, and attention
paid to quality control in sampling and analysis. Some
problems in the latter area had arisen, however: in the
mercury-in-snowcover study of 1983, in which sample
collection and preservation was undertaken by District
Laboratories, contamination problems arose. These problems
were much reduced in 1984, when frozen samples were sent
for treatment at the central Research Laboratory. In
addition to highllghting the care that must be taken to
avoid mercury contamlnation in particular, this experience
illustrates the more general point that effective quality
control will become increasingly important as more analytical
work is devolved to the District leveL

It is understood that the effect of lake-liming on mercury
leveis is to be assessed by further work, and that intensive
fishing to reduce mercury in lakes Is to be applied on a
larger scale in association with the Game and Fisheries
Research Institute. The monitoring of these measures is
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ciearly an important concluding stage to a very successfuiprogramme of applled research.

Some general iessons can be drawn from this very adrnirableproject. One ts that when a public and political interest
can he focussed on a specifte environmental objective, it tspossible to develop a elear and complete pian, with achievable objectives, and to identify - in this case to raise -

adequate resourees to achieve the objectives. Not ali
environmental concerns, of course, can be reduced to clearspecifte objectives; but when they can, the quallty andefficiency of the research can benefit.

Another lesson is that although the scope of the researchshould be defined as clearly as possible, every importantenvironmental probiem has connections and implicationsoutside the defined field, simply because the environment isa dynamicaily integrated whole. The success of a wellfocussed projeet iles not in excluding the extraneous andInter-lfnking factors, but iii dealing with them in a waythat ts constructive to the main theme. In the mercuryproject, judielous use was made of multiple regressionanalysis to seek the relationships between mercury andother factors perturbing the aquatic ecosystem. Theconclusions as to the role of mercury seem to have beenweli supported, when exposed to peer review; and the studygained, rather than was weakened, through appropriatenotes of cautlon where the resuits were inconclusive, asfor example in relation to the effect of seleniurn.

A third lesson is that a tightly run, well-focussed studysuch as this cannot stand alone, or succeed unless it hasthe backlng and ts a part of a continuing operation oflarger seale - in tMs case the WERI, Although severalresearch bodies were involved - universities and others --the eontacts, credfbfflty, and assurance of continuity camefrom the fact that it was a WERI project, The need foran on-going ‘parent” institution to give scientific as weilas administrative or finanelal support must be kept in mmdwhen considering whether specific projects such as thesecould not become more common and as a general practicebe undertaken by outside agencies on a contract projectbasis.

3.5.3 Non-Polnt Source Pollution of Waters

In Finland, as in most developed countries, the environmental problemsof pollution from non-point sourees and sourees far from the placeof their environmental effects are increasing in importance. Inpart, this ts a relative change because the most important individualsources of gross poliution are coming under policy and operationalcontrol; but in part it ts because the increasing fndustrializationand modernization of regional and dispersed activities such as changedagricultural and forestry practices, transportation and even recreationlead to a real increase in polluting substances released to the air,waters and land from a muititude of sourees across the country.

The approaches needed to deal with pollution from non-point sources,and the researches needed to develop and improve those approaches,are often quite different from those needed to deal with concentrated
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pollution sourees. And the effects on regional ecosystems may be
quite different In Fmland the flrst researches mto the effects of
non-point söurce pollution appear to have been ffl connection with
the monitorffi öf water quality in small drainage basins and the
effects of forest utfflzation, as a contribution to the programme on
“The Influence of Man on the Hydrological Regime” of the Interna
tional Hydrological Decade 1965-1974 This work, and the 1980
symposium of the International Association of Hydrological Sc;ences
on this subject which was hosted by Finland and which drew worId
wide attention to the progress of research on these problems, gave a
background and focus to continu;ng studies rn Finland of pollut;on
from agriculture, firestry, pest produetion, and urbanization. NWEA
has played a leading role in these studies.

M intrinsic probiem with research and with pollcy action on non
point source pollution is that it is vety difficult to monltor the net
pollution releases or to obtain an accurate estimation of the total
pollution load Spot measurements are rarely representative, unless
they are supported by detailed knowledge of local and regional
processes and their spatial and temporal variatlons, Direct collection
of data in sufflcient detail to give a statistically representative
account of regional pollution would be prohibitively expensive, except
perhaps in urban regions. And so in Finland, as in other countries,
there have been sporadic attempts to make rough estimates in the
form of mass balances of chemical fluxes and pollutant flows for
selected parts of drainage basins, $uch estimates are subject to
great uncertainty, because it may be that some of the most important
inputs to the environment, especially to groundwater, are known
with very low accuracy. There is thus a very important area,
about which little ts known In a quantltatlve sense, between human
activities dispersed across the land which potentially release pollutants,
and the observed changes in the environment caused at least tri part
by pollution from dlspersed sourees.

The evaluation team has been interested to observe the realistic
approach that has been taken in the WERI to address this probiem,
We feel that the seleetion of a few areas for intensive study, to
provide a basis for designing the most efficient samplfng strategy
for areas of greatest potential pollution threat in Finland is a wise
one. But there is a long way to go before the present rather small
but scientifically effective researches can be translated into consistent,
representative information on the dispersed releases of a wlde range
of pollutants and the consequent environmental load tri different
regions of the Country and along its coasts. The NURMES control
basin study, as described to us, appears to be the type of long
running, multi-phenomenon study that is needed to investigate the
results of different forestry practices. Such studies must be carried
out on a sufficient scale, in the fieid, to give resuits that are
significant in ari environmental context, quite aside from the economic
and technologfcal objectives. It ts most important that environmental
questions be an integral part of such studies, and that the need for
adequate data collection and sampling for non-point source pollution
releases and research on environmental ehange be part of the research
design, Despite the administrative and funding problems that are
understandably part of these multi-agency projects, NWEA should
make special efforts to ensure that ali large-scale studies of industrial
or resource development have an adequate environmental research
component. We hope that ways can be found to support the con
tinuation of the NURMES and similar studies.
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The sclentlflc quality of the studies we examined In thls area, when
each ts examined individually, ts good. But what seemed to us to
be lacking was an overali scientlfic pian or concept that could tie
the Individual researches together, make them stronger collectively,
and aiso serve as a basis for management support for an area of envi
ronmentai study that ts clearly of great importance to Finland -

except that until there ts more coherent information on a national
or regional basis It will not be known how great. We wouid urge
that attention be given to development of a comprehensive seientifte
pian for research on non-point source pollution problems, building on
work presently under way, into which future studies can be fitted as
and when resources and expertise are available, and which will enable
management to assess how mueli effort should be devoted to this
subject area in relation to ali the other important areas of researeh
that have a elaim on NWEA resourees. Such a pian should give
consideration to important present and likely future pollutants, and
include research dealing with the dispersion and transport of those
poilutants through sofi, water and aerial pathways to effect terrest
riai, aquatie and marine biota,

Such a selenee pian for research on non-point souree pollution in
Finland should of course be in touch with, and build upon, evolving
research in other countries in this general field. But there are a
number of factors that should be considered in a distinetive Finnish
programme:

- the combination of pollutton effects from Finnish forestry
operations and peat production is distinctive to Finland0
As regional pollution from these sources combined has not
been weil studied in otlier countries, this ts an area where
the WERI has an opportunity to take a leading position
internationally. Present studies of pollution effects of
clear cutting and drainage, and of the release of ammonia
from disturbed peatlands, point the way to areas where
new knowledge can have broad environmental proteetion
significance;

- in contrast to many other western countries, lii Finland the
use of agricultural fertilizers is again increasing. The
environmental consequences of this development should be
lnvestigated immediately. It ts noted that measured loadsof nitrogen and phosphorous in test catchment basins
correlate well with ehanges tri cultivated land and fertilizerapplication, However, the modeliing of the leaching of
nutrients and their delivery to run-off has not yet been
suceessful;

- many of Finland’s lakes are smail and shallow, with a lowflushing rate and nearly complete annual overturn of water.There ts thus, compared to most lakes studied in industrialized countries, a high potential for exchange of materialsand ions between the iake-bottom sediments and the water
- the so ealled internai ioading. Research on the rela
tionship between pollution from dispersed sources, the
internal loading, and chemical balances of both waters andsediments with high humic content must be distinetive tothis Finnish situation, and will be necessary for the designand impiementation of pollution control measures.
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- the effect of different concentrations of dispersed pollutants
especially nitrogen and phosphorous, in processes of eutrophi
cation on the one hand or nutrient limitation on the other
need a thorough examination, in the Finnish context, with
regard to both inland aquatic and marine coastal environ
ments, The present research on the avafiability to algae
of phosphorous that is bound in lake sedknents and then
leached out again during spring run-off is a valuable example
of a research probiem that can iead to importaut environ
mental assessment conclusions;

- a NWEA scfence pian in this area can take advantage of
researches in Finland by other agencies, on related subjects,
to achieve coiiective Finnish knowiedge and expertise in
management of the environment while increasing economic
and industrial prosperity. For example, the research of the
Technicai Research Office on iand disposal of sewage sludge,
and on land erosion from different cultivation techniques,
and the studies of the Marine Research Institute on bioche
mical cycllng, are very pertinent to the problerns of non
point source pollution;

the pian for study of the varlous aspects of non-polnt source
pollution should be designed so that input from finnish
studies of air pollution can be accommodated, and should
have among its goais the needs to (1) improve the effecti
veness and reduee the expense of water quaiity rnonitoring,
and (II) provide informatlon for water quality modelling
and the prediction of environmental responses to imposed
or natural changes

The coilaboration of WERI scientlsts wlth universities, the Technical
Research Centre, the Ägrlcultural Research Centre, and the Marine
Research Institute appears to be good. We were also pleased to
hear that the WERI sclentists and WEDO personnel had developed, as
part of their work, systematic contacts with agricultural scientists,
farmers and foresters, and some municipalities. Information and
discussion about poliution from dispersed sources must itseif be
dispersed and communicated as widely as the sources!

This is a very important, if difficult and scientifically not very
spectacular, part of the NWEA programme.

3.5.4 Ground Water and Soil Water Studles

Soil waters and the more regional phenomena of ground waters are
not differentiated in these comments Despite the direct importance
of soil waters to agriculture and forestry, the increasing importance
of ground water suppiies to industry and municipaiities, and the vftal
role that such waters play ki the hydrological cycle, the scientific
studies in these subjects in Finland have been relatively minor and
low key. finland has been fortunate iii having, as yet, few serlous
problems related to ground water Progressive urbanization and
industrialization with the possibility of increasfng pollutant loads,
however, is increasing the demands on ground waters, and increasing
the risk of man-caused damage to the quallty of such waters.
These changes, plus the wider environmental responsibilities now
carried by the National Water and the Environment Adminfstration,
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make it important that the information available and current researchbe reviewed with respect to its adequacy for the future.

The princfpal actlvities of ground water studies in the WERI, supportedby the Distrlct Offices, appeared to the evaluation team to havefour types of objectives:

- to measure ground water leveis and fluxes seasonally,annually and long-term in areas of extensive use of groundwaters;

- to check for ground water guality and its relation to bedrocklithology, run-off, and human activity in areas identified asfuture sourees of pollution (such as waste dumps);

- to develop modeis that relate changes in ground waterbehaviour or quality to changes on specific or regionalclimatic or land management conditions;

- to investigate and demonstrate techniques for improving thequality of ground water for domestic and industrial use.

The data base for ground water information is quite good. Thereis a basic network of 540 ground water level observation sites,distributed between areas where ground water natural characteristicsare evidently determined by glacfal deposits, bedrock, fiuvial andcoastal materiais. Forty-four lysimeter stations in selected studylocalities provide detailed flux information. Each year, some 3000to 4000 wells are drilled into bedrock in finland, and from a largeproportion of these there are tests of leaching of iron and manganese,the most troublesome contaminants. Thus, the measuring programmeis extensive, A growing body of reported data, including hydrochemical analyses of run-off water chemistry at the same sites, ts accumulating. These data are useful for local practical needs and providea basis for good planning for the utilization of ground water inFinland.

The data are however, insufficient and not distributed in such amanner as to give representative information for the whole country;and there has been, wisely, no attempt to generallze them,

Compared to the other monitoring and research programme of theWERI, the ground water observatories and studies are directed towardprocesses of small scale. The modeis of ground water dynamics areadjusted to this scale, It ts important to keep this scale probiemin mmd, and also the questions of the doubtful representativeness ofground water field data, when Incorporating ground water intohydrological and water quality modeis of small basin or regionalscale. The evaluation team feels that the limited studies undertakenwithin WERI in this area, while promising, are quite traditional, andthat future studies might be assisted by careful attention to theleading studies elsewhere on these topics, as reported in the scientific literature.

The demonstration studies on removal of iron and manganese fromground water, by experiments with slow sand fiitration to findoptimum conditions for chemical and biological precipitation ofcontaminants, is the kind of practical probiem where NWEA canbring together engineering, operational, and scientific skills to achieveimproved practices. The work ts usefuL It appears to the evaluation
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team, however, that there may be in parts of the WERI rather too
great a division between “engineering” and the ‘sc1entific” involvement
in some of these activities. In the present example, for instance,
it might be that the involvement of some highiy sophisticated enzyme
biologists, which would bring skills different to but in no way
displacfng those of the current investigators, might use tMs admirable
experiment to obtain fundamental knowledge about ground water
processes that could be of wide application, and might also obtain
some results that could lead to an optimum design faster and more
cheaply than the present “build ft and try it” approach.

The planning of future ground water studies in the WERI should
take into account not only future domestic changes, such as the
increasing use of fertilizers, ehanged forestry practices, increasing
industrialization and urbanizatfon with thelr accompanying waste
disposal problems, but also potential international and giobal changes.
The recent Chernobyl incident was a reminder that an event far
distant from Finland can have a widespread effect on the quality of
Finnish ground water, an effect that may be longer-lasting than its
effect on surface waters. Because of low hydrostatic gradients over
much of Finland, and the general absence of soluble bedrock and
sediments - an absence whieh gives Finland its remarkable purity of
water but also means an absence of chemical buffers - if ground
waters become contaminated they may remain so for a long time.
It will be important to undertake the studies needed to understand
how Finnish ground waters may be affected by regional events such
as acid precipitation, climate change, and change of sea leveL

3.5.5 BIologIcal Research In Lakes

The biological research programme presently carried out in NWEA
builds on studies started 25 years ago, when systematic measurements
of the quantity and composition of phytoplankton were started in
selected lakes. The present program ineludes 29 major lake study
stations, sampled routinely four times per year for phytoplankton,
chlorophyll, chloro-phenols and chloro-hydrocarbons. A great deal
of data has been accumulated. It is encouraging to learn that a
comprehensive summary report on finnish lake hydrology and organic
chemistry is under preparation.

Building on this impressive but rather traditional data base, the
WERI biological group is enthusiastically embarking on research that
will apply biological methods to major Finnish problems of eutrophica
tion, pollution control, and response to climate change. Prominent
among these are: routine sampllng of periphyton to provide warning
of impending eutrophication; the use of standardized mussel tests as
indices of net changes in accumulated organic and lnorganic conta
mfnants; and studies of benthic faunal communities in lakes, rivers
and coastal waters to provide indices of ehanges in net aquatic
quality. Research in these areas will require considerable resour
ces and a continuing multi-year pian, because confirmed results that
can be put into practical application cannot be expected quickly;
but it is very important. Biological methods offer the most promising
means of obtaining information on the net environmental conditions
of water bodies, and the effectiveness of pollution control measures
[Section 3,5,1,4], Particularly in lakes, where local spatial hetero
geneity and hydrodynamics me!e representative environmental point
measurements particularly difficult, biological responses promise to
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provide the most rellable indications of integrated environmentalquallty.

The next steps should be to devise a work pian that will enablesome of the resources presently devoted to lake monitoring to beshifted to research on further development of comparative bioiogicaltests to provide an indication of specific environmental change, andto refine ecoiogicai slmuiation modeis that will allow prediction ofwater quality; and to do ali tMs without lessening the value of continued accumulation of lake monitorlng data. It may be advisabie toreduce the number of lakes where comprehensive phytopianktoninvestigations are carried out, and on seiected lakes where thereaiready is a iong record of high-quaiity data to obtain more detailedand frequent measurements of chiorophyli a, metais, and pertinentorganle compounds.

Paraliel deveiopment of ecoiogicai simulation modeis, such as theexperimentai modeillng of Lake Paijanne, should aliow tests of thesensitivity of the lake system to varlous non-organic and organicchanges, and help in identifying the most important physicai, chemicaland biological characteristics to be measured [Section 3.5.8].

Studies of the characteristics and criteria for identification of thetrophic state of finnish lakes is weii advanced, and promises apracticai tool for management of the lake and river systems foroptimum preservation or production of aquatic resources. It wouidappear that future studies should incorporate investigations of the rolethat different substrates and sedimentation conditions have on thecompositions of the aigal community. The classification systemsdeveloped shouid include not oniy the naturaP’ range but aiso iakesof low productivity due to enhanced acidity, and changes due tomunicipal or industriai effluent,

An important part of the blologicai research programme in lakesmust be to find tests and control measures that have practicalappllcation. The present modeis of lake behaviour, in the view ofthe evaluation team, are too complex for wide applfcation as amanagement tooL An increasingly sophisticated approach may beessential for the setting and defense of water quality standards.At the same time, there appears to be a need for consideration oflowering the technical level of communications between the WERIand the authorities responsibie for determining of legal standards ofwater quality, A more popular-language approach by WERI, explaining water quaiity in more easiiy understood terms, may heip theauthorities to set enforceable water quaiity objectives. Simplebiological tests, such as standardized mussel tests for toxicity, promisereliable information on environmental quality but because theyintegrate a fuii range of toxics from ali sources, have limitations asa management tool where the need is to identify and regulate aparticuiar industriai process or polluter. It is evident that forsome time to come, regulation and enforcement of specific pointsource poilution will have to depend on chemical analyses and effluent-sample biological tests, which may or may not be adequate toprotect the environment of the iakes, At the same time, theenvironmental condition of iakes and likely trends in lake qualityaffected by both point-source and non-point-source effects, canprobabiy best be described by bioiogicai monitoring and increasingiysophisticated ecological modelling that can indicate but rarely confirmthe effect of specific polluters or pollution control measures. It wili
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be the task of future research Iii tMs subject to brlng these two
approaches to pollution control closer tögether.

The programme of biological research on lakes should be closeiy
linked to the lake bathymetric mapping programme [Section 3.6] and
the studies of airborne pollution, such as the HAPPO programme
[Section 3.5.2],

Finnish research on the biological characteristics of northern lakes,
and on the use of biologlcal tests to indicate lacustrine environmental
quallty, tri some areas appears to be unique and to lead the world.
In some areas, it seerns to the evaluation team that very good work
is being done Independently of work that we believe is also being
done elsewhere. The reverse may also be true, that Finnish research
ts not as well known in other countries as it should be; if it were
more widely known, it would benefit others and their experiences
would in turn benefit Finland. In both cases, work tri this subject
in Finland would benefit from more active international exposure and
rnterchange, and we suggest that attent;on m;ght be given to encoura
ging more publication of the results of the research tri international
journais.

3.5.6 Mlcrobiology

Aquatic microbiology ts one of the very important areas of environ
ment-related research where studies of NWEA and its predecessors
have a considerable history but which now take on a new importance
under the enlarged environmental mandate of the Admtnistration.
Past research in this area tri Finland slnce 1975 Itas brought together
into co-operative programmes the microbiology interests concerned
with health, veterinary rnedicine, and envlronment, together with
university departments of mierobiology. Research has been directed
traditionally toward practical matters of hygiene, disease control,
and sarntary public faciht;es, and coordinated by the Worklng Group
on Mierobiology of the National Advisory Board on Waters, for which
the WERI provides the seeretariat.

Recently, a new awareness of the environmental aspects of mlcrobiolo
gy has highlighted the need for more research into environmental
pathways, the conditions that lead to or control toxic blooms, and
the environmental feasibility of new sanitary hygiene technologies.
These are areas of environmental specializatlon where the “ordinary”
research facilities of WERI cannot cope, and the studies of other
agencies concerned with microbiology lack an environmental perspecti
ve. The evaluation team uncovered many areas where the present
programme in microbiology was presented with. greatly expanded
opportunities to address pressing needs in Finland, but where it ts
not likely to be able to meet these needs with present staff and
resources.

Examples of subject areas where microbiological research can make
an important contrlbution to emerging or increasingly serious environ
mental or health problems in Finland, identified during our investigati
on, include:

- the factors that cause significant day-to-day variations tri
the toxicity of aigal blcoms in lakes and coastal waters;
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microbiological aspects of point-source and non-point-source
environmental pollution [Section 3.5.31, and problems of
hygiene connected with rural households and livestock
farming, especiafly newly expanding activlties such as fox
farming;

early warnlng systems to detect fecal pollution of waters
from aquaculture operations;

problems connected wfth the deterioration of old municipal
sewage systems, and the compatibility with new systems
using different treatment methods, in expanding urban areas;

the identiffcation of environmentally suitable bacterial
clones in the optimization of activated sludge methods of
pollution control in pulp milis;

environmental controls that determine the conditions under
which certain blue-green algae are responsible for unaccepta
ble odour and spoilage of fish caught for market;

the role of micro-organisms in the ecological damage and
response to the “pollution shock” during spring run-off
when the winter’s accumulation of deposited airborne
pollutants are delivered to solis and surface waters during
snow-melt;

the problems of pollution control, water supply, and municipal
hygiene in Lapland due to the distinctive characteristics of
micro-organisms in cold and frozen soils with very short
growlng seasons.

The above examples show the wide range of subjects where researchin microblology is of direct importance to practical problems in
Finland. There area other areas where the potential importance ishigh but there appears to have been, until now, little scientific
investigation in Finland: the microbiology of forest soils and the
effects of re-plantfng with different commercfal species; the microbialresponse to fertilizers and pesticides in typical Finnish agriculturalsofis; or the ability of micro-organisms to keep pace with the migration of vegetation zones during periods of rapid climate change, forexample. As was explained by the researchers to the evaluationteam, “Finland offers tremendous potential for research in microbiology”.

The NWEA, through WERI and supported by analytical equipment inthe District Offices, has good facilities for microbiological research,and a good network of contacts and co-operation with other institutions in related fields. The present small but scientifically soundprogramme provides a good basis for developing a more vigorousnational research activity in this important field. Much of the presentwork is funded by “outside” support and is undertaken on a cooperative basis with other institutions; this is good, but more financialand personnel resourees within WERI appear to be essential to providecontinuity and leadership, and to enable co-operation from othergroups to be used to the fuil [Section 2.4.1].

There appears to be a need, also, for co-operative planning by health,veterinarian, agricultiire and fisheries, and environmental authorities,
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together with universities, of the future needs and priorities for
microbiologicäi research in Finland. Such a co-operative pian is
needed so that the changing scientific and technical requirements
and developments can be considered In a coherent way, and the
investments and research programmes of the several agencies concer
ned co-ordinated, NWEA, and the Water and Microbiological Working
Group for Standardization are the logical bodies to take the mi
tiative in this regard.

The NWEÄ has also ät present an on-going scientlfic support responsi
bility in microbiology which makes up part of its scientific workioad
and touches importantly on its research programme. To an increasing
extent, routine mlcroblological measures related to health, engineerlng,
and agriculture, are carried out by municipal authorities. The
NWEA has a responsibility to provide scientific guidance to the
Districts and municlpalitles, and where problems arise, to undertake
special investigations. We were interested and gratified to learn of
the orgarnzed educatfonal programme to lmprove the competence and
timeliness of staff in th WEDOs dealing with microbiology, the
evolution of procedures for sampling for microbiological analyses in
Finland using ISO standards, and the plans to produce a handbook
for the Water and Environment Districts to help them deal more
effectively with problems related to microbiology. This “support”
work is very important and should be pursued. But we also learned
that neither WERI or the WEDOs were able to meet the demands
for analyses aiready resulting from inspections and monitoring opera
tions. We were told that in the absence of timely analyses by
NWEA, pollution or water standards Inspectors are at present someti
mes obiiged to have analyses done commercially (in part, at laborato
ries operated by the forest industry, which raises a potential for
issues of conflict of interest) or (which appears to happen frequently)
do without. This, apparently, has led to the circumstance that
inspectors may have to issue conclusions without the benefit of
analyses while the sampies wait in a backlog to be analysed, held up
by other sampies whose own analyses may be reported too late to be
useful. This analytical overload can serlously undermine the effecti
veness of the admlrable inspection and control system that has been
established in Finland [See also Seetion 2.4.3, 4.2.2].

It is the feellng of the evaluation team that there would be advanta
ges both to Finnish scientists and to those who must pian and allocate
resources to this field, which wlll undoubtedly be even more important
iii the near future, if the microbiological problems and challenges of
Finland, and the researehes undertaken to date in environmental
microbiology, were introduced to an international audience for diseus
sion and appraisal. We found that the scientists seemed well versed
in the international literature in their field, But perhaps because
of the small size of the Finnish environmental nilcrobiological group
and their heavy load of servlce as well as researeh duties, they
appear to have contributed comparatively Iittle to the international
literature, despite some very good work. Perhaps the time has come
for Finland to organise an international workshop or symposium, at
which other researchers on mierobiological problems of the boreal
environment couid bring their expertlse and criticism to bear on
Finnish problems and research at this important stage in the evolution
of finnish mierobiology research.
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3.5.7 Mathematlcal ModeDlng of Water and the Envlronment

Mathematical modelllng of natural water systems has been employed
in Finland since 1975, when hydrological flow modeis were tested as
a means for Improvlng estimates of river flow from monitoring data.More recently, modelling of water quality and of the expected effectsof management or controi activities, has become an accepted part of
Finnish water seience. Today, a large number of modeis are in uselii NWEA, for flow and water level prediction, for estimation and
explanation of hydrochemical processes, for study and tracing ofdiffusion of pollutants, for obtaining information for management ofcritical stretches of rivers or estuaries, for investigation of thelikely response to acid precipitation, for forecast of fish spawningsuccess, and so on. A model in thfs sense is simply a mathematicalexpression of the relationship between two or more variable andinteracting characteristics of the natural system, by means of whicha consequent state or characteristic can he predicted or expected ifthe initial state is known or a quantitative ehange is introduced.
Such modeis can be very simple or exceedingly complex; the mathematical relationship can be based on the best available understanding
or simulation of physical or chemical processes (conceptual or
cognitive modeis) or can ignore the processes and on the basis of
empirical observation relate the end results to the initial data (socalled black box modeis). Both types of modeis are widely used in
Finland. The conceptual modeis are used both for research purposesto improve understanding of natural processes and to predict futurechanges, and operationally to determine the effect of human activitiesor natural changes; and the black box modeis are used mainly in anoperational sense for regulation, surveillance and management.

The use of mathematical modeis 1$ not itself research, although it isessential to much modern research on water and environment problems,The development or improvement of a model that satisfactorily
simulates a given set of natural conditions may however be a researehundertaking of the first order, requiring not only advanced theoreticalunderstanding of the processes and relationships being modelled butcontrol and manipulation of field data and the ability to apply andtest (verify) the model output against actual natural conditions.NWEA has on the whole taken a pragmatic approach to the development and use of modeis. Most of the modeis in use in the WERIand WEDOs are conventional, widely used in other countries, andadapted to Finnish environmental conditions with as little change aspossible. Some model routines used commercially are quite expensive,and in a few cases it has been more economical and effective forWERI scientists to develop their own prograrnme than to import oneat some cost and then have to adapt it to Finnish conditions, Inthe course of writlng thelr own programmes and applying them, theWERI has developed some expert modellers of hydrological processes.

The evaluation team found that much of the funding for NWEAmodelling came from outside sources. The consulting work by theHydrological Office of the WERI has developed a large number ofmodeis to meet client needs - translating hydrological monitoringdata into explanatlons and predictions of hydrological behaviour. Itappeared that the most widely used hydrological modeis, employedfor river management and water use regulation, were imported andapplied with little change. Hydrodynamic modeis, which had to takeinto account specific local conditions and environment, were inconsiderable degree “home-bullt”, as for example the three-dimensional
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modeis for dispersion of pollutants in coastal areas or the modeis
for flow and seasonal overturn in certain lakes, Most modeis
described were developed to meet identified praetical needs, and
some have encountered the familiar difficulty that the original
assumptions were too simple to be useful and the model has then
grown in complexity and expense as ft approached closer to a true
simulation of nature. For exarnple, models to predlct the inerease
of phosphorous content in shallow lakes based on oxygen concentration
and oxidation-reduction potential have had progressively to take into
account interaction wkh sedlment, rate of flushlng, variations in
temperature. Such modeis may be of great help In understanding
the environmental behaviour, but fali short of original expectations
of providing a simple and reliable management tool for pollution
control.

The scientific level of understanding ot modeis and tlieir limitations,
and their use, in the WERI is high. Most of the modeis in use are
simple and orthodox, and more advanced models better alle to
represent Finnish condi,tlons can no doubt be found and will come
into use in the near future, The WERI goal has not been to develop
modeis as such, but to use them as practical tools for research or
operational purposes. The District Offices have perhaps more
complex demands, and the Hydrologlcal Office Is working toward
development of integrated models of hydrological systems in whole
districts, which then should increase the usefulness and integration
of water quantity and water quallty monitoring systems [Section 3.5.lJ

The Finnish operational real-time hydrological forecasting system is
of high standard and based on successful use of several modeis. It
contains not only hydrological conceptual modeis of input and flow,
but river flow routine modeis and separately calibrated snow accumula
tion and runoff models. The system can take fuil advantage of
the excellent network of hydrological and snow observation stations
in Finland. It is the successful result of theoretical and applied
research in a number of fields, in themselves quite separate, over
more than a decade, and is a good example of the value, to a nation,
of supporting a continufng broadbased research institute in environ
mental science, Its most conspicuous limitation appears to be the
lack of quantitative weather forecasts.

In ali reviews of the effectiveness of environmental modelllng, their
calibration and their accuracy, the problems of the adequacy of field
data become prominent. Compared with many other countries,
Finland is well supplied with hydrological and water quality monitoring
systems [Section 3,5,1] that provlde rellable data; but even these
are often feit by the rnodellers to be inadequate and not from the
most needed locations. From the modelling point of view, data
deficiencies were noted particularly for the west coast, and for
overail river systems in industrially polluted areas.

Despite the fact that those concerned wlth environmental monitoring
systems iook to modeis as a tool to improve the efficiency and
economy of monitoring, and those concerned with modeliing have
strong opinions on the adequacy of the monitorlng programmes to
give them field data that are vital to the success of the models, in
Finland there seems to have been surprisingly iittle interaction or
joint planning between the “monitors” and the 11modellers”. The
needs of the modellers appear, as yet, to have had llttle influence
on programmes of data collection. The evaluation team was Informed
that there had been, in the WER1, an embryonic pian to develop
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regular co-operation between the development of data networks and
modelllng requirements but that nothing much has come of it.
There are also new problems for both areas of interest; e.g. how to
accommodate new kinds of data from remote sensing, or environmental
“proxy” data, into both monitoring networks and modeis; or how to
expand the present hydrology-based systems and modeis to take into
account, or be compatible with, environmental data from forest
ecosystems or from urban areas These questions have particular
importance in view of the wider environmental mandate of NWEA,
and the establishment of the Environmental Data Centre. They
need considered attention from both scientists and management.

The international contacts and exchanges of the WERI modelling
work is good. Co-operative work with institutes in the USSR and
Hungary who have special expertise In these areas has been important
in enabling the modest Finnish programme to be as successful as it
has. We hope that It will be possible to continue the scientific co
operation with both Eastern Bloc and Western countries, and that
the NWEA prograrnme itself will receive the support it needs to
build on its small but excellent and practical start in this important
area of environmental sclence.

3.5.8 Research on the Management of Waste Water, Wastes, and Chemlcals

Research on the management of waste waters and solid wastes is a
scientiflc activity whose growth reflects, but tends to follow rather
than lead, public concerns and the acceptance by public bodies of
responsibility for more effective ways of dealing with the unwanted
products of society. The research in NWEA and its predecessor
organization on waste disposal has shown progressively broader
environmental responsibilities, from studies of the management
problems associated with agricultural land drainage 20 years ago.
To these studies were added investigations of waste water treatment,
urban run-off and sewer systems. Iii 1986, responsibility for solid
wastes research was transferred to the WERL Funding and personnelhave increased since the 1980s but It appears that there is as yet no
clear view of the priority for research on wastes within the WERI
or the NWEA, or of the role of WERI in providing scientific investigations of urgent problems that must in the main he met by health,
public works and municipal authorities. It is against this backgroundthat the evaluation team tried to assess the quality of the NWEA
research in the “wastes” field.

The present programme is wide-ranging, being concerned with a widevariety of types of waste operations, including waste water treatment,sludge disposal and chemical control, land-fills, waste dams, hazardouswaste sites, and contaminated land, It appears to have evolved tomeet urgent needs and to he determined in part by the eapabilitiesof the staff and laboratory equipment. It covers a wide spectrum ofactivities, including site surveys, risk assessments, detailed case
studies, investigations of treatment options and experiments, development of information systems and education. Much of the activityis not research or even science in the conventional sense, buttechnical measurement, Information transfer or management advice;but at several places within the programme there appears to besome excellent theoretical and practical scientific research, Clearlythere would be an advantage, to management and we think to theprogramme itself and the many agencies touched by it, if prioritiescould be set more elearly and the resources more clearly allocated
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to the varlous activities0 But the evaluation team does not want to
appear critical iii this respect; for It ts our impression that a very
small and dedicated unit is doing an admirable job in coping with a
large and increasing number of tasks which it cannot refuse because
there ts no other agency to divert them to, but which prevent it
from developing a neatly organlzed scientific programme

The general area of waste management ts of eoncern to a large
number of different organizations In Finland, each of which has
some scientifte or technical activity of importance to NWEA. We
were impressed by the active contacts maintained with the operational
departments of the Ministries of Envlronment and of Trade and
Industry, the Provincial Governments, the Municipallties, the National
Publlc Health Institute, the Geological $urvey, the Technical Research
Centre, Universities, industrial groups such as the Pulp and Paper
Association, and consultants These contacts supplement and extend
the work of the WERI In thls field, and make possible much of the
external funding without which the WERI programme could not
operate.

Because the current program has recently expanded, many of the
research projects have not yet reached the stage where results ean
be reported. Therefore, the number of studies whose scientific
quality could be assessed by the evaluation team ts quite small, in
comparison to the large number of activltles under way. On the
whole, we were favourably impressed by the general strategy of the
programme, and the scientlflc awareness and detail of the projects
examined We noted, however, the dlfficultles to the research
programme caused by the understandable desire of the authorities to
have instant solutions to waste problems - what the researchers
called 11application mania” - that made it very difficult to complete
a thorough piece of research, and which could lead to serlous mistakes
because techniques were put into praetice before they were thoroughly
researched and tested.

We have been pleased to note the recognition given to both chemical
and biological approaches to waste treatment investigations. Although
most munielpal ageneles and industries will for the next few years
likely continue to rely operationally on chemical treatment, it ts
important that the WERI investigate the practicality of biologieai
methods for assessing and dealing with overail toxic impacts, and in
reducing the eventual need for chemical treatment with its associated
environmental If non-toxic disturbances.

In Finland, the plants are aiready built that will have to meet nearly
ali the municipal and industrial waste water treatment needs for the
next several years Research in this area ts therefore most usefully
directed toward improving on present processes or meeting emerging
needs that are additionai to those aiready designed for. In this
light, some priority areas for research are evident:

removal of nitrogen from sewage and industrial waste waters;

more effective and economical ways of removing phosphorous
from treated waters;

problems connected with the modernization of establfshed
sewerage systems;
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development of efflcient small-scale waste treatment plants
for small communities.

Several of the research projects and experiments in methods of
waste water treatment address problems that not only are important
to Finland, but are of interest Internationally. The studies of
nitrification and de-nitrificatlon processes for combined nitrogen and
phosphorous removal from sewage give promise of practical low cost
engineering technology which may have wide appileation. The
present experiments will have to be verified and confirrned through
identification of the enzymes involved. The pilot test at Espoo of
a single sludge nutrient removal system also shows promise, if further
work shows that there are not serlous difficulties with suspended
solids and biological reactions. The new and deceptively simple
studies of removal of phosphorous from waste water by precipitation
wlthout sand sedimentation is also of wide interest, if it proves that
the sludge characteristics are acceptable, These and other similar
projects put Finnish waste water research in a leading international
position; but to make significant contributions that can be transferred
to wide practical application it will be necessary for the WERI group
to have the resources and laboratory capacity to undertake the
extensive analyses and follow-up studies that are needed to turn
promising experiments into operational technologies.

An important group of studies undertaken by the WERI waste techno
logy group has to do with improved methods of removing organic
and toxic substances from varlous waste streams from the pulp andpaper processes. As most of these discharges are into relatively
unpolluted inland or coastal waters, it is important that both the
Immediate or severe and the chronic low-level effluents get attention.Among the most Interesting and challenging aspects of the researchis the experimentation with biotests using trout and other high
trophic level aquatic organisms, This research has significance
beyond its obvious application to the Industries concerned.

Sclentific activities in NWEÄ dealing with solid wastes are mainly atthe survey and technical inventory stage, Five main areas of
research were brought to our attention as being looked into:

studies of landf111 leachates, with the aim of developing
crlterla for a model landf111 site;

a design of waste dams and impoundments;

- the long-term disposal of dried sludges;

- assessment of environment risks and specifications for
clean-up needs at contaminated soil sites;

risk assessment criteria for control of specific chemicals.

The present solid wastes programme is an extension of earlier workon sludges, and in part is focussed on the study of wastes beforethey reach a disposal site. However, the concept of “waste management” is at present approached only from the aspect of what 1$ donewith wastes after they have been delivered or released. There isnot as yet, attention by the WERI to management of the generation
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of wastes to reduce their existence, or research on the separation of
solid waste streams.

Questions of non-toxic wastes mine and quarry wastes, debris
from highway construction and coastal engineering projects, sawdust,
etc. are not at present being addressed in a syste;natlc way
The WERI scientists acknowledged that these topies were potentially
fmportant, environmentally and politically, and together wlth the
Technical Research Centre, planned to survey practices in other
countries and to develop a national information base of major catego-
ries of non-toxic waste generation and accumulation and of ways of
managing or rehabffltating large-scale nontoxic solid waste problems
in Finland. The evaluation team feit that although tMs was not
advanced research, there was a responsibility for the WERI to become
expert in this subject and to be able to give informed advice to
Districts and municipalities or publlc works authorities when the
need arose, to avoid future environmental problems.

Issues related to management of radioactive waste are apparently notaddressed in NWEÄ, The evaluation team did not pursue further the
question of responsibility or research competence in this regard.

We were concerned that there apparentiy has not, until now, beenmuch linkage between the studies of water supply (by Health Authori
ties) and the researches on waste management by the Ministry of
Environment and NWEA, This absence of communication has been
recognized by the waste management scientists. We would urge
that the NWEA. rnanagement give encouragement to closer co-operationbetween researches in the two related ffelds, to complement the co—operation that aiready exlsts between the WEDOs, the Health CareBoards, and the Provincial Governments with respect to granting
permits for land fiil disposal,

An intriguing proposal for the creation of a ‘Nordic waste stock
market” was brought to our attention. Based on the idea that whatis waste to one industry or locality may well be a valuable resourceto another, the pian is for private enterprise to promote and managea regional waste products exchange. Some work along tliese linesis aiready under way on a national basis, and its further developmentwill provide scope for Finnish market consuiting activities. It willprobably require some careful research on environmental and healthsafeguards, technologies for volume reduction or secondary treatment,etc., plus some clarlfication or modlfication of nationai and internation regulations, to make such a scheme work on a continuingbasis and signiffcant scale, But the idea has sufficlent merit inprinciple that the evaluation team suggests that NWEA should examineit in an initially favourable light and be prepared to incorporate,where needed, parts of the required studies into its research pian.

It is axiomatfc that scientific studies concerned with chemical substances fwhich include ali wastes) can only be as good as the analysesof the chemicals. The role and capabilities of the Research Laboratory, of the laboratorles of the WEDOs, and of supporting facilities inother institutions such as the Technicai Research Centre, are thereforecritlcal to the success of the waste management research programme.In the comments on the Research Laboratory [Section 2.4,3], mentionwas made of the need for High Performance Liquid Chromatography
(HPLC) equipment. Advanced work on industrial wastes might also
require an instrument capable of sirnultaneous multi-element analysis,such as an Inductiveiy-Coupled, Optical Emission Spectrometer
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(OCPOCS), or, perhaps, an Inductlvely-Coupled Piasma Mass Spectro
meter (ICPMS). We feel that the need for equipping the Laboratory
with an Instrument to carry out this kind of work, and with a robot
system for rapld, automatlc preliminary treatment of large numbers
of solid sampies, should be kept under careful review, and related
to the best obtainable estimates and forecasts of the future needs
for analyses of Finland’s wastes [Section 4.2]. One thing is certain:
the wastes will keep coming!

The laboratory facilities of the WEDOs should be carefully reviewed,
in the light of the present and anticipated industrial and development
characteristics of each District, with a view to assessing their
adequacy for the chemical and biological analyses anticipated in the
District In connection with NWEA obligations regarding waste.

Effective and improved NWEA and national scientific activities related
to waste management require an extensive and active scientific
communication system. Two areas of communication needlng particu
lar attention, and In which NWEA through WERI and the District
Offlces have an important role to ensure that there is adequate but
understandable technical contact in the information communicated are:

developments In low-waste technology, waste separation and
waste forecasting, the kinds of wastes being generated
locally and nationally, and treatment problems associated
with improved waste management practices;

- issues related to municipal water supply and waste water,
and problems of early detection of environmental problems
from faulty waste treatment.

The NWEA wastes programme, wlth many excellent features and
some scientific successes, stili suffers from some confusion as to its
role and apparent Jack of clear pollcy direction regarding research
and technical servlce. Finland has need of both aspects of its
present operatlons, and the need can be expected to increase in the
years ahead. The evaluation team suggests that the programme
would benefit from clear direction and priorities, an identiffed budget
for some long-term research projects that could look more deeply
into distinctive Finnish problems with regard to both water-borne
and solid wastes, while stili allowing for the major work on current
priorities. There is need for co-ordinated planning and investment
In research support and analytical facillties to keep pace with expan
ding research and ‘service” activities, and continued support for the
nation-wlde and international communlcations that the NWEA program
me now enjoys.

3.5.9 Research Related to Constructlon Works

The review of the studies undertaken by the WERI, in co-operation
with WEDOs of the environmental effects of river development and
construction projects in the Bothnia area was not only instructive in
itself as a case study of the application of water and environment
research results to specific important Finnish development program
mes, but it also gave the evaluation team an opportunity to examine
how the research programmes of NWEA were applied to environmental
impact assessment in general, and to look into questions of com
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munleation with various authorities and the publlc, and the practical
significance of research results.

The study of environmental effects of water construction works on
the Bothnian rivers, 12 projects in ali, appears to be weil conceived
and weli carried out, with resources (frorn several sources) adequate
and wisely spent. Co-ordination between the WERI and the three
Water and Environment District 0ffices involved has been good, and
has contributed to effective cooperatIon between NWEA and the many
other national, provincial and municipal agencies taking part.
Communication with the public and wkh the pollticians has been
very important, and aithough the constructlon projects are not without
political and public controversy, it appears that NWEA and the Water
and the Environrnent Research Offlce has enhanced Its reputation
and credibility as a professiona.lly sound impartial body that speaks
with authority on the scfentific and environmental aspects.

The studies undertaken by NWEA in these projects have been mostly
straightforward from the scientific polnt of view, but adequate, up
to-date and interestlng. There was little that appeared to be new
research, except in connection with control of oxygenation of waters
through aeration of over-flow weirs. The various studies of transfer
of metais from leaching of suiphide solis, the transformation of
chemical baiances in solis from peat run-off to run-ofthe-river
flow; the effect of acidity on mercury intake by flsh, to give some
examples, demonstrate that an effective though standard environmental
impact assessment must make fuli use of up-to-date scientific concepts
and research technologies The programme also shows that scientific
resuits can be transmitted effectlvely to the publlc, and that these
resuits can be understood In the context of the important soclal,
economic and politicai questlons at issue. It shows that the frequent
publlcation and open dlscussion of hiterlm scientlfie results not only
builds a public and polltical demand and support for the research,
but can help rnaintain the quality of the science itself. The existence
of a broadiy based steering commlttee not only helped determine and
review the scientific priorities and the effectiveness of the study,
but contributed importantly to the eredlbility of the exercise and
the communicatlon of its findings

The main shortcomings of these studies are, as 15 well known to ali
those involved, that there has not been time, scientific resourees, or
the data and theoretical background to make possible analyses and
predictions as complete and preclse as they shouid be; and that once
the development decisions have been made and the recommendations
pubiished or impiemented, there is rareiy any contlnuing support for
follow-up scientific work or evaluation of the validity of the predlc
tions. It is in these areas that the continuity and wise management
of the WERI is most important Ä project-programme such as this
cannot be effectively accomplished in isolation; but must spring
from, and be part of, a larger continuing environmental sciences
organization; and its findings must he related to, and become incorpo
rated in, the accumulating knowledge base and on-going research of
the parent organizat1on It Is up to the WERI to make known the
importance of, and to seek support for, the on-going or foiiow-up
studies that will make these projects of even greater regional impor
tance and scientific signiflcance.

This type of project - environmental Impact assessment of large
seale industrial or regional deveiopment - can be expected to increase
year by year, Aiready we heard of plans for a study on a national
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scale of the environmental aspects of pulp and paper industrial
expansfon, and this was announced to Parliament by the Minister of
the Environment the day after the evaluation team submitted its
interfm report. The environmental success and the value, from both
the decision-makers and the pubile perspective, of the scientiffc
contribution of NWEA as in the Bothnia rivers studies, will mean
that even more wlll be expected in the future: - more precise
analyses and scientific predictions of effects, perhaps an even broader
range scientific studies including an even larger number of agencies
involved and affected. The WERI management and scientists should
be prepared for this, and endeavour wherever possible to make the
research required for environmental impact assessment a part of, and
not a disruption of, the on-going research programme, And NWEA
should acknowledge and support the need for follow-up post-construc
tion studies to be part of the programme from the beginning.

3.5.10 Varlous Comments on Hydrologlcal Researches

The evaluation team was able to examine only a small part of the
research activities of NWEA that are concentrated in the WERI and
the WEDOs, There are many other studies that we heard about or
skipped over quickly, but wMch are important to hydrological and
envlronmental sciences in Finland. Two other areas that came to
our attention warrent brief comment:

- The analysis of low flows is a study that has high relevance
for the design of regional hydrological monitoring networks
and research on the response of the Finnish environment
to forthcoming elimate change or to major engineering
works, such as river diversions. It is important to know
whether the locations of monitoring stations and the
monitoring equipment, which tend to he concerned with
monitoring floods and seasonal run-off, give representative
data on quantity and quality during dry periods. The
same eonsideration should be given to ground water monito
ring.

Research on automation of field measurements and telemete
ring of data has been minor in Finland, and most of the
advanced equipment has been purchased from other countries.
But the employment of such technologies in Finland requires
not only adaptation of the apparatus so that It will operate
satisfactorily In the Finnish environment, but attention to
the fact that a network of automatic instruments invariably
gives a different environmental pieture than a network of
manual stations, even though readings are taken to the
same speeifications [Seetion 3.5.1.31

3.6 MAPPING OF HYDROLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS, AND DEVELOPMENT OFAN ENVIRONMENTAL GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM

The mapping of Finland’ s hydrological systems is not in itself re
search, but the resulting information is vital to environmental andwater research, and to the practical application of research resultsto resouree management and environmental proteetion. The modernization of the mapping system, and the development of an up-to-dategeographic information system that is compatible with meteorological,agricultural and industrial information, 1$ however, a research roject
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in its own right. The success of the NWEA activitles In many fields
depends directly on the adequacy of the maps and Information
available.

Finland is blessed with good topographic maps. The deficiency
from a hydrological point of view has been the lack of bathymetric
data on lakes; this has been addressed since 1971 by the bathymetrical
mapping, by the Hydrological Office, and good progress ts being
made to survey the bottom of ali significant lakes ln finland at a
scale of 1:10,000. The work ts being done using crude but reliable
manual methods, but ;t is well adapted to lakes that are very shallow
or dlfficult of aecess, and as It Is undertaken as an employment
generating measure using outside funds that do not compete with the
research activfties, ts effective tri the overali sense

Environmental and development issues, In Finland as elsewhere, call
for increased integration of data of different types and from different
sources. To be useful and intelligible, these data must be referred
to a cornmon base that represents the spatial dimensions and physical
characteristics of the country, To meet this need, most technically
advanced countries have given careful thought to development of
what have become known as geographlcal Information systems that
are designed or adapted to their particular needs and characteristics.
Finland has responded by development of the FINGIS (Finland Geo
graphical Information System), which will puil together 120 separate
data systems now tri use. The evaluation team was interested to
learn that the Hydrological Office of the WERI has piayed an impor
tant role tri the development of the FINGIS, which ts largely oriented
around drainage basins as units of reference. The entry of basic
outiines of Finnish drainage baslns, on a scaie of 1:50,000, will be
completed by the end of 198$, and selected characteristics of drainage
basins, using LANOSAT and SPOT sateilite imagery, wili be surveyed
by 1990. This will be foilowed by information from NOAA Imagery
on snow cover, Lee break-up and freeze-up, surface temperature and
radiation baiance.

We were pleased to see the successful co-operation between NWEA,
other parts of the Ministry of Environment, the Post Department,
and the National Board of Survey tri this development. In ali, 30
different authorities in seven technical working groups are taking
part. Ali District Offices will be equipped to participate tri and
make use of FINGIS when it is operationaL

The project ts off to a good start, and promises to be of immense
value to Finland tri a wide range of subjects and interest areas.
The Hydrological Office has played a critical part in its establishment
and in ensuring that adequate scientific concepts and information
are buiit into the programme Some problems lie ahead. The
emphasis has been on surface mapplng characteristics, which are
important; but a much wider fleld, using the GIS for dispiay and
inter-relation of data on a variety of topics dealing with water and
soil quality, vegetation and renewable resources, etc., has yet to be
expiored and incorporated. The transfer to the Environmental
Data Centre of the person who has been leading GIS deveiopment lii
WERI provides opportunity for contlnued liaison and particlpation In
FINGIS development, but leaves a gap in Institute expertise that
should be filled, we would hope wlth a person who brlngs not only
technicai competence but also imagination and a view forward to
new possibilities.
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The NWEA data contrlbutlon to FINGIS, now that the framework for
the system has been established, should steadily increase ln scientific
sophistication, so that Finland’ s environmental geographic information
data system can not only provide the common denominator for
hydrological and environmental data but become also a sophisticated
research tool.

The greatest need within NWEA, as FINGIS and the Environmental
Data Centre are developing, is for increased and broadly based
expertise in computer use and modelllng in WERI and the WEDO.
The financial and scientific advantages of a sophisticated geographicinformation system wili inerease in proportion to the number of
users that are famifiar with it, make fuil use of it, and contribute
information to it.

3.7 DÄTA AND DATÄ PROCESSING

A good measure of the competence and effectiveness of a scientificorganization is the manner in which it handies its data, and integratesmodern advances in communication and data processing technoiogy
into its operations without losing sight of the advantages of oider
simpier methods, and without breaking continuity with the past orwith its iess sophistieated ciients and colleagues. By these criteria,the evaluation team feels that NWEÄ gets high marks. The introduction of automatic data processing and computer-based communfcationsystems at varlous leveis and iii both the WERI and the WEDOs hasbeen wefl planned and orderly, and the improvement in productivity,assembly of data, advanced level of research, and overail forwardiooklng spirit and enthusiasm is aiready apparent.

The data processing deveiopment pian started in 19859 resuiting inthe two reports “Impiementation Pian for Data Processing 111 Environmental Protection 1987-1991” and “Impiementation Pian for DataProcessing In Internal Ädministration of the Water and the Environment Administration 1987-1991” was an admirabie example of forwardlooking pianning, whlch wili beneflt NWEÄ and Finland for years tocome, The evaluation team was shown a preliminary but fiexibieschedule for investment, up-grading, and training to 1995, providinga stabiilty to this aspect of NWEA operations that is admirabie andwhich must be the envy of other parts of the Ädministration. Wewere impressed by the degree to which ‘the data systems were servingto knit varlous research, operational and management units of NWEAtogether, and were serving as a tangible 1mk between the WERI andthe WEDOs. At the same time, we are concerned that the NWEAintegrated data and communication system must not become an endin itseif. It must be a weli-controiied tool, an aid to the work anddecisions, and never in itself the faetor which decides the characteristics or acceptabfflty of data or the priorities for research.

The conversion of data lists into automated data registers for waterlevel, water fiow, water quality, piankton, and toxic substancesanalyses is well advanced, and the inter-registry access routines,based on ‘the INGRES programmes, appear admirably user-oriented.The next and much more ambitious step - the development of anenvironmental data system - seems to the evaiuation team to be offto a good start,

The creation of an Environmentai Data Centre within the NationalBoard of Waters and the Environment is a tangible recognition of
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the importanee of environmental data. The speclfic mention by the
Minister of the Environment, in his May 319 1988 speech to Par
liament, of the establlshment of the Centre, to

“analyse and produce environmental data for the authorltles
and, In partlcular, for the citizens”

and that it will

“be developed Into a centre for International data and
monltoring wlthln the framework of the programme for
Integrated environmental control, set up by the member
states of the United Natlons Economlc Commlsslon for
Europe (ECE)”

marks a significant step forward in polltical recognition of the value
of organized environmental data It also gives the Environmental
Data Centre and the Finnish environmental data base some very
strong instructions - its “rnarching orders” as it were - which it
wiIl be obliged to carry out,

The national environmental data base managed by NWEA but including
data from many sources is intended to serve as a data coliection,
processing and storing system for ali the data needs of NWEA reiated
to environmental proteetion. Such a cornprehensive system will
affect the input into simulation modeis of hydrologlcal and environ
mental processes, and thus it wili affect the kinds of modeis that
are used. It will also have ari affect on the identlfication and
classification of environmental phenomena of interest, Special
programmes, such as the FING1S geographicai information system
[Section 3.6] are a part of this system and also serve as a bridge to
other comprehensive data systems in Finland, lii this case through the
National Board of Survey.

It is important that the environmental data system itself incorporates
information on the accuracy and kind of quallty controi used for ali
data sets in the system.

Despite, 01 perhaps because of, the many excellent features of the
data processing and communication system now being established,
and the systematic and careful way in which it is belng planned, the
evaluation team has some concerns. Although we were assured that
deliberate and suceessful efforts have been made to determine and
include the needs of researchers, district officers, and administration
in its formulation, the system stiil seems to bear the marks of having
been designed by computer experts for use by computer peopie. We
hope that the impiementation of the more sophisticated elements
planned to come soon will not have the net effect of lessening the
value of the basic data system to those it is intended to serve.
The environmental and data needs of NWEA are changing [Section
2.3, 3,4], and the data system must be abie to meet both present and
unforeseen future needs. The peopie best able to advise on what
are likely to be future needs inciude, among others, the research
scientists and district officers.

There is merit in keeping the system simple as possible until data
needs and the uses made of data are better known than they
presently appear to be Iii this time of transitlon and expansion of
NWEA research and operations. Conthiued efforts should be made to
involve users, especially from the districts, iii the design of the
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environmental data system. Some “brainstorming” or focussed
scientific speculation would appear to be useful to select what kind
of questions that expert systems are likely to be asked to answer
about environmental protection in 1995; and after this is done it
may be useful to develop the equations or models that wlll specify
what klnds of data should be obtained now so that the questions can
be answered in the future. As this kind of forward speculation does
not come easily to most hydrologists and environmental scientists, it
may be necessary for the data system planning group to develop
some typical or hypothetical examples of potential future data uses,
and test their reality or feasibifity with the present users.

Attention must be given, also, to avoiding within the data system a
bufit-in hiatus or mismatch between the information produced by
automatic systems for hydrological or water quality monitoring,
which will come into greater use in the years ahead, and the informa
tion from manual analyses, which will continue to be the foundation
of NWEA environmental quality activities [Section 3.5.10], This
probiem may become more serlous as the data registry expands to
include new kinds of data, for example from solis or terrestrial
ecosysterns, that are analysed by a number of different methods, or
to 1mk with other systems, such as those for air quallty or climate
change, which may use qulte different programmes.

The environmental data system will provide an essential base for
development of a reporting system on the state of the environment
of Finland. But the design and development of a regular State of
the Environment Report is a very complex and difficult undertaking,
and there have been many different approaches tried in different
countries. To the best of the knowledge of the evaluation team,
none of them are yet consldered satisfactory, even by the agencies
that produce them, International contact and careful review of theexperiences of other countries is recommended before it is acceptedthat a State of the Environment Report can be developed directly
from the environmental data system. However, it is most important
that NWEA issue regular reports to the public, scientifically accurate
but in non-technical language, that present the results of its resear
ches and lead to a collective public awareness of environmental
issues and changes in the condition of the environment. Careful
study or research is needed on how best to bring environmental
research results into public understanding of environmental questions
[Section 4.7],

4 LONGER-TERM AND BRÖADER CONCERNS

Our review of the present research activities and immediate futureplans of the NWEÄ has been conducted in the light of the desire ofthe State Research Council that ministries responsible for State
Research Institutes should evaluate them for the quality and effectiveness of their research in the spectrum of the service they renderto Finland as a nation [Section 1.1, 1.2], and in the forward-lookingspirit of the objectives presented to us by the VESTA-group, whichasked us:

to evaluate research In the Water and the Environment
Ädmlnlstratlon, as compared wlth the latest International
developments In the fleld of envlronmental research,
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Throughout this report we have commented In many places upon
different aspects of the research activities as they relate to what
seem to us to be Ukely future priorfties or needs for research in
Finland, and we have made observations on the relevance of Interna
tional research and technology development to the work belng carried
on in Finland. In this chapter we will not repeat these various
comments, but instead offer some general observations, based on our
overali impressions, that we hope wffl be useful to considerations of
NWEA as a whole.

Although we have identified shortcomings In several specific areas,
our overail opinion is that the quallty and effectiveness of research
in the WERI is good by international standards, bearing iii mmd that
a relatively smaii institute cannot be a world leader in every subject
studied [Section 2.3]. We are worried, however, that it wlll be
very difficult to hold this good overail position, or Improve it in the
future, at the present level of national resourees devoted to environ
mental research.

The admirabie and genuine concern that the Finnish public has for
ali aspects of the environment; the dependence of knportant sectors
of the Finnish economy - forestry, agriculture, fishlng - on envi
ronmental quality and sustained produetivity; and the vuinerability
of the Finnish environment to regional and giobal ehanges (climate
change, acidification, widespread contamination from phenols, etc.)
- ali these wiIi, we think, lead to a demand both from the publlc
and from the Government for (i) more and more environmental
information and interpretive services (which wili demand new research
and under the present organization also compete with research), and
(ii) sophisticated or advanced research in areas where Finnish problems
are unique or where Finnish science should provide world leadership,
It does not seem possible to be able to meet these demands in the
future unless the Finnish government and the Finnish taxpayers
recognize the importance of Finnish environmental research to the
future well-belng of the country, and are prepared to Increase their
investment In it.

The following sectlons touch on some areas of concern, and choices
that lie ahead for NWEA management, with regard to these broader
and longer-term issues.

4.1 THE ÄDEQUACY OF THE NATIONAL $CIENTIFIC INFORMATION 3ASE

As environmental issues become more and more an Integral part of
socio-economic issues and a subject of political attention and decision,
in Finland and throughout the world, the completeness, relevance,
and accessibility of scientific fflformation about the environment
becomes of crucial importance to national effectiveness. The National
Board of Waters and the Environment has a national mandate:

“to maintain and develop Information systems related to
waters and environmental proteetion” [Section 3.1]

For much of the pubiic, and for politicians and industrlal decision
makers as well as for the scientific community, the value to the
nation of the National Water and Environment Ädmlnistration will be
determmned to an important degree by how weil it fuifilis that part
of its mandate.
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The NWEA has made an excellent start toward a national environmen
tai data system and, together with the National Board of Survey and
other government bodies, a modern nation-wide geographical informati
on system, FINGIS [Section 3.6, 3.7]. The extensive registers of
hydroiogicai and water quality data provide a sound basis for the
design, and bring a wide spectrum of users who can contribute by
identifying Information needs and provide a basis for cost-benefit
evaiuations of the formats, accuracles and degrees of reliability that,
iii the iong run, determine the value of an information base in relation
to its cost,

With the broader environmental responsibilities that are now wkhin
its mandate and the establlshment of the natlonal Environment Data
Centre, NWEA wiil in the near future have to give specific attention
to inciuding within the environmentai data system, information on a
wider range of subjects related to the terrestrial and coastal environ
ments and their ecosystems. It will he essential, aiso, that the
data system is compatibie with meteorological, climatic, marine and
geological/geophysical data compiied by other agencies, to provide
coliectively a comprehensive scientific information base on the natural
characteristics of Finland. To deal comprehensiveiy with forthcoming
environmental issues, there must aiso he complementary data on
Industriai actlvities, movement and processing of major chemicals,
energy conversion and consumption, land use changes, and demo
graphlcs. The NWEA has provided a good conceptuai and organiza
tional start for the Environmental Data Centre, founded on the most
vital environmental commodity, water, to developing the environmental
nucieus of a national scientific information base. It remains a task
to buiid upon this base an effective pian for developing environmental
awareness and strengthening the aiready strong environmental ethic
in Finland [Section 4.7],

On an kmnediate basis, we recommend that NWEÄ management identify
more clearly what are the needs of the Administration and the
Government for scientific information about the environment.
Improveci information about what information is most needed by the
Ministry and other government agencies, and in what form, and
paraiiei systematic attention to the present and forecast public demand
for environmental data, wf11 be of help to NWEA in planning its own
research, monitoring, and information programmes and budgets, and
in evaluating its own success in meeting its objectives [Seetion 3.3].

4.2 fORWARD PLANNING FOR FINNISH ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH

A clear statement of objectives for research [Seetion 2,2] is itself a
forward pian. During the course of our evaiuation, it became apparent
that not only the realization of objectives, but the relevance and
accountabiiity of present researches, would be enhanced if there
were, at ieast within the WERI, a vigorous and vfsible scheme for
assessing the research needs of the immediate and more distant
future. Such a scheme should identify opportunities to capitallze
on present research findings or to engage in research on new or
emerging topics. Forward planning is equally necessary to proteet
research in those areas where continuity is essential, to ensure that
vitai long-term but perhaps less spectacular studies are not curtailed
or pushed aside in the desire to meet a new crisis or to study “the
pollutant of the month”. Only with a system for assessing present
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needs and progress, and likely future needs and opportunities, can
priorities for continulng or new research be set tri a responsibie way.

The evaluation team suggests that consideration be given to producing,
within the WERI, a five-year running outlook for research, up-dated
annually, supplemented by an annual research p1an Such an outlook
and research pian must be based on a systematic dlalogue between
the Ministry of the Envlronment and the WERI [Sectlon 2.21. The
sclentists of the WERI should have a means of advising the Mlnistry
about issues that they believe are important for research in the
national interest, including research which, although it ts necessary
to start now, is intended to produce techniques for future use, or to
address problems beyond the time seales of current Ministry concerns.
Similarly, the Ministry needs to be assured that the WERI programme
objectives reflect its concerns and priorities, The research outlook
should also reflect the results of consultation with other parts of
the NWEA (especialiy the WEDOs), with other reievant Ministries,
Provinciai Governments, and with representatives of munielpalities.
The roliing research outiook should provide a basis for steering, tri a
planned and orderiy way, the broad direction of research to account
for new priorities and needs. It can provide justification for a
change of direction of research when priorities change, with conse
quent resource and policy implications not only within NWEA but for
the other institutions and agencies with which it may be collaborating.
It enables fundfng and recruitment or training strategles to be
developed which wiii aiiow the broad direction of the Institute’s
work to be aitered with minimum dlsruptlon to programmes or
personnel, and the need for major reviews of long-running programmes
to be identified.

The annual research pian should provide the principal framework for
the routine management of the WERI research programme and budget.
It ts a means through which the performance of different sections
of the Institute can be assessed systematically. For this purpose,
the objectives [Seetion 2.2] and/or the research pian should identify
targets or milestones against whlch the progress of each main research
activity can be evaluated at regular intervais.

Three areas appear to need particular attention in developing a
research outlook and pian: (1) the balance between various research
subjects, and between long-term, short-term, and capacity for emer
gency research in response to crises; (2) the investments tri the
equipment of the Research Laboratory; (3) the co-ordlnation between
research programmes and the environmental data system.

4.2.1 “Balanc&’ tri the Research Programme.

The present research programmes of WERI have grown lncrementally
over a number of years, and are a net response, within the financial
and expertise resourees available, to Important or urgent needs for
new information or technology, scientific opportunities, pressures
from other countries or other agencies within Finland.

In the opinion of the evaluation team, the balance between the
various subjects within the purview of NWEA that has been achieved
by this “do what is most important within our capabilitles” approach,
15 at present quite good; althougb as mentloned in precedlng chapters,
some areas such as regional water pollution resulting from expanslon
of the forest industry, solid wastes management, and response to
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dllmate change, appear to need more research attention, But with
the mandated expansfon of NWEÄ to a broader range of environmentalfields, the rapid move to automated monitoring and date systems
which quickly eat up capital resources, and the recent movement of
environmental issues from perlpheral government concerns to the
central areas of government policy, the Incremental or opportunistic
method of achievlng balance between various areas of science withinWERI may not he adequate.

Aiready some difficult choices are imminent - should there he
investment in laboratory, computing, and field facilities to enahle
WERI to develop as a leading environmental research organization,
or should it distribute its resources so as to maintain the capacity
to provlde adequate scientific public service on alI areas within its
mandate [Section 2.3]? Should it budget a distinct portion of its
researches to strengthening its research in areas where it has new
responsibilities but llttle previous in-house experience, such as solid
waste disposal, or should 1t focus its scientific attention on the
subjects where it is aiready a leader in research, say in hydrologi
cal sciences, and deal with the “new” areas through outside contracts?What are the criteria that will he used to make allocations between
different areas deservlng study, to maintain some support for longer
term high-priority but not urgent studies compared to short-term
programmes in response to current issues? How will research capacity
be kept iii readlness to undertake studies on unexpected environmental
emergencies? There are no simple answers to these questions, but
the way that they are dealt with in NWEÄ and WERI research plansdetermines to a large extent the balance between different subjectsand objectives, and thus determines the scientific character of NWEAitself.

4.2.2 Research Laboratory Facffltles

The Research Lahoratory of the WERI is at the heart of the environmental quality work of NWEA and the Ministry of the Environment.Therefore, planning for the Research Laboratory, its future capabilities and programme, is in many ways central to the direction andeffectiveness of research planning in the Administration as a whole.Because of the long lead time necessary to install sophisticated newequipment and get it into reliable operational production, decisionson changes or improvements in the Research Laboratory must bemade in advance of or concurrently with planning any new researchprogramrne requiring complex analyses or large numhers of routinedeterminations.

In Section 2.4.3, we commented on the adequacy of the ResearchLaboratory within the scope of the current WERI programme, and inSection 3.5.8 on the possible needs for new analytical equipment inconnection with research on wastes. In thfs section we make somefurther observations related to the Research Laboratory in the contextof planning for research in NWEA as a whole.

The primary functions of the Research Laboratory are: to provideanalytical services to NWEA/WERI research programmes; to co-operateand provide quality control to the analytical work of the 13 DistrictLaboratories and to undertake special analyses that they cannot
handle; to develop new analytical methods as needed in Finland;
and to co-ordinate or calibrate Finnish analyses with those of othercountries or with international standards. Only the third function
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noted above is research In itseif, but ali are important to environmen
tai research in Finland, and ali have a bearing on the pianning for
research.

As noted in Chapter 2, the evaluation team feit that the Research
Laboratory is at present efficient and well run, Durlng discussions
with staff iii other sections of the WERI, we often heard of probiems
arising from Umitations In analytlcal services. VVhile these problems
are undoubtedly real, we conciude that they arise from the inevitable
pressures on any scientific servlce when the science Is productive
and the service is indlspensible, and to some degree from lack of
co-ordination or unrealistic expectations in the pianning of the
research; they do not seem to resuit from serlous Inefficiencies
within the Research Laboratory.

The evaluation team was pleased to hear of the progress being made
toward a new research laboratory, and that funding for equipment
has increased substantially from the iow ievel of 1984-85. We urge,
however, that wherever possible the lntroductlon of new equipment
be planned, in accordance with and as part of the WERI research
pian, to avoid fluctuations in laboratory services and disruptions of
routines that would then disrupt research on a variety of topics.

The new Gas Chromatograph with Mass Seiectlve Deteetor (GC
MSD) wiil greatiy improve the capacity for analysis of organic
micro-poiiutants. This instrument is designed for the routine analysis
of specific compounds, which is the most important need at present.
It is not, however, well suited for identification of unknown organic
compounds. If, in the development of a research outlook and
research pian, it is foreseen that survey and “deteetive” work wili
become important as the WERI programme develops - and we believe
that this wiii be so, especiaiiy in the fields of waste and chemicals
management and industrial effluent control - a high resolution, fuli
size Mass Spectrometer would need to be considered. This would
be a major item, requiring carefui assessment by the WERI manage
ment in the light of the other research and operational priorities
and demands. The difficulty of making such an assessment at this
time provides an example of the need for a comprehensive research
outlook and research pian. The requirements for this kind of
“detective” anaiytlcai capacity that arise In the iminediate future
wouid appear to be able to be met through co-operatlve arrangements
with external faciiities, for exampie at the Technicai Research Centre;
but as experience elsewhere has shown that it takes two years or
more from the time a decision to obtain an advanced Mass Spectrome
ter is made to the time that reguiar anaiyses can be delivered, the
forward assessment by WERI management should not be delayed.
For exampie, the major study about to begin of water protection,
air poiiution controi and waste disposal in the puip and paper industry,
about which we were informed and which the Minister announced in
Parliament in his speech on May 31, Is an exampie of the kind of
activity that would appear to place new demands for routine anaiyses
in high volume as well as exploratory analyses, and eali for advanced
pianning by the Research Laboratory.

A deficiency in the Research Laboratory equipment which is of
immediate concern is the capacity to determine compounds, such as
polynuelear aromatlc hydrocarbons and the constltuents in a number
of pesticides and herbfcides, that are not amenabie to separation and
measurement by the GC-MSD. It seems to the evaluation team tliat
growlng demands for determination of non-volatile organlc mlcro
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pollutants, particularly for detectfon of pollution from non-point
sources or the recognized need to have the capacity to produce
emergency analyses to determine danger or safety around a major
agrlcultural chemlcal spill, will make it advisable to remedy this
deficiency as soon as possible. A High Performance Llquid Chroma
tograph (HPLC) would fulfiii the need as we have been able to identify
it, and plannlng for its acquisition would appear to be in the interest
of the WERI and Finland as a whole0

The determination of heavy metais and other trace elements will
contfnue to be an important part of environment quality control in
the future. The Research Laboratory is well equipped to handle
inorganlc components in water analyses, but present routines are
labour-intensive and of limited capacity. If the developing programme
lii waste and chemical management research called for a higher
throughout of samples for multi-element analysis, consideration should
be given to acquisition of Inductively-Coupled Piasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (ICPOES) equipment or, dependffig on the range of
elements to be determined and the Llmits of Detection required, to
an Induetively Coupled Piasma Mass Spectrometer (ICPMS), as urged
by the Research Laboratory In their own submission. The needs in
this area, and the cholce that would have to be made between two
expensive types of analytical equipment, with different capabilfties
and different costs, demonstrates the need for a broad-based research
outlook paper, produced regularly, that links ministerial priorities,
NWEA estimation of public needs and research plans, and Research
Laboratory considerations of the required investments in research
facilities. In the present example, ICPMS is a more costly technique,
capable of accurately detecting smaller quantities than ICPOES.
ICPOES ts, however, now well-proven and known to be relatively free
from important interference effects. Clearly a careful assessment of
likely research requlrements and national needs for analyses in the
decade ahead should be a part of planning and decision in this area
by the Reseärch Laboratory.

Other desirable features for the Research Laboratory of the future
that were brought to our attention by laboratory staff included
contamination-free clean room facilities for handling sampies for
low-levei metal analyses, and automated systems for handling solid
sampies. The need for such features - which are costly - and the
choices between the many types and specifications that are available,
again reguires careful forward assessment by the WERI managers and
researchers as weli as Research Laboratory designers of the type
and quantity of analyses that will be needed in the future.

Another aspeet of the research facillties that needs careful forward
planning is the progressive integration of technical operations between
the WERI Research Laboratory and the laboratories of the District
Offices. The evaluation team endorses the policy of enhancing
analytical capabilities at the WEDO laboratories. As analytical
requirements grow in volume, and as hitherto “sophisticated” analyses
become routine, it ts sensible that more of the routine analytical
work Is done in the Districts. This rneans that the equipment and
staff expertise in the District laboratories must be progressively up
graded - according to an orderly research, management, and invest
ment pian. It aiso means that the Research Laboratory, relieved
somewhat of the load of routine analyses, must devote more attention
to maintaining adequate Analytical Quality Control across the whoie
NWEA system.
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The automated sample registration system currently being developed
in the Rovaniemi District Laboratory promises to be a move toward
greater efficiency and information accessibility, and may be applicable
to other laboratories of NWEA. When tied to the establishment of
interlinked computer communication between the WERI and the WEDOs
[Section 3.7], there ts the start for a future integrated laboratory
management system. Technicai developments for automated analyses
and incorporation of results into the environmental data system
should be kept under review,

Forward planning for laboratory services and staff ts particularly
important, but difficult, in connection with standardization and
calibration of analytical procedures and results - both nationally
and internationally, The participation of the Research Laboratory
in caiibration tests with the Nordic countries and through the
International Standardization Organisation (ISO) has been beneficial
in ensuring high standards for water analysis in Finland and interna
tionaily. Indeed, it ts hoped that the detailed testing of performance
characteristics developed and practised at the Research Laboratory
wiil be adopted as the basis for an lmproved description of performan
ce data in several ISO analysis methods. The research plans should
make provision for adequate International analytlcai quality control
or intercalibration.

There would appear to be a need for a specific pian for maintenanee
of Analytical Quaiity Control (AQC) across NWEA laboratories.
The Research Laboratory rightly places great emphasis on achieving
effective and high standard within-laboratory AQC as a precursor to
between-laboratories bias testing, and the practice of using check
distributions to identify determinations causlng partlcular problems
helps to make best use of resources and thus heips to maintain and
improve national standards. But a systematic pian - which can
inciude unexpected spot checks - ts necessary to ensure that ali
critical factors are covered, with a minimum dlsruption to the research
and anaiytical programmes. The pian should be extended to check
ÄQC at industrial laboratories, particularly those engaged by NWEA
for suppiementary or emergency analyses. To compiaints that we
heard to the effect that increasing demands for service analyses
made it difficult to free laboratory time for routine AQC, we would
point out that an effective research pian should help the Research
Laboratory and District Laboratories schedule the essential control
and caiibration work. A pian should help management understand
and accept that 10 to 20 percent of laboratory effort should go
toward maintaining and improving its own standards, and that it is
better to produce 80 01’ 90 results of known and adequate accuracy
than to produce 100 results of which some may be of unknown and
possibly inadequate accuracy.

A forward pian for the laboratories can also provide for training,
up-grading, and transfer of laboratory staff between tasks and between
laboratories or projects. Experience has shown that laboratory
performance ts improved and morale increased if staff are moved at
intervals from the demanding but narrowly specialized and routine
tasks that make up much modern analysis, and are encouraged to
broaden their skills or participate in other parts of the operation.
In particular, the development of enhanced anaiytical capabfflties In
the District Laboratories opens opportunities for exchange of staff,
according to a pian, between District Laboratories and the Research
Laboratory, as part of the transfer of technology and the realization
of qualfty controL
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4.2.3 Research Plannlng and the Data System

The admlrable pians for the introduction of automated data processing,
an environmental geographic Information system, and a comprehensive
environmental data system [Sections 3.6, 3.7], with a schedule for
development until 1995, is perhaps the best-developed forward pian
we encountered in our review of NWEA. Aithough those developing
the pian have made efforts to determine the sources and idiosync
rasies of the data and the needs of data users, the systems at present
remain essentialiy a data-expert’ s concept of what a data system
ought to be.

What s needed at this stage, in the opinion of the evaluation team,
is incorporation of the pian for deveiopment of the geographic
information system and for the environmental data system into regular
five-year comprehensive research outlooks for NWEA, in such a way
that the varlous research activities and needs can be related to the
evolving data and Information capabilities, the needs and operations
of the Environmentai Data Centre, and the planning of the information
systems can take advantage of new data and new areas of information
priority that resuit from the research.

4.3 CO-ORDINÄTION WITH OTHER FINNISH GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

In Finland, as in other highly deveioped countries, a large number of
Ministries in addition to the Ministry of the Environment are concer
ned with environmental protection and the management of renewable
natural resources. Many of these undertake research, and thus
there are a number of state research Institutes and laboratories
other than those in the NWEA that are regularly concerned with
scientific problems reiated to the environment. There are other
institutions dealing with agriculture, forestry, industrial development,
municipal services, etc. whose research findings and technological
developments are directly relevant to environmental disturbances
with which the Ministry of Environment must deal, or which themsel
ves depend upon environmental data and environmental research
findings for their own work. And there are stiil other institutions,
such as the Technical Research Centre, that are national centres of
technical expertise and equipment very relevant to the research
activities of the NWEA.

from the evidence of the numerous and extensive examples of contact,
collaboration and co-operation that were essential to many of the
NWEA research programmes studied, the evaluation team concluded
that reiations with research institutes were almost invariably good,
If less elose than expected [Section 2.5.2]. The previous National
Board of Waters had a reputation for being a competent scientific
body that kept to its own business and produced reliahle information
that was valuable to a large number of users; and this good reputati
on has carried over to the Natlonal Water and the Environment
Admlnistration as a whole. It is not appropriate for the international
evaluation team to make specific comments on internal inter-depart
mental or national-provinciai relations within Finland; but it may he
in order for us to point out that, from our experience in other
countries and our observations in Finland, the continued good relations
should he nurtured and built, and not taken for granted.
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NWEA is at present in a well-deserved and favoured position in the
government scientific hierarchy. It is technicaliy competent, its
reputation for scientific co-operation ts good, and almost everybody
ts in favour of research to iearn more about water resources and
how to protect the environment; but as the Administration moves
more and more into the “environmentaP part of its mandate, and as
environmental issues, and their effect on the economy, health, and
international relations move Into a central position in government
policy concern, conflicts with other interests and institutions are
more ilkely to arise. Research programmes become more closely
tied to policies; as the polieles may not aiways be in the same directi
on, co-operation in research may becorne more difficult.

The NWEA management and ieadership ts urged to bear in mmd the
advantages of giving speclfic attention to the maintenance of easy
co-operation, and wherever the subject matter would benefit from it,
of direct collaboration with the research activities of other govern
ment departments, Good inter-ministerial relatlons, and the co
ordination of programmes that flow naturally from them, are aided
by having ciearly defined objectives, a elear research pian, and a
communications pian that ts open to other ministries and institutions.
It will be helped if NWEA scientists, in WERI and the WEDOs, are
encouraged to leam more about the programmes and flndings of
their sister institutes and agencies [Section 2.5,2]. Increased or
more lively informal exchange of environmental scientific Information
within the Finnish environmental science community [Section 2.5.11
can aiso contribute to a ciimate of research eo-operation between
institutes.

The establishment of the Environmental Data Centre [Section 3.7]
and the Finnish Geographical Information System [Section 3.6] provide
strong mechanisms upon which to bulld increased and iasting co
operation between the many agencies that wili be contributing data
to the systems. The 1mk between contributions of data and co
operation in research ts an important one, and care shouid be taken
that it remains strong.

4.4 THE ORGANIZATION OF SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIES IN NWEA

Although it was not the task of the evaluation team to examine the
organizational structure of NWEA, we were requested to consider the
effectiveness of the organization of research. Our discussions with
research leaders and with the Chlefs of the Research Offlces almost
always led to the topfc of how the iresent organfzational and admlni
strative structure and responsibilities fitted the new and changing
needs for environmentai research.

The issues of most concern in this respect were:

the enlarged environmental mandate of NWEA without a
corresponding increase in financial resources or personnel;

the increased poiitical and policy proflie of environmental
issues, which themselves Included topics beyond the responsi
bilities of the Ministry of Environment and NWEA;
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the increasing range, seale, and multi-disciplinarity of
scientific issues fnvolving the environment, which makes
rigorous research in the classical discipline-oriented scientific
sense more difficult or of less sfgnificance, and high
scientific standarös for “environmentaP’ research hard to
define;

the trend toward decentralization of administrative authority
and responsibility for scientific decisions in Finland, and
the increasing lmportance of regional environmental concerns;

the problems of reconciling or combining the needs for a
sophisticated data-gathering and national technical monitoring
programme with the needs for a multi-discipline research
programme within the same organization;

the rapid advance of environmental sciences, both in Finland
and internationally, that results in new research priorities,
new (and usually more expensive) research equipment and
problems of achieving balance between partielpation in
international environmental programmes and giving adequate
attention to important domestic environmental problems;

the fact that, whlle NWEA scientific resources were llmited,
there was now avaiiabie, in Finland, a growing capacity for
good quality environmental research in industry and the
private sector, as well as iii universities.

These issues are not ali separate; some overiap, some point in diffe
rent directions, some involve only a few areas of environmental
concern while others are pervasive. But ali have become more
important since the Ministry of Environment was estabiished five
years ago, and even since the former Water Administration, under
the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, was re-constituted as the
National Water and the Environment Administration under the Ministry
of the Environment in 1986. And ali bear directly on how the
organizational structure of the WERI and the WEDOs affects the
direction, allocation of resources, avaiiable faellities, peer support
and research dllmate in NWEA, and thus affects the productivity and
quaiity of research results. Even during the period of our evaiuation,
(January - August, 1988) these issues were raising new questions of
the organization and style of research to which WERI senior officers
were giving attention.

The evaluation team does not wish to comment on NWEA organization
as such. It may be of interest to state some common impressions
that we formed during the evaluation. These are not in order of
importance, and do not imply a recommendation for or against changesin the present organization:

The trend toward decentralization of scientific activities is
real, and is not likely to be reversed. Some specific
actions work in the other direction, for example the ac
quisition of specialized equipment at the Research Laboratory;
but by providing a national service, these improvements can
increase the autonomy and efficiency of district or regional
research. The consequences almost ali appear to be
beneficial; but they will raise questions of the scientific
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and managerial relationships between the WERI and the
WEDOs that should be addressed in good time,

Increasingly, research on major environmental issues in
Finland will involve two or more Offices of the WERI and
also District Offices. In the interests of scientiflc efficien
cy and economy, methods for management direction and
resources allocation must be found that bridge different
Offices as a matter of normal operations and not as special
cases, without usurping the authority of the 0fflee or
District Chief or weaken the accountability for how funds
are spent.

- Co-operative research programmes with other government
agencies, universities or industry, or other nations are
bound to become more commonplace in the Finnish environ
mental science scheme. Consideratfon should be given to
the management level and structural means by which NWEA
and its seientists ean take part in such activities, in a
responsible way without excessive bureaucratic control, but
without losing accountability to NWEA management.

The ereation of the Environmental Data Centre, as a new
national facility within NWEA, provides an opportunity to
clarify, if It ts so desired, the managerial, resources, and
planning relationship between the research programme, the
monitoring activities, and the Data Centre.

4.5 RELATIONS WITH UNIVERSITIES AND THE FINNISH SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY

At many places in this report we have commented on the communicati
on between NWEA research and research in universities or industry
on related environmental subjects, and the desirability that the links
be strengthened. We are aware that the relationships are on the
whole very good, if somewhat surprisingly distant for a country like
Finland with a comparatively small science community. We are also
aware that any substantial change in scientific linkage will require
new money. The present university environmental research capacity
can be ofL most direct benefit to NWEA research in a few areas,
such as microbioiogy, where NWEA does not have the resources to
meet its own requirements, and needs help; but the universities
cannot participate unless they are given additional resources. Some
joint planning, and a collective effort to amellorate a cornmon probiem
would seem to be useful.

The nature of the relationship between the NWEA research and the
universities, and with the environmental science community in industry
and business, wiil depend importantly on the course taken within the
WERI - does it aspire to be a leading research institute tri its own
right, or does it carry out necessary research to meet the needs and
obligations of the Finnish government, leaving advanced research to
others [Section 2.2]? We suspeet that the answer wIll not be one
or the other; but that a clear enunciation of the role between these
extremes wouid be very useful to the authorities, the managers and
staff, and the outside scientific community. A ciear statement of
the objectives of the WERI, and a perlodic “five-year research
outlook” and annual research pian for NWEA as a whole, openly
avaiiable to the scientific community for discussion, wffl, we think,
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do much to achieve closer co-operatlon wlth the universities and
help bring to NWEA research planning the involved discussions of
the broader scientific community of Finland.

4.6 INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The evaluation team has, happily, little to say about the international
contacts and relations of NWEA science, except to say that overail,
they are good. In nearly every subject area there is evidence that
the leading researchers are well informed about or in contact with
international scientific developments in their field, and the results
of the Finnish work are reported iii a good mixture of international
as well as domestic journais. Some exceptions to this general
statement are noted in Chapters 2 and 3.

We did riote [Seetion 2.3] that actual participation by Finnish
scientists in international scientific organizations was slight, conside
rlng the well-established international viewpoints of Finnish science
and the good international publication record of the WERI, This
may be tradition; it may be because of a managerial or bureaucratic
situation that discourages participation by Finnish scientists (espe
cially middle-level and junior scientists) from participating in interna
tional conferences and from becoming active in their organizations.
At any rate, we hope it is not because of an unjustified “inferiority
complex” about the quality of Finnish environmental science, The
situation may bear some attention by NWEA management; for the
lifeblood of good environmental science is international communication,
and it is poor economy Indeed if non-availability of travel funds or
some bureaucratic rule about seniority is used to prevent a productfve
scientist from testing the results of her or his researches against a
critical international audience and bringing back, for very little
cost, the best ideas from other countries to apply to Finland’ s
problems.

The rapid coming together of local and regional environmental
problems into giobal issues that require international action, such as
those highlighted by the World Commission on Environment and
Development, Climate Change, and the Giobal Change discussions,
coincident with the rapid coming together of biological, geophysical,
and chemical scfences, and a closer association of natural and social
sciences, has led to a situation where more and more of the most
significant environmental research is in the future going to be carried
out through international multi-disciplinary programmes, usually
under the auspices of a major international scientific organization.
Finland is taking part in this movement. It has a long history of
doing so, dating from the important Finnish contribution to the
International Polar Year 1882-1883. And many of the issues being
addressed by the new wave of international science are central to
the economic, social, environmental and scientific priorities of Finland.

Each country must respond to or participate in these giobal or
international programmes in its own way according to its scientific
interests and resources, its internal and international priorities, and
the extent to which its domestic on-going studies can directly or
with modification contribute to the international or global research.
As many of the most important international programmes now under
way or being planned are in the field of Water and the Environment,
the extent and nature of NWEA participation will have a strong
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influence on Finland’ s inter-national science posture and effectiveness
in the next decades.

The evaluation team urges that NWEA give careful thought to both
its own and Finland’ s national participation in the international
programmes related to the environrnent, Whlle each activity must he
justified on its merits, and the research carried out must he accounta
ble to the objectives of the Administration, it will he most desirable
to avoid ad hoc or opportunistic decisions on Finland’ s role in major
programmes that wili he important to Finnish science - and to
Finland’s contribution to world science - for many years to come.
We urge that the WERI management consider carefuiiy how it will
fit its role in these international programmes into its own research
pian. If national leadership has not clearly been taken by the
Academy of Finland or elsewhere, the WERI might consider taking
initiative to bring together those responsihle or interested in the
Finnish participation in the World Climate Research Programme, the
International Hydrological Programrne, the Man and the Biosphere
Programme, the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme, and
possibly others, to consider how Finnish research and science support
can partielpate in these important developments to the best benefit
for Finland and world science.

4.7 ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION, ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS, AND THE
GROWTH OF AN ENVIRONMENTAL ETHIC

Considerations of the effectfveness, usefulness and applicability of
the results, and relevance to national problems of the environmental
research in NWEA [Annex 31 would not be complete without some
questioning also of whether NWEA ftself is studying how effective
and relevant are the ways in which the results of lts own researches
are transmitted to policy-makers, the public, and industry. This is
a subject that requires serlous study or research; but it is research
quite different from the investigation of natural phenomena or
environmental changes.

The evaluation team uncovered little evidence of concerted scientific
attention being given in NWEA to the objectives, methodologies and
success of the information and comrnunication, or technology transfer
of the results of its own research, or to the effectiveness of the
methods by which the needs and comments from other institutions or
the public are brought back to, or incorporated into, the research
activities of the WERI or the WEDOs. For the most part, these
matters have been left to the managers of the Institute and the
Offices, and to the initiative, common sense, and communication
skills of individual scientists. The methods of communication have
been mostly traditional, ad hoc, or in response to specific demands
or opportunities, And on the whole, they have been quite successful
in meeting the needs of those who are aware of the subject matter
and have an interest in the research and its results. Whether the
communication of the resuits meet the needs of the NWEA or the
Ministry of the Environment, or reaches those who might benefit
from NWEA research but are not aware of it, may be another matter
[$ection 3.31,

With the enlarged mandate and broader range of subjects studied by
NWEA, the new technologies used for research and the consequent
wide variety of formats in which the results of research are presented;
with the much more direet economic, soelal and policy relevance of
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the envlronmental problems being researched and the increased
environmental and scientific sophisticatfon of both policy-makers and
public interest groups, there is good reason to question and review
the adequacy of traditionai methods of Information dissemination and
technoiogy transfer. Although the Institute managers and 0ffice
chiefs are most concerned, dedicated and interested that their research
is effectlve and the results cornmunicated to those can benefit, a
case can be made that they are not the best people to assess the
effectiveness of communicating their own research results. This
may be particularly the case in the near future when an increasing
amount of the “output” of NWEA research will be in subject areas
outside the areas of technical expertise of the managers, and the
results destined primarily to audiences different from the traditional
“users” of water and environment research results in Finland.
Research into the effectiveness of communication of environmental
research, and the selection or development of the best methods for
communication requlres the involvement of experts in scientific
communication, and not only experts or authorities in environmental
science,

The evaluation team suggests that consideration be given, by NWEA,
to the establishment of a smail but continuing programme of research
on the effectiveness of its communications with ali those whom its
technicai and scientific data and researches are intended to serve.
Adequate information about the environment, and understanding of
environmentai issues are now so central to political, economic, social
and cultural interests in finland that a nationai environmentai
research organization should not be spending pubiic funds on studying
the environment without at the same time taking advantage of the
contribution that communlcations sciences can make to increasing
the economy and effectiveness by which it deiivers the products of
those studies. We suggest that such research shouid be undertaken
at the Board or Administration level, rather than for the Research
Institute or District Offices separately; and it may be that the studies
shouid include, and appiy to, the other technical departments of the
NBWE - the Water Resources Department, and the Water and the
Environment Protection Department - as wefl.

The effectiveness of the communication of the results of NWEA
research must be judged not oniy on whether technical results are
available, in timely fashion in a form in which they can be used, but
also on whether they contribute in a positive way to an improved
broad public awareness of environmental issues and the role of the
environment in the life of Finland; and further, whether they contri
bute to the development of an informed environmental ethic at ali
leveis of private, corporate and public life in Finland. Without this
ethic, protection of the environment becomes a matter of regulation,
controi or penalty, not a matter of socfal conscience; and the mana
gement of natural resources becomes a competition between winners
and losers, not a means of achieving sustained prosperity in a vigorous
and productive land. Three areas, touched on in our review and this
report, are particularly important with regard to the role that
effective communication of the results of NWEA research can play in
malntaining and enhancing an informed environmentai awareness and
a positive environmental ethic in Finland;

the input of monitoring data and research results to the
Environmental Data Centre [Section 3.71;
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the development of a systematic routine for release of new
scientific information and technology transfer, and for
follow-up of research results [Section 255];

contribution by NWEA to periodic reports to the public on
the state of the Finnish environment, the changes that are
occurring, with honest appraisals of the success and failures
of recent activities to manage resources or protect the
environment, and an outlook for the future.

5 SUGGFSTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The principal tasks given to the evaluation team were to evaluate
and assess the research activities of NWEA [Annex 5], not to make
pronouncements about what should be done to make changes. But
it is the nature of scientific research that It can always be improved;
and any discussion in depth about quaiity or relevance of the science
invariably ineludes considerations about what could be done to make
it better. The VESTÄ-Group, while agreeing that we should not
enter directly into matters of policy or funding, encouraged us to
make suggestions about steps that might be taken to improve the
performance of the research iii NWEA and the relevance and useful
ness of the research results,

Throughout this report there are, therefore, many suggestions about
steps that could be taken or changes made to improve the quality
and effectiveness of the research activities in the Administration.
Some of these were brought to us by scientists and staff of WERI
or the WEDOs and are aiready the resuit of much discussion,
Others arose during our evaluation, in dfscussion with those concerned
with specific programmes, or among members of the team as we
reviewed the literature or reconsidered our own findings and opinions.
This chapter wili not attempt to list ali the suggestions and observa
tions, for most are sfmply part of the evaluation in the main text.
But it may be useful, for reference, to re-state briefly, three main
recommendations and a number of suggestlons that may warrant
separate diseussion In NWEA. Elaboration of these is found in the
text of the report in the section indicated, The recommendations
and suggestions are not iisted in order of importance or priority,
but more or less in the order in which they are addressed in this
report,

RECOMMENDATIONS

1 The Water and the Environment Research Institute should produce
a clear statement of the objectives of the Institute, which should
be updated at intervais, and to which ali research activities shouid
be related and held accountable [Section 2,2, 3.4, etc.].

2 A thorough technicai, user-reiated, and cost-effectiveness review
should be undertaken of the hydrologicai and water quality
monitoring activities of the Nationai Water and the Environment
Administration and the related activities in other agencies, in
their own right and in relation to the environmental research
programmes [Section 2.5.4, 3.5.1, and others].
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3 The National Water and the Envlronment Administration should
institute a systematic and open process of forward pianning of its
scientific activities, including a runnlng five-year “research outlook”
updated annually, and an annual research pian [Section 4,2],

SUGGESTIONS

1 WERI could improve its scientific effectiveness by confirming (or
where needed, instituting) open principles and procedures for
allocation of funds between research projects; by clarifying the
means by which research involving several Offices is supported
and controlied; by clarifying and simplifying the procedures for
obtaining external flnancial support for research; and by identifying
specific activities where a small increase of funding couid resuit
in a significant Increase in scientific productivity, and whenever
possibie re-directing to those activities any resources that are
made free by economies or programme changes [Section 2.4.11,

2 Planning of research facilities should be forward-looking, not
only with regard to laboratory equipment, more efficient field
operations, and compatibility with world advances in research
technologies, but also with respect to the special conditions of
varlous parts of Finland (taiga, ice-bound brackish coasts, humic
waters in the forest ecosystem, etc.) [Section 2.4.3, 4.2, and
others].

3 Attention should be given to deliberate encouragement of more
active internal scientific discussion and exchange of information
across disciplines and between projects within WERI, and between
WERI and WEDOs as the scope of NWEA research expands to
include wider environmental fields [Section 2.5.1, 3.4].

4 WERI should consider taking the initiative to increase scientific
communication on environmentai matters in Finland, by instigatinga national newsletter or other means that wouid reach and includethe broad government, academic and private scientific community[Section 2.5.11.

5 WERI officers should be encouraged to increase their skills in
cross-disciplinary communication on environmental research, aspart of the process of moving successfully to the wider environmental mandate of the Institute [Section 2.5.2].

6 WERI should deveiop a broad pian for refresher-training and
new-skills training, for scientists and technical staff, in view ofthe enlarged environmental responsibilities of the institute, andthe rapidly changing priorities and techniques of environmentalresearch [Section 2.4.2, 2.5.3, 4.2].

7 In the planning and operation of its scientific activities, and thedrive for technical efficiency, cost-effectiveness, and reievance topolicies or economic development, NWEA should not lose sight ofthe very important subjective and psychological benefits to thenation of environmental research, good environmental information,and improved understanding of environmental processes [Section2.5.4, 4.71.
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8 WERI, WEDOs, and NWEA as a whole would benefit from an
institutional routine for release of new scientiffc information and
for follow-up to ensure and assess the transfer to the users, of
the results of research or new technologies [Section 2.5.5, 3.4,
3.5.9, 4.7].

9 NWEA should be concerned with identifying the scientific environ
mental informational needs of the Ministry of the Environment
and other policy bodies, and use its knowledge of those needs in
developing its own research programmes [Section 3.3, 3.7, 4.7].

10 Care should be taken to develop objectives for the scientific
studies in the Water and Environment Districts that are compatible
with national policies and research objectives and at the same
time allow maximum flexibility to concentrate on District priorities
[Section 3.4, 4.4].

11 Attention should be given to the development of procedures for
collaborative regional research programmes involving NWEA, other
government agencies, provincial governments and municipalities,
as policies of decentralization take effect [Section 3.4, 4.4].

12 Attention should be given to the development of hydrological and
water quality monitoring and research programmes on a range of
scaies, including the ‘who1e drainage basin1’ approach to monitoring
river flow and chemicai transfer [Section 3.5.1, 3.71.

13 NWEA should continue to expiore and test biological monitoring
techniques and bio-accumulation studies [Section 3.5.1, 3.5,2,
3.5.5, 4.4].

14 A review should be undertaken of the knowledge and data obtained
through the HAPRO programme, the transfer of research results
to policies, and of the follow-up environmental control activities
or further research that should be carried out to obtain maximum
benefit from the work aiready done [Section 3.5.2].

15 The possibility of more vigorous interaction with, or support of,
university researches on ecotoxicity and organism stress should
be explored [Section 3.5.2].

16 Support shouid be given to maintenance of up-to-date toxicoiogical
expertise in NWEA and to continuing a modest research programme
in the special ecotoxicological problems of Finland [Section 3.5.2],

17 Means should be found to support the NURMES project on the
effect of forestry practices in a control basin [Section 3.5.3 1.

18 Consideration should be given to development of a comprehensive
pian for research on non-point source poiiution problems, as a
guide to provide coordination to the many separate activities that
are likely to be carried out as opportunity arises [Section 3.5.3].

19 Ä review is needed of available information and current research
on ground water in Finland, with a view to assessing its adequacy
and to identify priorities for future research [Section 3.5.4].
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20 Plannlng should be undertaken to achieve the maximum scientific
benefit from ground water researches, for example by ensuring
that biologlcal studies are of adequate sophistication to comple
ment the engineering experiments [Section 3.5.4].

21 A work pian should be developed for bioiogical research on Finnish
lakes that will include biological monitoring, research on biological
indicators of different types of environmental change, and develop
ment of ecoiogical simulation modeis in a mutually supportive way
[Section 3.5.51.

22 The classification system for Finnish water bodies should include
not only the range of natural conditions, but allow identification
and differentiation of disturbances caused by human activity, and
the suitability of the waters for various human uses or the
maintenance of ecosystems [Section 3,5.5].

23 Ättention should be given to translating the results of current
research and the NWEÄ knowledge base into simple terms that
can more easiiy be used by the authorities in setting water quaiity
objectives [Section 3.5.5].

24 Cooperative planning by health, veterinarian, agriculture and
fisheries, and environmental authorities, together with the Äcademy
of Finland and universities, of future needs and priorities for
microbiological work in Finland would be very beneficial [Section
3.5.61.

25 Finland should consider the sponsoring of an international sym
posium on microbiological research in the boreal environment
[Section 3.5.6].

26 There is need to develop more interaction and joint programmes
between those concerned with monkoring the environment and
those concerned with modelling the environment in Finland
[Section 3.5,71,

27 Combined management and scientific attention should be given to
developing priorities and allocating resources to the several
different aspects of the waste management research programme,
including an identiffed budget for some long-term research projects
[Section 3.5.8].

28 In order for Its researches to have maximum effect and transfer
into practical use, the planning and funding of waste management
and treatment experiments should include provision for extensive
confirmatory analyses and follow-up studies [Section 3.5.8].

29 NWEA or WERI should keep abreast of current research, and
become expert in the problems and methods of managing or
rehabilitating large-scale non-toxfc solid waste problems, to be
able to serve as a national centre of scientific knowledge in this
field [Section 3.5.8].

30 Co-operation in research between health authorities and NWEÄ on
questions of water supply and waste management should be
encouraged [Section 3.5.8].
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31 NWEA should be prepared to provide research support to environ
mental feasibility studies of a proposed international waste exchan
ge, if upon further consideration the idea has merit [Section
3.5.81.

32 Ä review should be made as soon as possible, and periodlcally
thereafter, of the equlpment and capabfflties of the Research
Laboratory and the laboratories of the Water and Environment
Districts, in the iight of forecasts or expectations of industriai
development and environmental problems in each District, to
assess the ability to cope with the analyses that wili be needed
in connection with waste management and pollution control iii the
next decade. Urgent consideration should be given to the ac
quisition of a High Performance Liquid Chromatograph (HPLC)
system for the Research Laboratory [Section 3.5.8, 4.2.21.

33 The pian for Analyticai Quallty Control, developed In the Research
Laboratory and applled to other NWEA laboratories, should, where
reievant be extended to industrial laboratories that may be engaged
by NWEA or which supply analytlcal data to District Offices
[Section 3.5.8, 4.2.2].

34 Increased attention should be given to the communication and
information aspects of waste management research, to the pubiic
and to authorities responsible for control, iicensing, and inspection
[Section 3.5.8, 4.7].

35 Attention should be given, in the planning and impiementation of
multi-discipline, multi-agency research projects on the environmen
tai assessment of large-scale construction works, to ensuring that
there are resourees and authorities for follow-up studies on what
environmental effects do actually occur, and on the validity of
the environmental predictions [Section 3.5.9],

36 Varfous activities within NWEA should give thought and plannlng
to their respective contributions of data and information to the
Finland Geographfcal Information System (FINGIS) and the
Environmental Data Centre, to ensure that these facilities serve
both scientific and public needs in the best possibie way [Section
3.6, 3.7, 4,1, 4,7],

37 In the pianning and development of the Environmental Data Centre,
continuing efforts should be made to involve those who use the
data, especially from the Districts, in the design and decisions on
operational procedures of the system, so that the data wiil be
useful and accessible to as wide a range of “users11 as possible
[Section 3.7].

38 Carefui study, and review of international experience, should he
given to the problems and alternative approaches or methods of
producing a State of the Environment Report, and the transfer of
publicly accessible environmental data into publie understandlng
of environmental issues [Sectlon 3,7, 4,1, 4,7],

39 Specific attention should he given to the process as weii as the
substance of maintenance of easy co-operation between NWEA
and other government departments in research [Section 4.3].
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40 Consideration should be given, in advance of specific cases
requiring decision, of the level of management authority and
procedures through which NWEA scientists can take part in
research activities involving other government agencies, universi
ties, and industry, as joint environmental research projects become
more commonplace [Section 4.4].

41 NWEA management should consider the present constraints and
policies that serve to encourage or discourage the participation
of its scientists in international scientific activities, with a view
to removing unnecessary bureaucratic obstacles and to ensure
that resources for scientific travel and foreign participation are
spent in a way that gives greatest scientific return [Section 4.6].

42 NWEA should give careful consideration to its participation, and
its leadership role in Finnish science, in international research
programmes havlng to do with the environment, natural resources
and giobal change [Section 4,6],

43 Consideration should be given by NWEA to the establishment of a
small continuing programme of research on the effectiveness of
Its cornmunications and the transfer of its research results to
those whom It is intended to serve [Section 4.7].
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ment, and many subsequent United Nations and OECD
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Water Quality. Past member, U.K. Standing Committee of
Analysts for the Water Cycle, and past chairman, Änalytical
Quality Control Committee for harmonized river water
monitoring, of the Department of the Environment,
Consultant to World Health Organization on Analytical
Quality Control. Rapporteur for Water Group on Interna
tionally Compatible Environmental Data of the ICSU Comrnit
tee on Data for Science and Tchno1ogy (CODATA). Co
author of textbook on “The Chemical Analysis of Water:
General Principles and Techniques”, second edition 1986.

SVEN-OLOF G. RYDING, Senior Environmental Ädvisor, Federation
of Swedish Industries, Stockholm; and Assistant Professor
of Limnology at the University of Uppsala. Ph.D, fLimnolo
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ANNEX 2

THE FINNISH WORKING GROUP FOR THE EVALUATION
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The Ministry of the Envlronment set up a Finnish working group
whose duty was to pian the evaluation, make ali the necessary
preparations, and to assist the international evaluation group EVA in
technicai matters.

The members of the working group were
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Baitic Marine Environment Protection Commission

Professor Oifi Järvinen
University of Helsinki
Department of Zoology

Professor Eero Kajosaari
Helsinki University of Technoiogy
Faculty of Surveying and Clvii Engineering
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Institute of Marine Research
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ANNEX 3/1

THE OBJECTIVES OF THE EVÄLUATION

The objectives of the evaluation, confirmed by the Ministry of the
Environment on October 27, 1987, were as follows:

to assess the effectlveness of research Iii the Water and
Envlronment Mminlstratlon lii relation to the resources
avaflable (a cost-benefit analysis)

The assessment would require that the resources allocated
to the research programmes be compared with the quallty
and quantity of results obtained.

2 to assess the usefulness and appllcabfflty of the results
with regard to the informational needs of the Mmlnistratlon

The practfcal applfcations of the results and the relevance
of the research programmes with regard to administrational
needs should, as far as possible, be taken into account. The
Finnish working group is fully aware that this may be a
difficult task for an international evaluation group; therefore
we suggest that much of the additional information required
for the assessment be obtained through correspondence
with the Water and Environment Administration and through
the personal consultations during the visit to Finland.

3 to evaluate the relevance of the research programmes wlth
regard to the envlronmental problems of Finland

The assessment of the impiementation and relevanee of the
monitoring programmes would be of great interest to the
Ministry of the Environment and the Water and Environment
Ädministration, Moreover, the diselosure of possible gaps in
the field of research that should be covered by the Water
and Environment Administration would greatly promote the
future pianning of research in the Ädministration.

4 to evaluate the sclentlflc quallty of the research programmes
and the Individual projects

5 to evaluate research In the Water and Envlronment Admlnis
tratlon, as compared wlth the latest International develop
ments lii the fleld of environmental research
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In addition, the evaluation group could, if necessary, comment on
the following topics:

the plannlng and organization of research in general

the resources available for research in the Administration,
and the distribution of these resources in the varlous
fields of research and the different research programmes

the activity of reporting on the results and the disseminati
on of information in general

the storing and processing of data, and the data systems
available

the general “research atmospher&’ in the Research Institute,
e.g. in relation to innovation and the opportunities given
to the researchers for further education and academic
qualifications

co-operation of the Research Institute with other institutes
both in Finland and abroad
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WRITTEN REPORTS SUBMITTED TO THE
INTERNATIONAL EVALUATION GROUP *)

TITLE CODE **)

Water and Environment Administration NWEA 1/88
and Environmental Research in Finland
(including a table of resources available
for research in the NWEA)

Statutory Monitoring in Finland NWEA 2/87

Research Programrne 1987. (The National NWEA 3/87
Water and Environment Administratlon,
Finland.

A List of Laboratory and Field Equipment NWEA 4/87

Environmental Policies in Finland. (A report
submitted to the OECD Environment Committee).
Ministry of the Environment, 19/1986.

Review of Environmental Poiicies in Finland.
(A draft of the assessment report by the
OECD Environment Committee)

Hydrological Monitoring in Finland NWEA la/88

Monitoring of the State and Quality of NWEA lb/88
Inland Water Bodies and the Utfflzation
of Results

Monitoring of Rainwater Quality NWEA lc/88

Impacts of Airborne Pollutants on NWEA 2/88
Freshwaters in Finland

Non-point Source Pollution of Watercourses NWEA 3/88

*) Ali the reports are avaiiabie at the National Board of
Waters and Environment, Water and Environment Research
Institute, P0 Box 250, SF-00121 Helsinki.

**) Identiffcation number for purposes of the evaluation
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Modelling of Hydrological Processes NWEA 4a/88

Water Quality Modelling NWEA 4b/88

Ground Water and Soil Water Research NWEA 5/88

Mapping of Hydrological Characteristics NWEA 6/88
of Drainage Basins in Finland

Special Hydrological Investigations NWEA 7/88

Research on Environmental Pollutants NWEA 8/88

Biological Research of Lakes NWEA 9/88

Microbiology NWEA 10/88

Research and Development in the Field of NWEA 11/88
Waste and Chemical Management in the
Water and Environment Administration in
Finland

Research into the Treatment of Waste NWEÄ 12/88Waters

Research and Development Project on Water NWEA 13/88Construction Works in the Bothnia Area
and Related Further Studies

Description of the Tasks of the Research NWEA 14/88Laboratory

Research Programme 1988. (National Water NWEA 15/88and Environment Administration, Finland)

Historical Background for the Finnish NWEA 16/88and Environment Mministration

Preparation and Follow-up of the NWEA 17/88Programme of the Water and Environment
Administration

Statistics of the Academic Research NWEA 18/88Personnel of the NWEA, Finland.

A Survey on Publication Activities of the NWEA 19/88Water and Environment Research Institute
in 1985

Integrated Monitoring in Finland NWEA 20/88
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Funding of Finnish Environmental Research NWEA 21/88
Research in 1986

Library Services in the NWEA NWEA 22/88

Research Carried Out in the Water and MWEA 23/88
Environment District of Mikkeli

Research Carried Out in the Water and NWEA 24/88
Environment District of Vaasa

Äutomatic Data Processing in the NWEA NWEA 25/88
and its Development
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES OF THE MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND
THE NATIONAL WATER AND ENVIRONMENT ADMINISTRATION

MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT

Planning and
Development Division

____________________________________

PHYSICAL PLANNING HOUSING
AND BUILDING DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

1
Research and
Development Division

NATIONAL BOARD
OF HOUSING 1

1 Minister 1

Secretary General 1

GENERAL ENVIRONMEN1L
MANAGEMENT PDTECTION
DEPARTMENT DEFARTMENT

Goneral Management
Division

General Management
DMsion

General Management
Division

Finance Division

International Affairs
DMsion

Nature Conservation
Division

Planning DMsion

Waste Management
Division

Building Technology
Division

Water Management
Division

Air Pollution Control
and Noise Abatement
Division

NATIONAL BOARD
OF WATERS AND
THE ENVIRON
MENT
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NAflONAL BOARD OF WATERS AND THE ENVIRONMENT

ANNEX 5/2

WATER RESOURCES
DEPARTMENT

WATER AND
ENVIRONMENT
PROTECflON
DEPARTMENT

WATER AND
ENVIRONMENT
RE$EARCH
NSTTUTE

GENERAL
DEPARTMENT

WATER
RE$OURCES
OFFICE

CONSTRUCTON
OFFICE

WATER AND
ENVIRONMENT
PROTECTION
OFFICE

KYDROLOGCAL
OFFIGE

MUMCIPAL
WATER $UPPLY
AND
WASTE WATER
OFFICE

WATER AND
ENV1RONMENT
RESEARCH
OFFICE

INDUSTRIAL
WASTE WATER
OFFCE

ADMINISTRAT1ON
OFFICE

TECHNICAL
RESEARCH
OFF)CE

LICENCING
1NSPECTON$
OFFICE

FINANQAL
OFFCE

RESEARCH
LABORATORY

DATA
ADMINISTRATION
OPFIGE

WATER AND ENVRONMENT DISTRICTS
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ÄCRONYMS

CODATA Committee for Data on Science and Technology (of
ICSU)

ECE Economic Commission for Europe (of the United
Nations)

EVA - TEAM International Evaluation Team

FINGIS Finnish Geographfc Information System

HAPRO Finnish Research Project on Acidification (1985-
1989), funded by the Ministry of the Environment
and Ministry of Agriculture and forestry

IAHS International Association of Hydrological Scfences

IAWPRC International Association for Water Pollution
Research and control

ICSU International Council of Scientific Unions

IGBP International Geosphere-Biosphere Programine (of
ICSU)

INGRES (Computer programme for environmental data; Get
proper description in Finland)

ISO International Standardization Organization

LANDSAT Satellite system for the observation of Earth
(U,S.A.)

NBW National Board of Waters (NBWE before October
1986)

NBWE National Board of Waters and Environment

NOAA National Oceanographic and Äeronautics Administra
tion (U.S.A.)

NURMES Research Project on the Effects of forestry on
the Environment, funded by the NBWE, the National
Board of Forestry and the Academy of Finland
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NWEA National Water and Environment Administration
(NBWE and WEDOs)

OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operatfon and
Development

SPOT System Probatoire d’ Observation de la Terre
(France)

UNESCO United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural
Organisation

VESTA - GROUP Finnish Working Group for the Evaluation

WEDOs Water and Environment District Offices

WERI Water and Environment Research Institute





2 Jokamiehen oikeus 1985
3 a Allemansrätten 1985
3 Roskaantumisen ehkäisemistä koskevat ohjeet!

Anvisningar om färebyggande av nedskräpning 1984
4 Ongelmajätteiden keräilyä, kuljetusta ja käsittelyä koskevat ohjeet!

Anvisningar om insamling, transport och behandling av problemavfall 1984
5 Pienkompostointiopas 1985
6 a Luontopolku alle kouluikäisille 1985
6 b Luontopolku 7—12 -vuotiaille 1985
7 Ohjeet ilmanlaadun mittaamisesta ja mittaustulosten vertaamisesta ohjearvoihin/

Anvisningar för mätning av luftkvalitet och jämförelse av mättresultat med riktvärden 1986
8 Maatilojen jätehuolto-opas 1987
9 Ohjeet lääninhallitusten ja kuntien ilmansuojelutehtävistä 1987

10 Veneilyn jätehuoltoa koskevat ohjeet 1987
11 Jätehuoltolain- ja asetuksen muutoksia koskevat ohjeet!

Anvisningar om förändringar av avfallshanteringslag och -författning 1987

Sarja C: Työryhmien mietinnöt ja Iausuntoyhteenvedöt

1 Ympäristövaikutusten arvioinnin kehittämistä selvittäneen työryhmän mietinnöstä tKomiteanmietintö
1982:46) annetut lausunnot 1983

2 Ilmansuojelun rikkiselvitysten suunnittelutyöryhmän mietintö 1984
3 Jätehuollon voimavaratyöryhmän mietintö 1984
4 Ilmansuojelun voimavaratyöryhmän mietintö 1984
5 Ympäristöministeriön ja Valtion teknillisen tutkimuskeskuksen tutkimusyhteistyön järjestäminen ympäris

tönsuojeluteknologian alalla 1984
6 Yritysten ympäristönsuojelun taloudellinen ohjaus 1984
7 Aluskemikaalityöryhmä 11:n mietintö 1984
9 Yksityismaiden luonnonsuojelukohteiden merkintä 1985

10 Yksityismaiden luonnonsuojelukohteiden hoito, opastus ja valvonta 1986 1986
12 Ulkoilututkimuksen kehittäminen Suomessa 1985
13 Jätehuoltosäännästen tarkistamistyöryhmän mietintö 1986
14 Maisemansuojelun kehittämistoimikunnan mietinnöstä (Komiteanmietintö 1985:4) annetut lausunnot 1986
15 Ympäristötutkimuksen ja -seurannan työryhmän välimietintö 1986
16 Tutkimusmäärärahojen käyttösuunnittelu ja ympäristötutkimusrekisteri 1986
17 Meri- ja järviluonnon suojelutyöryhmän mietinnöstä (Komiteanmietintö 1985:18) annetut lausunnot 1986
18 Maatilatalouden vesiensuojelutoimikunnan jatkotyöryhmän mietintö 1986
19 Maastoliikennetoimikunnan mietinnöstä (Komiteanmietintö 1985:42) annetut lausunnot 1986
20 Luonnonsuojelun ja luonnon virkistyskäytön tehtävät ja voimavarat 1987
21 Ympäristötutkimuksen ja -seu rannan työryhmän taustamuistioita 1987
22 The Sulphur Commission; Final Report 1987
23 Merihiekkatyöryhmän mietintö 1987
24 Aurajokityöryhmän mietintö 1987
25 Ympäristötutkimuksenja -seu rannan työryhmän mietinnöstä 1987 ( KM 1986:39) annetut lausunnot; yhteenveto 1987
26 Ulkoilulain leirintäaluesäännösten uudistaminen 1987
27 Eräitä ympäristösuojelun rahoitusasioita koskevan päätösvallan siirto; Delegointityöryhmän mietintö 1987
28 Ympäristön- ja luonnonsuojelun tarjoamat mahdollisuudet työllisyyden edistämisessä 1987
29 Satamien jätehuoltotyöryhmän mietintö 1987
30 Edellytykset Kyrönjoen yläosan tulvasuojelun toteuttamiselle ilman voimalaitosten rakentamista 1988
31 Santaholman saha-alueen kunnostamisen yleissuunnitelma 1988
32 Ulkoilutyöryhmän mietintö 1988
33 Energiantuotannon typen oksidien päästöjen teknistaloudelliset vähentämismahdollisuudet;

Energia-typpityöryhmän mietintö 1988
34 Luonnonsuojelututkimuksen kehittäminen 1988
35 Kolovesi; alueen eri käyttömuodot 1988
36 Ympäristövaikutusten arviointi tiensuunnittelussa 1988
37 Ajoneuvoromutyöryhmän osamietintö; romuakut 1988

Sarja D: Monisteet

1 Ilmansuojelututkimuksen suuntaamisesta 1983
2 Ympäristönsuojelun kansantaloudelliset edellytykset ja vaikutukset 1983
3 Legislation on and Control of Poisonous Substances in Finland 1983
4 Meluongelmien ja torjuntatoimen tärkeysjärjestys 1985
5 Tammisaaren saariston jätehuoltoselvitys 1985
6 Valtakunnallinen harjujensuojeluohjelma 1984
7 Valtakunnalliset ympäristötietojärjestelmät ja -rekisterit 1984
8 Ympäristön tila -raportointi läänitasolla 1985
9 Jätehuoltolainsäädännön toimeenpanon toteutuminen kunnissa vuonna 1983 1985

10 a Ympäristön- ja luonnonsuojeluosaston tietojenkäsittelyn kehittämissuunnitelma 1985
11 Luonnonsuojelutoimiston tietojenkäsittelyn kokonaistutkimus ja kehittämisjärjestelmä 1985
12 Ympäristötietojärjestelmän kehittämisohjelma 1985
13 Oljyvahinkojen torjunnan kehittämisestä 1985
14 Jätteiden hyötykäyttö kansantaloudessa 1986
15 Kemikaalien myrkyllisyys vesieliöille 1986
16 Ympäristöntutkimuksen määrärahojen käyttösuunnitelmat vuodeksi 1986 1986
17 Suomen mahdolliset riskikaatopaikat 1986
18 Finnish-Polish Seminar on Water Pollution Control in Pulp and Paper lndustry 1986
19 Environmental Policies in Finland; National Report 1986
20 Maatilojen jätehuolto; kirjallisuusselvitys 1986
21 Environmental Monitoring in Finland 1986
22 Cites: Annual Report 1985 of Finland 1986



23 The Fourth ECE Seminar on the Control of Sulphur and Nitrogen Oxides from Stationary Sources 1987
24 Liman- ja homeentorjunta-aineet sellu- ja paperiteollisuudessa 1987
25 Ympäristäntutkimuksen määrärahojen hankesuunnitelma vuodeksi 1987 1987
26 Kemikaalien myrkyllisyys luonnonvaraisille nisäkkäille 1987
27 Jätehuollon yleissuunnittelu kunnissa 1987
28 Moottoriajoneuvojen pakokaasupäästöjä rajoittavat määräykset ja niiden kehitysnäkymät 1987
29 Mikkelin läänin pienvesistäjen tila 1987
30 Typpilannoituksen vaikutus happamoitumiseen Suomessa; kirjallisuustutkimus 1987
31 Ympäristönäytepankin esiselvitys 1987
32 Ympäristönsuojelun ja -hoidon tarjoamia mahdollisuuksia työllisyyden luomiseksi

Lapin läänissä vuosina 1987—1989 1987
33 Lintujen radioaktiivisen säteilyn taso Suomessa 1987
34 Rikkidioksidinmittalaitteiden vertailu; monitorien interkalibrointi 1987
35 Ilmanlaadun ohjearvot ja normit muissa maissa 1987
36 Tiealueiden jätehuoltoselvitys 1987
37 Ympäristöntutkimuksen määrärahojen hankesuunnitelmat vuodeksi 1988 1988
38 Ihmisen vaikutus metsänrajametsiin Euroopan pohjoiskärjessä 1988
39 Ympäristötoksisuuden arviointi nisäkästoksisuuden testauksien avulla 1988
40 Rikkipäästöjä rajoittavien valtioneuvostojen päästöjen perusteet 1988
41 Soodakattiloiden on linesavukaasumittauslaitteiden toimivuus 1988
42 Sinistymäeston aiheuttamat ympäristöhaitat ja jätehuolto-ongelmat 1988
43 Tulevaisuuden meluntorjunta 1988
44 Kotisten yhdennetyn seurannan alueen kasvillisuus 1988
45 Perimälinnuston kartoitus yhdennetyn seurannan alueilla 1987 1988
46 Hietajärven yhdennetyn seurannan alueen sedimenttitutkimus 1987 1988
47 Päästöohjeet ja -normit muissa maissa 1988
48 Ympäristö ja uitto; seminaariaineisto 1988
49 Suomen dioksiinipäästöt ja millaustekniikan taso 1988
50 Jätteiden kaatopaikkakelpoisuuden arviointi ulkomailla 1988
51 Mallisuunnitelma haja-asutusalueiden jätehuollon järjestämisessä 1988
52 Tanskan ja Suomen jätehuoltopolitiikan vertailua; matkakertomus 1988
53 Volatile Organic Compound Emission Inventory for Finland for the Year 1985 1988

Sarja E: Esitteet

Air quality management in Finland 1985
The Sulphur Commission Report 1 1985
Finnish Research Project on Acidification (HAPRO) General pIan 7985

1 Ilmansuojelu Suomessa 1986
2 Luftvården 1 Finland 1986
3 Lyijytön bensiini 1986
4 Veneilijän jätehuolto 1987
5 Itämeren tila 1980—1985 1987
6 Luonnonsuojelu Suomessa 1987
7 Ympäristönsuojelun koulutustilaisuudet 1988 1988
8 Lyijytön bensiini (2. painos) 1988
9 Naturvården i Finland 1988

10 Blyfri bensin (2. upplag) 7988
11 Ympäristönsuojelun koulutustilaisuudet kesäkuu —joulukuu 1988 1988
12 Jokamiehen oikeus (uusittu 6. painos) 1988

Komiteanmietinnöt

1985: 4 Maisemansuojelun kehittämistoimikunnan mietintö
1985:18 Meri ja järviluonnon suojelun tarveselvitys
1985:35 Rikkitoimikunnan välimietintö 1
7985:42 Maastoliikennetoimikunnan mietintö
1985:43 Uhanalaisten eläinten ja kasvien suojelutoimikunnan mietintö; osat 1—111
1985:43 Betänkande avgivet av kommissionen för skydd av hotade djur och växter;

Del 1 Allmänna del
1985:53 Kitkanniemi-toimikunnan mietintö
1986:33 Rikkitoimikunnan mietintö
7986:39 Ympäristöntutkimus ja -seuranta
1987:17 Pallas-Ounas -toimikunnan mietintö
1987:25 Saaristomeren kansallispuiston suunnitteluryhmän mietintö
1987:27 Koijärven seurantatoimikunnan mietintö
1988:16 Lehtojensuojelutyöryhmän mietintö
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